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The Destruction Of Africa 
George 13whSs 

,Heart Of Darkness 
l/11/97 #2 HATONN FOR BARRICK AND OTHERS TO LOOT’ THE COUNTRY. Readers, these are 

simply NOT NICE PEOPLE. And where might be Henry Kissinger? Oh, just 
Let us move to one of the most atrocious things coming busy, busy kissing horses’ assets at Ascot with the Queen. 

down in the world today-the destruction of Africa. There is no way I could do better than has Jeffrey Steinberg of Execufive 
To understand where we will be going with this, you will Intelligence Review (EIR) in a feature article from January 3, 1997. I just don’t 

need to remember the Barrick Gold Corp. (Canada based) and [Please see The Destruction Of Africa, p. 34 
realize that it owns even the Goldstrike properties in Nevada. 
In Sept. (17th for inquiring minds), 1996 former Canadian INSIDE THIS ISSUE 
Prime Minister Brian Mulroney met with Bush at Goldstrike in 
Elko, Nevada. By the way, Bush is “honorary senior adviser” 
to Barrick’s corporation. After that,.Bush wrote to Indonesia’s 
President Suharto, seeking the Barrick takeover of the Busang 
gold mine. Meanwhile, simultaneously, British-backed forces 
were carrying out mass murder in Zaire, preparing the WAY 
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A News Desk SDecial more profitable balance sheet for Greyhound. 
The mistake Rory Johnson made (little did he know 

that OPEC was keeping close track of any future com- 
petition to their oil business and that he was number 
one on the hit list) was to actively publicize his ad- 
vanced fusion-magnetic motor in many magazines, tell- 
ing of his plans to manufacture and distribute this revo- 
lutionary motor nationwide. (1 have even talked to a 
few people who had signed up for a distributorship.) 
Coincidentally, after agents of Greyhound tried to get 

Blatant Suppression Of 
Free Energy Devices 

in touch with Rory Johnson after a year of no contact, 
they were notified that Rory had passed away unex- 
pectedly. A man of robust health in his early fifties 
dying?! It was later learned that for some threatening 
reason, Rory moved out of his laboratory unexpectedly 
in the middle of the night with all his motors and tech- 
nology and moved to California before he died. 

Another astounding development was that a re- 
12/31/96 DR. AL OVERROLT or muzzling bright professors (by withholding tenure) straining order, or gag order, by the U.S. Energy De- 

from publishing theories and results as to the what, partment had been placed on Rory’s Company, 
SUPPRESSION OF hows, and whys of these over-unity motors and cold Magnatron, Inc., prohibiting him from producing the 

FREE ENERGY DEVICES- fusion reactions. Or the example where a Patent Of- Magnatron engine. (See Appendix l-a letter from 
INVENTORS & fice refuses to grant patents in revolutionary technol- Minnesota State Senator Marion Manning to U.S. Sena- 

MOTHER EARTH BEWARE! ogy, claiming that perpetual motion machines, as they tor from Minnesota Dave Donenberger inquiring as to 
see them, aren’t patentable-or if they are patentable, why our government would place such a gag order on 

From the INTERNET, By Erik Masen, 12/96, that they can place a secrecy order or gag order on the Mr. Johnson.) Isn’t this the land of the free market 
[quoting:] patent, which prohibits the inventor from disclosing economy? Apparently not. Something seems a little 

There has been a revived energy revolution move- any information to anyone because such disclosure strange about this whole incident. Are the oil cartels 
ment going on around the world the past 20 years that “might be detrimental to national security”. (See Ap- dictating energy policy to the U.S. Government? Read 
has not been covered or reported by mainstream press, pendix 2) on. 
establishment scientific journals or university research The following suppression stories you are about to Remember Ruby Ridge, recently adapted to a TV 
publications. read are true, to the best of our knowledge, but the movie where over-zealous U.S. agents killed Randy 

Most of the discoveries have been made by curi- names and places have been changed to protect the in- Weaver’s wife and son? Well at the same time of this 
ous, ingenious minds, who on many occasions have nocent. This information will hopefully give you some FBI siege, another inventor, at that very time, happened 
observed experimental results in cold fusion, supercon- reasons why this over-unity technology has not reached to be living and working on an advanced zero-point 
ductivity, and magnetic motors which appear to vio- worldwide attention or use. Perhaps perpetrators of energy device in northern Idaho. 
late present laws of physics, chemistry and electrody- this much-needed new energy technology suppression As the story goes (told first-hand to me by the in- 
namics. A term has been used to describe such phe- will consider reversing their policy and incorporate this vestor), the investor was coming to visit the inventor 
nomena: it is called over-unity energy or free energy, technology into their business structure for a future who had just made a breakthrough in a free-energy 
which in many cases means getting more energy out of profitable enterprise [Don Y hold your breath]. Such device, but made the mistake of publicizing his break- 
a system or reaction (magnetic motor or cold fusion technology can restore Mother Earth, which seems to through on a local TV station. The day before the in- 
reaction) than appears to be put into it. A better ex- be in great agony right now, with hot fusion (nuclear vestor arrived, two government agents broke into the 
planation is that excess energy is being accessed from power plants) blowing up, and/or radiation byproducts inventor’s home, surmising that both the inventor and 
an as yet not completely explained source. (Note: An seeping into water tables in the Russian Arctic or at his wife were away. It just happened the wife was still 
atom bomb is an over-unity device which gets a tre- Hanford, Washington, where radioactive waste seems at home and was very familiar with the use of a hefty 
mendous amount of dirty energy out, in the form of to be seeping into the Columbia River. In the case of handgun. At point-blank range, she held the agents at 
harmful radiation, than is needed to trigger the reac- oil spills such as the Exxon Vuldez tanker spill, or the bay inside her house while she debunked their excuse 
tion.) U.K. oil tanker spill, these major environmental acci- that they were cable TV repairmen checking out their 

The first question that usually pops into a skeptic’s dents have destroyed pristine fish and wildlife breed- cable lines. If it wasn’t for the siege of Randy Weaver 
mind is that if the technology is for real and discover- ing founds. What is good for the multinational oil at Ruby Ridge, who knows what else would have hap- 
ies have been made, such as Pons & Fleischman’s cold companies, OPEC, and nuclear power plants may not pened that day. Some comments from this inventor 
fusion cell or Rory Johnson’s fusion magnetic motor, necessarily be good for Mother Earth, the nation’s hu- will appear near the end of this article. 
why has it not been reported or mass produced for use man and animal health, or emerging countries whose By the way, whose side is our government on? It 
by our energy-hungry world? The answer is suppres- energy resources are being exploited and their envi- appears that the big money interests, oil cartels, nuclear 
w. What do we mean by suppression? Suppression ronment, such as the Russian Arctic tundra and South power companies have control of it. These big, pow- 
can be an active type-where a corporation or oil com- American jungles, destroyed for our short-term, con- erful coiporations don’t want any competition. They 
pany or OPEC, who does not want the invention mar- sume-consume energy fling. hoard most of the research funds on not necessarily 
keted, will blow up or destroy the lab and the inven- For these reasons, the development of energy tech- new or -revolutionary technology. It appears it isn’t 
tion and threaten to kill the inventor if he again at- nology has really gotten the attention of the ingenious, what’s in the interest of National Security or Balance 
tempts to market the revolutionary device. The other non-conformist inventors. Pioneers they have admired of Power in the Middle East, but what is in the best 
type of suppression is the passive type where a com- include Nikola Tesla, John Keely, T. Henry Moray, and economic interest of the multinational corporations. A 
peting company who has big bucks, such as some of others. Two primary areas of R&D have been targeted: classic example is the government-funded hot fusion 
the major oil companies, will come in and buy out a (1) clean cold fusion as opposed to dirty hot fusion reactor at Princeton’s Plasma Physics Lab. The “pow- 
patent with no intention of bringing it to market until (nuclear energy); and (2) zero-point magnetic en- ers that be” know there are cleaner, safer and cheaper 
the demand for oil greatly exceeds the supply and gas ergy. Again, these technologies have been actively and ways of producing nuclear energy, like bombarding 
prices soar, then they [perhaps] will start marketing a passively suppressed. The following documented sto- lithium with protons-known since 1932. but has been 
100 mpg carburetor for ICES (Internal Combustion En- ries will, hopefully, give you some specifics of suppres- kept secret and kept out of college textbooks. Read 
gines). sion. “The Fifty Year Nuclear War” by David Sereda in the 

Other types of passive suppression include univer- 1. In the late 70s a brilliant inventor, Rory Johnson Jan/Feb 1996 issue of Perceptions (3 lo- 3 13-5 185) for 
sities (which are receiving big funding from oil or of Elgin, Illinois, invented a cold fusion, laser-acti- more eye-opening details. This is a classic example of 
nuclear establishment sources) refusing to do research, vated, magnetic motor that produced 525 HP, weighed passive suppression of new, clean, economical alter- 

Editorial Policy 

Opinions of the CONTACT contributors 

are their own anil do not necessarily reflect 

those of the CONTACT staff or management. 

475 lbs, and would propel a large truck or bus 100,000 
miles on about 2 lbs. of deuterium and gallium. This 
was years before Pons & Fleischman or Dr. James 
Patterson entered the scene.with their cold fusion tech- 
nology. Rory Johnson was in the process of negotia- 
tion with the Greyhound Bus Company to install this 
revolutionary motor into a few buses to demonstrate 
the fuel savings, maintenance reduction, and hence a 

nate cold fusion energy. 
Now for some real active suppression! About 10 

years ago, some verv clever backvard inventors took a 
mapnetic generating flvwheel off a Model-T Ford, 
placed stationarv magnets in a sniral arrangement to 
the outside. and develoned a self-generating motor- 
generator. The motor+enerator (using the Dulsed varv- 
ing distance magnetic suiral nrinciule). continually 
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produced 1600 watts of Dower with no outside Dower a hall in a mid-sized town in the U.S. to show off their 
~~JUJ [emphasis mine]. They demonstrated the gen- new discovery. It was an impressive demonstration. 
erator at UCLA, which confounded the professors, stu- What happened next was also (suppressive) impres- 
dents, and other onlookers. Evidently there were some sive. A black van, with windows that you couldn’t see 
heavy-handed corporate types in the audience, because into, staked out their lab. Three weeks later, a S. W.A.T. 
the inventors never made it home from the demonstra- team of six kicked down the lab door and, with axes, 
tion. The two demonstrator-inventors were found dead destroyed half-a-million-dollars worth of equipment in 
along the highway, and the trailer with the generator one-half hour. They forced the inventors onto the con- 
inside was missing. Crete floor, face down, and held their heads against the 

Now the Japanese apparently have the technology concrete, until bleeding occurred and the equipment 
which is referred to as the “magnetic Wankel” motor. was destroyed. They said they were looking for the 

Yasunori Takahashi, a famous Japanese inventor nuclear source. They had no warrants, just “S. W.A.T. 
who developed the Beta video-tape, has retrofitted his TEAM” printed on the backs of their brownish uni- 
newly developed superpowerful YT magnets into a 15 forms. The inventors were told to cease all further 
HP Magnetic Wankel motor scooter and claims he can development, and the apartments one of the inventors 
get 15 HP from a few amperes of electricity input. Now owned were condemned. The tenants were ordered to 
when the Japanese start to export these scooters-into leave and the Ph.D. Electrical Engineer is still being 
the U.S.-(if our U.S. Government will allow it), there harassed by the IRS. 
goes our further balance of payments deficit to Japan. The late Floyd Sweet developed the vacuum trade 
Incidentally, rumor has it that Mazda tried to import amplifier, an advanced solid-state, magnetic over-unity 
the Magnetic Wankel motor in a Mazda several years device. In the late 198Os, a man claiming to represent 
ago but was refused entry by the U.S. Government, just a conglomerate, met up with Sweet and told him he 
as was a super-high-mileage, gas-powered Honda was did not want the VTA to come onto the market at that 
kept from entry into the U.S. a few years ago by our time and said, “It is not beyond possibilities to take 
government. Let’s hope U.S. Government policy you out of the way,” (quoted from Page 78 of The Com- 
changes, before it becomes more bankrupt due to the 
increasing balance of payments deficits with Japanese 

ing Energy Revolutiqn, by Jeane Manning, 1996, Avery 
Publishing Group. There are many other suppression 

manufacturers and foreign oil companies due to the incidents in her very informative new energy book, 
wasteful, gas-guzzling technologies we have come to ISBN o-895290713-2, $12.95). 
embrace as the American Way. 

Now for another story on suppression which in- SOME COMMENTS 
eludes a black helicopter incident. ON SUPPRESSION 

2. Someone presented a videotape of an advanced by a Free-Energy Inventor (anonymous) 
tachyon generator which accessed tachyon waves (ex- 
tremely short waves-like cosmic waves). It not only 
produced excess energy, but it also exhibited time-warp- 
ing characteristics. This presentation was made at an 
annual Tesla conference in 1993, without the inventor’s 
permission. The videotape was shown on a Friday af- 
ternoon, at a location 3,000 miles away from the 
inventor’s home. The very next day, U.S. Government 
agents were knocking at the inventor’s door wanting 
to see the device. He kindly told them no thanks, and 
the very next day a black helicopter was hovering over- 
head taking pictures of the inside of his house. The 
black helicopters and possibly even satellites appar- 
ently now have the capability of photographing every 
item inside a building. 

“You can believe it or not, but we live in a police 
state. The united States and Canada have only the il- 
lusion of ‘freedom’. I’d very much like you (or any- 
one) to prove this statement wrong for two reasons. 
First, 1 really want to be free and have the rights granted 
me by the original Constitution. Second, if you look 
into the subject hard enough to prove me wrong, you’ll 
find that I’m right and you’ll be educated, which is 
my intention. I still retain the hope that we can, if 

“The Powers that be made me angry! 
I do not like my telephone tapped, tracers 
put on my automobiles, round-the-clock 
surveillance, and my mail messed with. I 
do not like the ‘little’ things that ‘hap- 
pen’ around me. 

“The only reprieve 1 got last summer 
was when the agents watching me were 
pulled off to join the siege of Randy 
Weaver. Can you imagine 400 men sur- 
rounding a man’s cabin, killing his wife 
and only son, because he wanted to be left 
alone? It’s a long story, but that’s what it 
amounts to. 

A similar situation occurred with another inven- 
tor. He was experimenting with an advanced form of 
plasma discharge energy. The very next day, while he 
was at work, his neighbors told him later there was a 
black helicopter hovering over his house for several 
hours, evidently taking pictures of this technology in 
his basement. 

“I have gone so far as to set up a ‘dead 
man’ procedure, so if 1 become unable to 
profit from my inventive thinking, com- 
plete copies of my notes will be sent to 
selected individuals. 

Another story: In 1995, a man named Volcheck of 
Grand Coulee, Washington, made a trip across the 
United States and back in a car powered by a special 
gas he developed that had unusual expansion proper- 
ties. He claimed to have obtained the formula from 
some unpublished notes of Leonardo Da Vinci. 

He says the gas expands enormously at about 395 
degrees Fahrenheit to 450 pounds pressure. In other 
words, from approximately 390 to 395 degrees Fahr- 
enheit, the gas expands from a volume of one unit to a 
volume of 10,000 units. He used this gas in a modi- 
fied Franklin aircraft engine which behaved more like 
a steam engine. He never refueled during the trip, con- 
suming $10 worth of this special gas. 

“I don’t really see where it is such a 
big deal. The Powers That Be can simply 
invest in my technology, or others like it 
and make as much money as before. Sup- 
pressing these technologies benefits no 
one. Unlimited energy would potentially 
make this planet a prosperous paradise. 
[That’s exactly what they m want, ex- 
cept for themselves. With billions o[ 
people removed from this planet anv way 
they can accomplish it.] 

Soon after his return, some Congressmen invited 
him back to Washington, D.C. for a special hearing 
and congratulatory meeting. While he was gone, Fed- 
eral Marshals or a S.W.A.T. team forced entry into his 
shop, confiscated or destroyed his record-setting car, 
plans, components, special gas containers. They sub- 

“The United States Patent Office has 
a policy prohibiting a patent on a perpetual 
motion machine. This policy is a case in 
point of what happens when you have too 
much government. Why make a policy 
against something that you believe impos- 
sible? A second irony to the situation is 
that the Patent Office already allows pat. 
ents on devices that don’t work! So why r 
would they care if a perpetual motion or an 
over-unity machine works or not? Thei , 

To order by mail: 
Dr. Nick Begich 
Earthpulse Press 
P.O. Box 201393 $12.95 

I 
r 

sequently told him to forget any more projects like this. real function is simply to record the patent Anchorage, AK 99520 plus shipping $3.00 

Read on. An inventor and a Ph.D. Electrical En- as the inventor applies it. Whether it works 
gineer from one of our prestigious universities had or not really isn’t their job. They exist to by Phone: (907) 249-9111 
made a breakthrough on an over-unity motor and hired have records on file so that the inventor can by Fax: (907) 696-1277 

credit card orders accepted 

point to a specific place and time and say, ‘See, I in- 
vented it before you,’ and therefore have the manufac- 
turing and sales rights for a given amount of time! 
That’s all! That’s it.” 

“In my opinion, the U.S. Patent Office way over- 
steps their function by discrimination of many patents. 
But then, their attitude has been strange for a long time. 
Charles H. Duell, director of the U. S. Patent Office in 
1889 states, ‘ . ..everything that can be invented... has 
been invented.’ I always get a chuckle when 1 think of 
that. 

“In reality, in our so-called ‘free enterprise’ sys- 
tem, the marketplace will determine the value of a 
patent. A patent that doesn’t work or is impractical 
when applied as a device simply won’t sell. A device 
that is superior has a chance to take over from the ex- 
isting technologies. How many people really care what 
happens when they flick on the light switch? Most 
people simply want the light to come on! And if they 
can get the same light for a fraction of the cost, then 
they would care about the saving without worrying 
about the ‘new’ technology that made it possible. Prac- 
tical devices will sell, and it shouldn’t be up to the 
Patent Office to determine the practicality of a device. 
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enough people get together, turn our country back into 
the dream held by our ancestors.” 

Incidentally, suppression occurs in other countries 
as well. Johan Grander of Austria developed a revolu- 
tionary magnetic motor, but was turned down by the 
Austria .t Patent Office with the excuse: “Inventions 
which are detrimental to products in existence may not 
be granted a patent.” There are at least 20 cold fusion 
patents on hold here in the U.S.: another form of pas- 
sive suppression. 

Also from The Coming Energy Revolution by Jeane 
Manning: 

SOME REASONS FOR 
OVER-UNITY SUPPRESSION 

1. The strong oil lobby has throughout recent his- 
tory suppressed high mileage carburetors through vio- 
lent threats or rigid mandates. Their tremendous in- 
vestments in oil fields, refineries and distribution sys- 
tems wields a big stick against free energy, over-unity 
systems. (They have to be informed, and it will take 
tens of years to implement this technology.) They can 
be a major player in this revolution. [The power and 
control is what they are after, as well as‘money.] 

2. Some have said the world is on the “brink of 
financial collapse”. And work of revolutionary break- 
throughs in the energy production or distribution sys- 
tem could cause economic upheavals in our economic 
system which is based on finite sources of money and 
energy. The powers that be can control the masses by 
controlling the energy supply. They don’t want to lose 
that control. 

3. As Einstein stated, “Great ideas often receive 
violent opposition from mediocre minds.” Egos of com- 
peting companies, or establishment views that this tech- 
nology is a hoax or preposterous can also create these 
violent oppositions. 

4. The unenviable tasks of adding to or changing 
some of the laws of classical physics and chemistry will 
take vast amounts of research time before verification 
of these new discoveries can be made by the ivory-tower 
university types. 

5. People in power (academic, political, techno- 
logical, or business) do not like revolutionary changes 
which might threaten their position or standing. 

6. Ignorance and indifference by the masses in this 
materialistic, uninformed age about the state of the 
Earth’s delicate ecosystem and the effects of pollut- 
ants on human, plant and animal life. 

7. National Security: This technology used in a 
war would be a decided advantage. The major cold 
war is over [We are still in a maior war at the present 
moment, but most people do not realize it. This tech- 
nology, which they are using, is part of the reason they 
hove been able to keep it QS secret as it has been. The 
downing of most of the airliners, man-made earth- 
quakes, desiancd and planted biologicals, massive 
drug addiction and disastrous storms are all part of 
it-made possible, partiqdly, by use of “secret” tech- 
nologies.]. Let’s help financial independence of the 
masses and save Mother Earth. 

8. Galactic Security: Over-unity magnetic tech- 
nology is related to anti-gravity, space, time warping 
(unified field theory), and Area 51 Top Secret tech- 
nology. The Galactic Cold War has begun [Zt started 
years azo. 1. 

In summary, I am writing this article for three main 
reasons: * 

1. To inform the public that this new energy revo- 
lution is for real, or why would the competing estab- 
lishment corporations, OPEC, etc., and government 
agencies be, carrying on such suppressive endeavors? 
Write your legislators and inform them as to what 
is going on. Tell them we need this new revolution- 
ary technology to be develoned worldwide. includ- 
ing in the U. S., to restore Mother Earth, whose once 
pristine environment is in a world of hurt at oresent 

[emphasis mine]. Is it almost a foregone conclusion 
that the extreme weather events we are experiencing 
are a result of mankind’s careless exploitation of the 
Earth’s resources [A lot of it isperpetrated by the Elite 
using H.A.A.R.P. and laser and particle beam weap- 
ons. 1. 

2. To inform the inventors not to make sensational 
claims on their local TV stations or newspapers about 
recent breakthroughs. Keep it quiet if you want your- 
selves or your technology to survive! Don’t antago- 
nize the oil or nuclear cartels by making statements 
that this technology will put them out of business. It is 
going to take a long time to get the technology to the 
mainstream and replace oil imports or nuclear power: 
By that time these technologies can be an economic 
part of the multinational oil and nuclear corporations. 

3. To raise one question: as to why the S.W.A.T. 
teams; or the men in black, are so brash in their opera- 
tions of suppression? With no warning or explanation 
to the inventors, they act. These actions seem irratio- 
nal in a country that was founded on freedom of ex- 
pression. It seems prudent for the level of government 
controlling these black helicopters and swat teams to 
give warning and reasons for their actions before they 
act. Please raise this question with your congressman 
[Their actions are well thought out. Can you think of 
a better way to intimidate others to not present their 
inventions to the public?]. 

Some have said that black helicopters are part of 
the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms which 
operates under the D.S. Treasury Department, which 
in turn operates with the Federal Reserve, which is a 
private corporation, which operates with the World 
Bank, over which the U.S. Government apparently has 
no jurisdiction. Thus, they can do what they damn 
well please. At this time. Mr. President, Congress- 
men, and U.S. Department of Justice? [I would advise 
to write, but remember most of them are participants, 
directly or indirectly, in this fraud upon the people.] 

Take Note! A movie released this summer (Au- 
gust 2, 1996), Chain Reaction, has the theme of active 
suppression! REAL ACTIVE! !! [It is in the video 
stores, NOW ] 

Andrew Davis, director of The Fugitive, is produc- 
ing this action-packed thriller movie Chain Reaction, 
in which visionary research scientists have discovered 
the key to cheap, pollution-free energy. When the 
team’s leader is assassinated, and the laboratory is de- 
stroyed in a cataclysmic explosion, the machinist and 
two fellow physicists are framed for the murder. With 
the help of the lab’s investor, the framed group goes 
on the run with half-a-dozen federal agencies pursu- 
ing them across country. They find themselves trapped 
in an underworld of technological espionage where 
neither they, nor their discovery, are meant to survive. 
Three-time Academy Award nominee, Morgan Free- 
man, plays Shannon, the mysterious head of a founda- 
tion that is backing the energy research project. This 
will be a big-time movie with executive producer Ri- 
chard Zanuck, who has produced Academy Award pic- 
tures-Driving Miss Daisy, The Sting, and Jaws. Don’t 
miss this blockbuster! 

The Cold War is over, but the cold war on the lowly 
but enlightened inventor is still on by the Fascist cor- 
porations who want complete control of the world’s 
energy distribution system, regardless of the effect on 
the masses’ health, particularly on the large cities 
worldwide, or the effect on Mother Earth and its deli- 
cate water-air-envelope. 

Work continues on this technology and at a faster 
pace than in the past. Many inventors have left this 
country to work in other countries where a more futur- 
istic environment exists, and where there is less gov- 
ernment and corporate fascism. Most of the inventions 
I have mentioned here in this article have gone under- 
ground, waiting for the time and place where this tech- 

nology will be a necessity for a free-market, modern, 
environmentally sensitive society. 

APPENDIX 1 

MARION (MIKE) MENNING 
Senator, 26th District 
Engerman, Minnesota 56 126 
and 
Room 2K State Capitol SENATE 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155 
(612) 296-4171 

Senator Dave Durenberger 
353 Russel Senate Office Bldg. 
Washington, DC 205 IO 

July 2, 1979 

Dear Senator Durenberger: 
Several months ago, a new type of machine was 

developed by Mr. Johnson of Magnatron, Inc. at Elgin, 
Illinois, Ipurr of a letter missing] to see the engine and 
they know the engine works. It is not just some wild 
idea that somebody has. 

The reason I am writing you a letter is that a re- 
straining order has been placed on Mr. Johnson, the 
Chairman of Magnatron, Inc., prohibiting him from 
producing the engine. I have been trying to find out 
the reason why. Mr. Johnson does not know why ei- 
ther. Would you please send a letter or make a tele- 
phone call to the Illinois Attorney General’s office and 
ask what’s going on and why they are trying to stop 
production of this engine? The attorney general’s phone 
number is (3 13) 793-3444. Mr Overhand is in charge 
of the case. I would appreciate your cooperation in 
this matter. 

Sincerely, 
Marion Menning 
State Senator 
enc. Pk 

APPENDIX 2 

KEEPING 
INVENTORS OUIET 

Adam Trombly knows about the Secrecy Act. In 
the early 1980s Trombly and another young scientist, 
Joseph Kahn, Ph.D., naively believed that the “experts” 
would welcome their space-energy invention. However, 
when Trombly and Kahn applied for a patent, the 
United States Patent Office notified the Department of 
Defense. Instead of congratulations, Trombly and Kahn 
received a secrecy order. They were ordered not to talk 
about their invention to anybody, not to write about it, 
and even to stop working on it. They certainly couldn’t 
tell the media. 

If you were an inventor trying to patent an impor- 
tant new-energy discovery. You might receive a se- 
crecy order along the lines of the one reproduced here 
[below]. According to information obtained under the 
Freedom of Information act by the Federation of Ameri- 
can Scientists, the Pentagon placed 774 patent appli- 
cations under secrecy orders in 1991-up from 290 in 
1979-- >d 506 of these orders were imposed on in- 
ventions by private companies. The government has 
standing gag orders on several thousand inventions. 
The following order, issued in the 198Os, was obtained 
by inventor Ken MacNeil of Georgia and revealed in 
1983. 

SECRECY ORDER 

(Title 35, United States Code [1952], 
sections 181-188) 

[quoting:] 

NOTICE: To the applicant above named, his heirs, 
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and any and all his assignees, attorneys and agents, SUPPRESSED ENERGY October 1979, before a Wichita, Kansas, Congressional 
hereinafter designated principals. Committee on “Reinventing the Automobile”. [Com- 

You are hereby notified that your application as 
above identified has been found to contain subject mat- DEVICES ment: I have known Don for many years. Once, in the 

late ‘7Os, he brought to my home two carburetors: one 
ter, the unauthorized disclosure of which might be det- got more than 200 mpg and the other more than 100 
rimental to the national security and you are ordered I want to relate to you some facts concerning vari- mpg. I contacted a local politician who lives in my 
in nowise to publish or disclose the invention or any ous suppressed energy &vices and the difficulty in town and was on the Virgina Energy Subcommittee. I 
material information with respect thereto, including bringing this information to the public. tried to have this politician meet Don and see the car- 
hitherto unpublished details of the subject matter of buretors. The politician was not interested.] 
said application, in any way to any person not cogni- 
zant of the invention prior to the date of the order, 

Excerpted from NEXUS magazine, an article by 
DIESEL MILES PER GALLON 

including any employee of the principals, but to keep 
Byron S. Wine JJJ, Dec. 96/Jan. 9% [quoting:] 

In the London Daily Telegraph of 20 October 1983, 
the same secret except by written consent first btained SHELL OIL’S PREDICTIONS on page 9 there is an advertisement for a production 
of the Commissioner of Patents, under the penalties of Some folks at Shell Gil Co. wrote Fuel Economy Peugeot Diesel that achieves 52.3 mpg in urban driv- 
35 U.S.C. [1952] 182, 186. of the Gasoline Engine (ISBN 0-470-99132-l); it was ing. In the Washington Post of 19 September 1983, on 

Any other application already tiled or hereafter 
filed which contains any significant part of the subject 

published by John Wiley & Sons, New York, in 1977.. page 37 is the 1983 US EPA fuel economy list of vari- 

matter of the above identified appkatiOn falls within 
(1) On page 42, Shell Oil quotes the president of ous vehicles. The US model Peugot Diesel gets be- 

Genera1 Motors who, in 1929, predicted 80 miles-per- tween 22 and 27 mpg. The Washington Times of 9 
the scope of this order. If such other application does gallon (mpg) by 1939. August 199 1 published an article, “Gas-saving engines 
not stand under a secrecy order, it and the common (2) Between pages 221 and 223, Shell writes of its hit streets in fall”. This article is about two engines, 
subject matter should be brought to the attention of achievements: 49.73 mpg around 1939; 149.95 mpg the Mitsubishi MVV, and the Honda VTEC-E. Accord- 
the Security Group, Licensing and Review, Patent Of- with 1947 Studebaker in 1949; 244.35 mpg with a 1959 ing to the company spokesmen, the Mitsubishi will get 
fice. Fiat 600 in 1968; 376.59 mpg with a 1959 Opel in up to 50 mpg; the Honda, up to 88 mpg. 

If, prior to the issuance ,of the secrecy order, any 
significant part of the subject matter has been revealed 

1973. 
US GOVERNMENT FUEL STUDY 

to any person, the principals shall-promptly inform such THE POGUE CARBURETOR The US Government supported a study (Grant No. 
person of the secrecy order and the penalties of im- In the book, Secrets of the 200-mpg Carburetor, DTNHZZ-9 l-Z-060 14) of automobile fuel economy by 
proper disclosure. However, if such part of the subject by Allan Wallace (from Premier Distributing, 1775 the National Academy of Sciences. This study, Auto- 
matter was disclosed to any person in a foreign coun- 
try or foreign national in the U.S., the principals shall 

Broadway, NY, NY, 10019, USA), page 18 has photo- motive Fuel Economy: How Far Should We Go? (ISBN 
copies of three 1936 tests by the Ford Motor Co. O-309-04530-4), was used by the staff of Congressman 

not inform such person of the secrecy order, but in- (Canada) of the Pogue carburetor (US Patent George Allen to refute documentation proving that an 
stead shall promptly furnish to the Commissioner of #2,026,798). The worst-case test achieved about 171 automobile had exceeded 376 mpg. Nowhere in this 
Patents the following information to the extent not al- 
ready furnished: date of disclosure, name and address 

mpg (us). ‘fuel economy study’ is there any reference to the work 
of Shell Oil co. or any other reference that could re- 

of the disclosee, identification of such part, and any TOM OGLE AND THE “OGLEMOBILE” fute the conclusion of this report. The report, pub- 
authorization by a U.S. Government agency to export 
such part. If the subject matter is includedin any for- 

Argosy magazine, August 1977, published a five- lished in April 1992, concluded that a sub-compact car 
page article about Tom Ogle and the media-witnessed might achieve between 39 and 44 mpg by model year 

eign patent application for patent this should be iden- 2006. 
tified. The principals shall comply with any related 

test of the “Oglemobile”. Gn that test run, Tom Ogle 
achieved more than 100 mpg in a 4,600-pound 1970 

instructions to the Commissioner. Ford Galaxie. GOVERNMENT AIMS FOR 80 
This order shall not be construed in any way The Ogle US Patent #4,177,779 contains this state- MILES PER GALLON BY 2002 

to mean that the government has adopted or contem- ment: “I have been able to obtain extremely high gas 
plates adoption of the alleged invention disclosed in mileages with the system of the present invention in- An article titled “Automakers Move Toward New 
this application, nor is it any indication of the value of stalled on a V-8 engine of a conventional 197 l Ameri- generation of Greener Vehicles” was published in 
the invention. [End quoting of secrecy order] can-made automobile. In fact, mileage rates in excess Chemical & Engineering News on 1 August 1994. This 

At the conference where he revealed the secrecy of one hundred miles per gallon have been achieved article is about “The Partnership for a New Genera- 
order, MacNeill advised inventors of new-energy de- with the present invention." tion of Vehicles”-a partnership between the US Gov- 
vices to go public. “Get the information or the device According to the Argosy article, a Shell Oil Co. ernment and the auto industry that has a goal of an SO- 
out there to enough people [SO] that they can not stop representative asked Ogle what he would do if some- mpg automobile by 2002. 
you.” one offered him $25 million for the system. Ogle re- 

* “Keeping InVentOrS Quiet” and "secrecy Order” sponded, "1 would not be interested." He later said, HAS 200 MILES PER GALLON 
courtesy of The Coming Energy Revolution by Jeane “I’ve always wanted to be rich, and I suspect I will be ALREADY BEEN ACHIEVED? 
Manning, Avery Publishing Group, P. 163-4 

FREE CATALOG 
AVAILABLE 

FROM 
PHOENIX SOURCE 

DISTRIBUTORS, INC. 
BY CALLING 

l-800-800-5565 

when this system gets into distribution. - But I’m not 
going to have my system bought up and put on the shelf. 
I’m going to see this thing through-that I promise.” 

According to an article in the Washington Post 
Parade magazine (4 March 1984), Tom Ogle died of 
drug-and-alcohol overdose in 1981. 

Other articles concerning Tom Ogle can be found 
in the El Paso Journal (16 January 1980) and also the 
Hamilton Spectator (24 June 1978). 

The Oglemobile, in simplification, ran on fumes 
extracted from a heated tank in the trunk (see the Ogle 
patent). A very simple method of extracting gasoline 
fumes is described in the book, Gas Engine Construc- 
tion. Originally published in 1900, this book was re- 
printed by Lindsay in 1986 (ISBN o-917914-46-5). 

PATENTS FOR VAPORIZING GASOLINE 
Many US patents have been granted for vaporising 

gasoline: NASA Patent #3,640,256; General Electric 
Co. Patent #3,926,150; Robinson Patent #4,003,969; 
Harpman Patent #4,023,538; Butler Patent #4,068,636; 
Totten Patent #4,106,457. 

DON NOVAK 
During the mid-1970s, physicist Don Novak trav- 

elled all over the US lecturing and teaching in his semi- 
nars how to achieve 100 mpg. He also testified, on 15 

On the subject of hybrid Diesel/electric automo- 
biles (a Diesel/electric locomotive uses the same prin- 
ciple), the Manassas Journal Messenger of 4 April 
1981 has an article about an MG sports car converted 
by San Diego State University. The car gets 110 mpg. 
The Steven R. Reed Automobile Manufacturing Corp. 
of Newport Beach, California, issued a press release, 
dated 14 February 1983, announcing the 23 February 
1983 showing of the 200-mpg, two-passenger, II Mil- 
lennium Cruiser at the Ambassador Hotel. The press 
release also states that the company will file “...a ma- 
jor class-action lawsuit involving a considerable num- 
ber of giant American corporations within the auto- 
motive and petroleum industries, plus numerous 
branches and agencies of the US Government respon- 
sible for regulating these companies.” 

VINCENT CARMAN 
Mother Earth News , November/Decembe 1977, 

has an article, “Can This Transmission Really Double 
Your Car’s Mileage?“. This article is about a Ford 
Granada modified by Vincent Carman of Portland, 
Oregon. In simplification, Mr. Carman removed the 
transmission and drive shaft from the car and bolted a 
hydraulic motor to the differential. He then bolted a 
hydraulic pump to the engine to pressurize a storage 
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tank. The storage<tank is also pressurized when the 
car brakes or slows down. The article states that the 
US Post Office is interested in a whole fleet of vehicles 
using this principle. In 1990, after reading an article 
in Federal Times, I contacted Mr. Robert St. Francis, 
US Postal Service, who was searching for alternative 
fuels for use by the Post Office. Mr. St. Francis said 
that he had never heard of Mr. Carman. I wrote two 
letters, 18 and 21 October 1990, to Mr. St. Francis con- 
cerning Mr. Carman’s vehicle, but I received no re- 
sponse. 

Another article in Mother Earth News, March/April 
1976 (or ‘78) titled “This Car Travels 75 Miles On A 
Single Gallon Of Gas”, is about a project by the Min- 
neapolis, Minnesota’s Hennepin Vocational Technical 
Center that converted a Volkswagen to a system simi- 
lar to that of Mr. Carman. The idea for the conversion 
came from a 1920 magazine article. The car, with a 
Bradley GT body and a 16-horsepower Tecumseh en- 
gine (the original VW engine was too powerful), 
achieved more than 75 mpg at 70 mph. 

MORE SUPPRESSION? 
The St. Paul Pioneer News, 22 August 1990, has 

an article about a group that 11 years previously modi- 
fied a Dodge half-ton pickup furnished by a local dealer. 
This modified truck got more than 35 mpg. Tests on 
this modification were stopped when a member of the 
group was told that he would receive a pair of cement 
boots if testing continued. 

HYDROGEN FUEL 
There are many US and foreign patents for extract- 

ing hydrogen and oxygen gases from water for use as a 
fuel. Some of these patents are: 2 July 1935, Garrett, 
#2,006,675; 3 April 2945, Klein, #2,373,032; 25 Feb- 
ruary 1975, Chambrin, French Patent Request 
#7506619; 6 July 1976 (owner unknown by me), 
#3,967,589 (this is a patent for an electrical power 
generator that burns water); 1976, Horvath, #3,980,053 
(This statement is on the Horvath patent: “This inven- 
tion relates to internal combustion engines. More par- 
ticularly it is concerned with a fuel supply apparatus 
by means of which an internal combustion engine can 
be run on a fuel comprised of hydrogen and oxygen 

gases generated on demand by electrolysis of water”); 
28 June 1983, Meyer, #4,398,981 (Mr. Meyer has at 
least eight other patents relating to hydrogen and oxy- 
gen gases extracted from water for fuel). 

Popular Science, in about 1978-79, published an 
article, “Hydrogen bus could also heat its own garage”. 
This article is about the work of Dr. Helmut Buchner 
of Mercedes-Benz. He is quoted as saying: “We are 
ready now. We could save our city of Stuttgart over 
one million gallons of petroleum fuel a year by con- 
verting its fleet of 300 urban buses to run on hydro- 
gen. Heating-and air conditioning-would be free 
spin-offs, consuming no extra energy.” 

Popular Science, in March 1978(?), published an 
article, “Hydrogen demonstrates fuel of the future”, 
about the work of Dr. Billings of Billings Energy Corp., 
Provo, Utah, and others. The article states that a home, 
all the appliances and vehicles can be run on hydro- 
gen. Dr. Billings converted a Cadillac Seville for dual 
fuel use. This Cadillac, burning hydrogen, was in 
Presidents Carter’s inaugural parade. 

SEALED RECIPROCATING ENGINES 
I visited the Patent Office years ago, when they 

still had the open stacks of ‘shoe boxes’. While there, 
I read the application files for the Papp patent, 
#3,6(?)704,944. Papp applied for a patent on his en- 
gine, and the Patent Office, after consultation with the 
old Atomic Energy Commission, refused to give him a 
patent because his device could not possibly work. Papp 
came back with test results, photographs and deposi- 
tions from, I think, 16 people. Papp said that maybe 
the Patent Office didn‘t know how his device worked, 
but that they also didn’t know how the atomic bomb 
worked and used it anyway. This statement is on his 
patent: 

“2. To provide a two-cycle reciprocating engine 
which does not use fuel-intake valves or exhaust valves, 
‘does not require an air supply and does not emit gases. 

“3. To provide a precharged engine of the charac- 
ter stated in item 2 capable of generating power for a 
period of from 2,000 to over 10,000 hours continuously 
or until mechanical breakdown without the addition of 
fuel, injection of air or discharge of gases.. .” 

Britt, 31 August 1976, has a patent, #3,977,191, 

for a similar sealed engine. In the patent application 
file, Britt accuses the Patent Office of deliberately de- 
laying his application to give a major manufacturer 
time to file on top of him. 

PERMANENT MAGNET MOTORS 
Howard Johnson was granted US Patent #4,15 1,43 1 

for a motor that is powered only by permanent mag- 
nets. An interesting thing about the first page of this 
patent is that it contains the chart for a magnetic field 
vs. electromechanical coupling. The chart is from US 
Patent #4,15 1,432, which has nothing to do with the 
Johnson patent. 

Science and Mechanics, Spring 1980, published an 
article, “Amazing Magnet-Powered Motor”, about the 
Johnson patent. The article tells of his difficulties in 
having the device patented. The patent problem was 
solved when Johnson took working models of his de- 
vice to the Patent Office. 

JOSEPH NEWMAN’S ENERGY MACHINE 
I’ve spoken with Joe Newman many times over sev- 

eral years. He has recently published the seventh edi- 
tion of The Energy Machine of Joseph Newman (ISBN 
o-9613855-7-7). (Available from Joseph Westly 
Newman, Route 1, Box 52, Lucedale, Mississippi, 
39452, USA; phone (601)947-7174.) Joe filed suit 
against the US Patent Office because it would not grant 
him a patent. According to,Joe‘s book (pages 274- 
279), the Court appointed a Special Master, Mr. Will- 
iam E. Schuyler, a former Commissioner of the US 
Patent Office, to advise the court. His finding was that 
Mr. Newman had invented a machine that had more 
output than input. The court refused to accept the find- 
ing. 

AN END TO SUPPRESSION? 
I hope that this information will raise questions as 

to why we are so dependent on foreign oil. All our 
government has to do, to take more money from our 
pockets, is to create an energy crisis or raise the cost 
of energy. The only financial interest that I have in 
any of above devices is that of a concerned consumer 
who is tired of the deliberate lies and cover-ups. 

Bryon S. Wine III 
P.O. Box 1956 
Manassas, VA 22 110-0806, USA 
Phone (703)791-5893 
Fax (703)791-8420 
E-mail: Byron--Wine@csgi.com 
[End quoting] 

As you can see from the above, all of the hype the 
Elite give us about pollution, shortages, crowded high- 
ways, congested cities, expensive products, etc., etc., 
etc., is just that-a bunch of hype and lies to keep you 
in slavery. 

Just stop and think for a few minutes-cheap prod- 
ucts to produce your own energy at your home or place 
of business would make it so cheap to make good prod- 
ucts that everybody could live a life of luxury while 
working very few hours in comparison to what we do 
now. 

Use your imagination just a little and think seri- 
ously about all the ramifications of what would hap- 
pen if we converted over to this new type of energy. It 
is really mind boggling when you comprehend the 
changes that could quickly take place in our whole way 
of living. Now think about the fact that the technol- 
ogy is already available and all we have to do is put 
the dishonest politicians and rulers out of their con- 
trol positions. 

Many honest, hardworking inventors have been 
tortured, driven into novertv and died to heln us and 
we still let the Elite get away with it. 

I think it’s time to start writinp and calline ev- 
ery politician and controller that YOU know and let _ . . 
them know that you know what is point? on and want 

“Look- there goes one of those U. F. 0. s again.” these free energy devices released NOW!! 
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EXTRAORDINARY U.S.A. BOOK REVEALS POTENTIAL 
DANGERS OF MANDATORY VACCINES 

(Completely updated and now in 

VACCINES: ARE THEY REALLY 
SAFE AND EFFECTIVE? 
A Parent’s Guide to Childhood Shots 
By Neil 2. Miller 
Forewords by George R. Schwartz, M.D. 
and Harold E. Buttram, M.D. 

Its 4th printing! 20,000 copies sold in one year!) 

‘*Neil Miller is making a transformative qntribution to the world with this book on vaccines _ a mindful, liberating work to 
be a eta&c-in the holistic health literature. Hygieia’s bigbest recommendation to everyone wbo loves children and the future 
of our planet.” &mninc Parvati Baker, Director, Hygicia College, Midwife, Childbirth Educator, and author of Hygieia: A 
Woman’s Herbal, Conscious Conception, and Prenatal Yoga 

“Many thanks to Neil Miller for the thoroughness of his research. The evidence compiled in this book will help people of 
every persuasion to clarify their views.” -Richard Moskowitz, M.D., Former President of the National Ccntcr for Homeopathy 

“There is a growing controversy on this subject and Mr. Mill& needs to be heard.” 
Toxicologist, and Senior Editor of Principles and Practice of Emergency Medicine 

-George R. Schwartz, M.D., Physician, 

Ther? is a growing controversy surrounding mandatory vaccines. Medical authorities promote them, yet unbiased scientific reports 
_ reject them. The media endorses them, yet the government has already spent millions of dollars compensating families of 

vaccine-damaged children. As a result, parents don’t know who or what to btlicve; many are frightened ‘&d confused. What they 
need is a single, authoritative source of factual information covering all aspects of the vaccine issue. 

VACCINES: ARE THEY REALLY SAFE and EFFECTIVE? - A Parent’s Guide to Childhood Shots by Neil Z. Miller is ti 
authoritative source of vaccine information written especially for parents and health professionals. It is the only book on vaccines that 
systematically evaluates every “mandafory” vaccine (and many of the newer ones) to dctcrmine their safety, effectiveness, and 
the true cause of a decline in the disease. In addition, it is exceDtionally well-documented; it contains over 300 citations. Thus every 
single claim may be confirmed. 

. 

VACCINES: ARE THEY REALLY SAFE and EFFECTIVE? also 
includes an entire chapter on the long-term effects, including 
studies that show correlations between vaccines and AIDS. It 
outlines current vaccine laws, and discusses parental options to 
“mandatory” shots. It provides case histories detailing vaccinc- 
induced damage to children, and it pinpoints for parents exact 
conditioni’th&fmay put their child at high-risk. 

Parents and he& professionals have very few sources of 
information that will permit them to make informed choices on 
the vaccine issue. But concerned parents arc pleading for answers 
to their many questions. Doctors only tell them one side of the 
story; there is anothtr side. VACCINES: ARE THEY REALLY 
SAFE and EFFECTJVE? tells the other side, and helps all 
concerned people to make wise and responsible decisions. 

To Order This Book: 

Send $8.95 plus $3.50 shipping to New Atlantean Press, PO Box 
9638, Santa Fe, NM 87504. Take a 40% discount with the purchase 
of 5 or mare copies (multiply the total cost of purchases x.60). Please 
add 7% ($3.50 minimum) for shipping. 

Price: $8.95 ISBN: l-881217-10-8 Illustrated/References 

Read What Others Are Saying: 

“Congratulations!! Finaliy there is somelhing to give patienls when they 
inquire aboul this overwhelming conundrum. I’ve alread 
people aboul this important contribution.” - Janet Zand, N. L 

told many 
., Doctor of 

Naturopathy, Oriental Medicine, and Certified Acupuncturist 

**Great book, greal visuals... good scientific validation. I sell your.book 
out in my front olfh” - M. Lang, ND 

“Your book is excellent I’m spreading the word!” - Cynthia 
Goldenberg. Concerned Mothez whose once healthy son is now autistic as a 
result of the rubella vaccine 

“I was very impressed with lhis book and am recommending il to &any 
ol my palienls.” - Dr. Watrous. ND 

“The book was a ‘Mind Blower.’ Thank you I only wish the in&trmation 
could be more widespread.” - MS, Jean Stewart. Concerned Parent 

“My husband and I really appreciated your book. We could hardly put 
it down. We have read three other books on vaccines; yours has been the 
easiest to read, most fhclual, and the only one that comes lrom a falber’s 
point ot view and research.‘* - Jan Giampolo, Concerned Parent 

“A growing number of people are refusing lo have lbeir children 
immunized. Mr. Miller believes this issue is about to explode” - The 
Boston Herald 

“Compelling evidence! This book deeply affected rue. I slrongiy 
recommend it lo all concerned parents” - Rayna Dineen M.A., Early 
Childhood Educator 

“Please send ten more; I found it easy to sell the last ten I ordered+” 
- Patrick Holdsworth, Retail Store Owner 
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sat on him was Death, and Sheol followed after him. 

I 

Niira’s ~seadi Corner And power was given him over the fourth part of the 
Earth, to kill with the sword and with famine and with 
death and with the wild beasts of the Earth.” 

The Four Horsemen Of The Apocalypse 
4 Please note that this powerful “green movement” 

has a rider called Death, and takes control over one- 
fourth of the Earth, killing not only through generally 
recognized methods but also with “wild beasts of the 

Editor’s note: The beginning of this 
series, Article I, Section I, appeared in the 
l/16/96 CONTACT on page 14; Article I, 
Section 2, appeared in the l/23/96 
CONTACT on page 13; Article II, Section 1 
appeared in the 2/20/96 issue on p. 4; 
Article II, Section 2 appeared in the 3112196 
issue on p. 16; Article III, Section I 
appeared in the 4/9/96 issue on p. IS; 
Article III, Section 2 appeared in the 
S/21/96 issue on p. 39; Article III, Section 3 
appeared in the 5/28/96 issue on p. 15; 
Article Zy Section I was in the 7130196 
issue on p.2; Article Zy Section 2 was in the 
8/6/96 issue on p. 2; Article r/: Section I was 
in the 8/13/96 issue on p.2. Here we 
continue with NoraS research on the Four 
Horsemen of the Apocalypse. 

The Four Horsemen 

Of The Apocalypse 

The Fourth 

(Green) Horseman 

Article V, Section 2 

Because of the lapse in time since the last 
article appeared in this series, I’11 give a brief 
review before continuing with the Fourth 
Horseman of the Apocalypse. I interpret the 
symbolic images of the Horsemen as repre- 
senting powerful governments, policies or 
movements planned and carried out by the 
adversarial forces to gain control and propel 
the people of the Earth towards the New 
World Order, known as the “Beast of the 
Apocalypse” in the Book of Revelation. 
There is some evidence which shows that a 
similar plan has been effectively used against 
past civilizations by the aggressors. This evi- 
dence involves the heroes Hercules, Apollo 
and Rama, who each fought and conquered 
a similar “Beast” in his time. 

The First Horseman (White) represents 
governmental or church greed, arrogance and 
conquest. The Second Horseman (Red) rep- 
resents Zionism/Bolshevism/Communism, a 
total disregard for human life, war and mass 
slaughter. The Third Horseman (Black) rep- 
resents control of the food supply and man- 
kind-poverty, inflation, famine and slavery. 
The Fourth Horseman (Pale/Green) repre- 
sents all of the above, plus the results of the 
first three movements-a damaged and sick 
Earth, a civilization in decline and being de- 
stroyed under an abominably harsh regime. 
The Fourth Horse has been described as 
“pale” in most of the present translations of 
the Bible. It has also been translated by 
Phillips from the Greek language as “sickly 
green”. George M. Lamsa in his translation 
of the Bible from the Aramaic language de- 
scribes the horse as “green”. (Aramaic was 
the lingua franca of the day at the time of 
Esu/Immanuel in Palestine 2,000 years ago.) 

Revelation 6:8: “And I looked and be- 
held a green horse; and the name of him who 

Following is an excerpt from the Congressional Record of a speech given before the House on J/12/95 by Ms. 
Ihenoweth, Representative from Idaho. A copy of the record was given to me by George Hunt, an investigator of the 
pnvironmental movement. It is a documented account of some of what has transpired in the states of Idaho, Montana 
md Wyoming in the name of “environment ” by zealous belivers and confirms much of what I wrote in Article V, 
iection 2. As you read this please keep in mind that the Communist Manifesto and the Humanist Manifesto call for 
I return of man to his natural state (living with and as wild animals?). Also, remember that the old Babylonian and 
loman Empires made frequent, wild public spectacles of men (prisoners) fighting with wild animals, and that many 
nterpreters and scholars of the Book of Revelation believe that the Beast of the Apocalypse (the New World Order) 
s a reappearance of what was knownas the old “Holy Roman Empire “. (See Book of Revelation, Chapter 17.) There 
s nothing new under the Sun. 

Januaty 31,1996 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-HOUSE H1003 

01506 
OUR COVENANT TO PROTECT THE 

ENVIRONMENT WHILE PRESERV- 
ING LIBERTY AND UPHOLDING 
THE CONSTITUTION 
The SPEAKER pro tempore CMr. 

F~ADANOVICH). Under the Speaker’s an- 
nounced pcllcy of May 12. 1995, the 
Chair recognizes the gentlewoman from 
Idaho [Mrs. CHENOWETH] for 43 mlnutes. 

Mrs. CHENOWETH. Mr. Speaker, It Is 
a rare Individual who does not want an 
effective environmental policy. Some- 
times these policies, or the remedies 
thereof, have been called extreme, lust 
like we heard from my friends on the 
other side of the aisle. I am one of the 
freshman Members, but I flnd it inter- 
esting that a party who has lost its vl- 
sion can use only one ,word, to define 
the other party, and that 1s the word 
**extreme.‘* I beg of my colleagues on 
the other aido of the aisle to come up 
with alternative programs that will 
benefit the American people. 

I Just have to say Mr. Speaker, this 
was not a planned part of my speech. 
but I do want to say that lc is private 
indivlduals who risk and who Invest 
who employ Americans. I 1oln the gen- 
tlewoman from Ohio [Ms. K.\aURi. a 
woman I admire greatly. about the fact 
that we do want to keep American jobs 
here in America. I do agree with her 
there. But, you know, we either have 
one of two employers: Either you., the 
taxpayers. are employing individuals 
through government, or we have prl- 
vrte businesses employlug people. I 
prefer private entrepreneurs in employ- 
Ing people and downsizIng government. 

Mr. Speaker, lt is a rare individual 
who doesn’t want an effective rnvlron- 
mental policy. We all want to promote 
the wise use of America’s natural re- 
sources, but the driving force behind 
our current poltcies have little to do 
with sound science. foreslght. or rea- 
son. Instead, environmental poilcles 
are driven by a kind of emotional spir- 
ituallsm that threatens the very foun- 
dation of our society. by eroding basic 
principles of our Constitution. 

Mr. Speaker, If there is one quote I 
could center my remarks around today. 
I think it would be a personal sbite- 
ment made by Thomas Jefferson. who 
probably was the world’s greatest er- 
ticulator of man’s heavenly endowed 
individual rights and Ilbertles. Jeffer- 
son wrote in 1776: 

I may yrow rich by on art I am compelled 
to follow. I may recover health by medldner 
I am .compelled tc take ayalnst my own 
judgsmant; but I cannot be saved by a war- 
ship I dlsbelleve and abhor. 

Mr. Speaker, the very first clause of 
the very first amendment to our Con- 
stitutlon states that “Congress shall 
make no law respecting an establish- 
ment of religion.” and yet there is in- 
creasing evidence of a government 
sponsored religion in America. This re- 
llgion. a cloudy mixture of new age 
mysticism, Native American folklore, 
and primitive Earth worship. (Panthe- 
ism) Is being promoted and enforced by 

the Clinton adm.lnletratlon In vlolatlon~ 
,,f our rlghte and freedoms. 

pmuonentr of thlr uewauvlro&eut- 
Jblll am the clmt to refxguw 1tA rell- 
gloue nature. Just to name a few: Sl- 
errcr Club Director David Brorer an- 
~0unced “We are a kind of rellglon.” 
@entlst James Lovelock. author of 
the beetseller “Gala,” admlte that 
*Gala 10 a mllgloue a& well au a sci- 
sntlflc concept.” Blll McKlbbon. au- 
aor of “The End of Nature.” pro- 
JIJmed that “it 1s not in God’8 house 
aat I Mel hlr pmeqe moet-it la ln 
ms outdoonc.” Aooordlng to columulot 
tisrton Whk;Bar~ al~lirpnental 
We- that 
~nvironmentatimn Is a rellglone moos- 
llmt. 

The trouble Is that these. wntime& 
‘a not Mat erpreawd.by Madem ln the 
~dronrwntal iovement. ; but ., fre- 
auently. by govenunent leaders who ln- 
fluace and promnlgata the regnlrtlone 
~0 llre under. Whm v!ce President AL 
QORE wan lnvlted to e~peak at the Eple- 
eepal Cathedral of St. John the Dlvlne. 
be sermorilzed that “God lo not eepa- 
rata lkom the Barth.” BepouaaI of thin 
environmental mllglon by political 
leaden aud regulators carriee profound 
@iJMt1tutional lmp11oatl0m. 

I recently oame acro~ the transcript 
of a rpeech dellrered by U.S. Secretaiy 
of the Interior Bruce Babbltt on No-’ 
member 11 to a joint meeting of the Na- 
tional Relgious Partnership for the 
Fmironment and the American AWJO- 
elation for the Advancement of 
Science. It was entitled “Between the 
Pood and the rainbow: Our Covenant to 
Protect the Whole of Creation.” In this 
speech, Babbltt- explains how he be- 
came disllluslotied wlth ChrlstianitY 
hscause the commandment. that man 
should have don&Ion “over every BP- 
Lng thing that moveth upon the Earth” 
eenflicted with hia view of nature’s su- 
#mnaop. ‘$1 always had a nagging in- 
stinct.” he explained. “that the, vast 
landsca~ wan emmehow sacred. end 
holy. end connected to me ln a sense 
that my catechlom Ignored.” Babbltt 
rrplalns how a young Hop1 Mend 
bught him “that the blue mountain 
Was. truly. a sacred place.” and he be- 
Cani %outely aware of a vacancy, a 
Poverty amldet [hia] owu religious tra- 
,Utlon.” 

To fill this vacancy he adopted the 
WW envlronmentaUem. ‘and he has 
svery lntentlon of regulating and en- 
forCing his dream of utopia into re- 

%u may ask what is the harm of 
Ppbllc offlclals’ malntalnlng deeply 
bid beliefs? The problem, Mr. Speaker. 
tamer when those deeply held beliefs 
bme the Mvlng force for polloy 
which that nonbelievers faoe penecu- 
uoa Mr. Babbltt has made it clear 
that environmentalism-the rell%oP 
f~ Mvlng thin Nation% regulrtow 
‘chsme. ~hie lr a vlolation of the ea- 
~lishment olaume of the Constlttitlon. 
L Q’nothere our vaIuee and It threaten8 
@c liberties. 

Junea Maon wrote hia great *we- 
borial and Remonstrance” againet a 

VLrglula tax for the support of an ea- 
tabllshed chnrch. In It. he eloquently 
argued that a true rellglon dld not need 
the support of lar; that no person. el- 
ther bellever or nonbeliever. ehould be 
taxed to support 8 religious lnetltution 
of my IrInd; that the best interest of a 
eoclety required that the mlnde of men 
always be whoily ti and that cruel 
pemecutlon were the lnevltable reeult 
of government-ested mllgiom. 

Madlson was right. The backbone of 
America-workem. mall buelneeemen. 

.and property ownem-are becOIUinp 
vlotlme of thlr new-environmentaUem. 

Buslneeeee like Stlbnlte Mine In mY 
dlstriot. whose minlug operrtion WM 
l hut down for 2 yeam waltlng for the 
National Marlne- Fhbrrhe &rviM to 
determine whether bher 1 conld .&al 
auppllea on a.Foreet Service road. ~ 
- People Uke the Yantie fatnlly in mY 
dletrfot. who were told by the National 
Marine Fisheries Service that they 
ehould just give up their right to irri- 
gate for a fish that le not lnstreun 
now. but conld be one .da~. 

People like a Minneeota faimer who 
had two l-acre glacial potholes on his 
property. To make .fanning around 
them coaler. the farmer filled one and 
expanded the other two acme. The U.S. 
Army Corpe of Englneem obJected. and 
the Federal Government ordered him 
to dig out the pothole he had Nled and 
flngop S45.000. 

Zrmllles throughout the 
Northwest who have loat their jobs be- 
eauee government reotrlctlom and en- 
vlronmentel lawsuits have shut down 
the region’s ability to keep fOre&S 
healthy. 

Farmers in the Bruneau Valley 
whose livelihoods have been held hos- 
tage to a snail the size of a buck shot. 
The Fish and Wildlife Service has yet 
to sclentifloally prove that farming ac- 
tlvities have an effect on the mall. 

For those who still r&me to see the 
dangerous character of an established 
relIgloua environmental movement, let 
me give you another example: * 

Wayne and Jean Hags bought a cattle 
ranch In Nevada ln 1878. The former 
owner hed been forced to eeII because 
the regulatory pressure by the U.S. 
Foreat Service had become unbearable. 
But FIage was confident that he could 
work with the Forest Service to .i’e- 
solve any problems that might OCCW. 
He was wrong. Problems etarted when. 
wlthout warning or notlfloation. a 
nearby Forest Service Banger Station 
begai to pump water from a critical 
spring on Hage’s property into -the 
ranger’s cabin. The Forest &miCe 
maintahwd a fence around the rprlng 
go that cattle oould not drink. but 
Hage felt that if the Service needed the 
‘water an amicable agreement could be 
~ached,The Forest Bervice reflmd t0 
ooopmate, and when Eagu held a Sold 
hearing on the iII8Ue. they 1aUMhsd au 
al-out holy-war agaimt the moher. 
, For the eacrllege of puestioning For- 
est Service actlone. Wayne wae con- 
taoted no lees than 110 tlmes with vio- 
lations of bureaucratic regulations. 
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Most. If not all, were wild goose chases. In those hearlnm btologlsts a&Red from national concerns and towards global 
but each reouimd time CO-P and that the wolf was recovering naturally 

that aftor the fiscally austere Repub- 
llcanq won the maJorlty in Congress, ~-_~~~~~ 

often expensive responses. The forest la Canada and Alaska, where there are Babbltt determined that the release of 
thinking, depopulation (under other pseud- 

Service even rerortad to wveral armed cumentlg as many as 4O.@JO to W.ooO of the wolves must be greatly expedlted onyms) and control. Nevertheless, the con- 
raids on the ranch, confiscating 104 the grey wolves. Moreover. the plan or his chance “to make nature whole” cerns of these sincere people were used, by 
head of cattle and keeping the proceeds was roundly reJected after lt became would once again be Jeopatdlsed. We 
of their. sale. Hage also fed felony olear what the consequences would be found that Ma attempts to work out an those who were putting into effect the real 
charges for clearing brush from his own of lntroduclng a dangerous predator arrangement with the States were not environmental agenda, to claim popular ac- 
lrrlgatlon drains. The aharges were Into an area that was no longer com- only completely dlsbgenuous. but 
thrown out by the courts, but this was pletely wild. but ln fact, where there merely used as a device to detour the ceptance for their plans-plans which few 
the last straw-Hage flled a sult for the are actlvltles such as ranching. log- legltlmate concerns of the States while knew about or understood and which usurp 
re.e.hory and physical taking of hIs sine. mining. and recreatfon. he found a way to implement his plan. 

The mere ruxxestlon of Intmduclna When Dabbltt realized that hle costly 
national sovereignty in the name of the en- 

Unf&tunately. CIGNA Corp&atlon. wolves pmmptz the State legla1atu.r~ wolf scheme could come under scrutiny vironment. Some of the most radical public 
the lender and lien holder on Rage’s to pass a number of bills prohlblting by this Congress, he went into emer- 
property 1s one of the enviroumentalbt the i-P--*-*-‘km 3f u:ivcs unless It .“.1....“. gency mode, bypassing all the proc- 

leaders of the various Earth-first organiza- 
faithful. and has been attempting to was under the terms and condltlons of esses, lncludfng State lawn and section tions were indeed paid by the “establishment” 
foreclose on the property to effeotively the State. I would like ‘to Insert Into s(lJ of the Endangered Species Act 
kill the .cane. CIGNA la r’major cor- the RECORD the testimony bf Stabs rep which dpeclflcally requires the Sec- 

in.order to gain attention and support for 
pomte .donor to the National Wlldlffe reaentatlve JoAn Wood, who came be- retary to work in coordlnatlon with their ecological-environmental programs and 
Federstlori whloh 1s aotlng,as a frlehd fore the House’ Resources Committee the States’ ln any lntroductlon effort. divert attention from what was really happening 
of the. court on bnhnlf of the Forest and t&stifled to the long history pf Ida- 

ho’s obJeotiod to Fed&al wolf introduc- 
He dfd thin while lgnorlng the pleas of 

Service. This is an organization that Oovemire and legislators to not pro- (Ref.: The Greening-see Bibliography). 
instructa envlmnmental activists on tiolM. 

Nevertheless, when President Clinton 
ceed, but by aotuallp speeding up the It should be remembered here that many 

how to use Forest Servfoe and Bureau capture of the wolves. 
of Land Management regulatory power was elected. Bruce Babbitt. the Presl- By early January, Just days after the of our “enemies”, the Nazi scientists in the 
to “Make It 80 expensive for the ranch- dent’s appointed Secretary of tile Inte- new Congress had been sworn In. Bab- aerospace and rocket industries, were trans- 
er to operate that he goes broke.” rior. ngaln resurrected the idea of ln- bitt had his wolves ready to be released 

Mr. Speaker, there 1s something serl- troduclng wolves In the West. This at Yellowstone and in Idaho. My offlce 
ported en masse from Germany to the United 

OUdly~OIU$W~ththi~~iCtlUV. 
Ehwlmmnentalism need not be a reil- 

time, instead of trying to establish a received a flrestorm of pleas and con- States at the end of WWIl. Knowledge of 
sound, practloal, sclentlflc bards for the cerns from constituents and State offl- 

glon. It could-and should-be based on their Nazi activity was suppressed. They, un- 
science and logic and aimed at secular 

program, the Government prOmOt$d clals calling for au lmmedlata halt to 

goals. But Secre&ry Babbltt refeots 
wolf Introduction M a romantic notion the releaaea. In fact. ape of my first of- like many other top German leaders, totally 

the proteotlon of species for potential 
of restoring the western ecosystem to flcial acts as a Congressman was to 

cures for disease. or new &rains 6f 
Its pre-Colombian state. Indeed, Mr. send a letter to the Secretary request- 

escaped the Nurenburg trials for German 
“war criminals”. These men were given con- 

drought-resistant 
Babbitt has gone as far as saying that 

crops; 
bioremedlatlon of 011 spills. In favck ?f 

ing that he halt any releases. and at 
lt fulfills a “splrltual” vold. Mr. Bab- the very least let due process. take 

uniting “all state, county and federal 
bltt proclaimed in hls November 11 place. Babbitt defiantly responded by 

trol of America’s developing atomic weap- 

workem under a common moral goal.” 
speech that wolf introduction efforts lmmedlately releaslng the wolves into onry, aerospace and rocketry experimentation 

He concluded his speeoh by afflnnlng 
were driven by the “elevated nature of Idaho-and even lominx a hiuhlv aues- 

that 9ellgJous values remain at”the 
America’s conservation laws: laws aith tlonable sgree.ment -tit% the%ei Pame 

and development. This is only one of the 

the power to make creation whole Indian Tribe to manage the wolves. examples which show that the world as we 
heart of the Endangered Species Act, 
that they make themselves manlfnst 

l l *.I’ In essence recover “our anclent Desptte all, Secretary Babbitt pro- like to think of it does not exist. The war 
through the green eyes of the grey 

rellgloui values.” ceeded with the releaw of his lmprln- 

wolf, through the call of the WhOODing 
The Department of the Interior also oned green-eyed Mends-although I makers are all on the same team-a team that 

crane. through the splash of the Paclflc 
responded differently to the avfd oppo- don’t know how anyone csn consider is secretive and distanced from the public, a 

nalmon.” 
sltlon to wolf relntmdhctlon by States Wm a Mend of the wolf consldeting the 

The faot .th& this moral philosophy of Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming. The abrupt way these wolves were traoked team which is apparently in control of the 

rnakee villafns of hard working. pro- Flsh and Wlldllfe Servide promlsed the down and ehot by a tranqulliser gun. world, contrary to media propaganda about 
ductive oltlsens makee it repugnant to States that no wolves would be re- forced lnto a pen. had a aollar placed 

leased until an agreement of how these around their neck, taken away from 
“democracy”, etc. 

American values. The fact that it dfs- 
mhen nolenon prevents teohnologloal wolves would be waged was In place. their native habitat. and released into Concurrent with the manipulated con- 
progrem The fact that it violates the The Department of the Intmlor. in oon- uxUamll1s.r and unfriendly terrltoi-y. 

Junction wlth the many envtromnental Moreover, problems resulting from ‘the 
cerns over the environment, and an integral 

Establishment Clnuse of the Constltu- 
tion makes it an attack on our form of groups also lnltiated a large scale * unuatural methods wed beame evl- part of the propaganda which has been set 

government. And the faot that It places tlonwlde adveitlsing camp&n-ln dent when wolves which were released up to direct the population towards a one- 
obstacles ln the w&y of Amerloan proe- places where nobody would have to Into Yellowstone. that were under the 
perity makes it a threat to our ohll- worry about mnnaglng the crlttem-to cam of humam for weeks, refused for a world government, were the numerous “New 

dren’sfuture. , . . sell the romantic notlon of returning time to leave their newfound oomforts Age” groups proliferating after WWII. (Re- 
Mr. Speaker, pollolea lnsplred by thls theseammals to the west. and security. Even now the wolves, 

Very llttle hae been mentioned dur- which in the wild rtear oleru of hu- 
member that the Masons and world leaders 

new green rellglon are having devastat- 
lng effects on my Stste. One example lng the governments publicly ~ampelgn mans, are routinely seen-and quite promote the “New Age” movements and a 
that I think exemplllles this new trend bllts of the overall oosts of the wolf ln- possibly fed-by many of the tourists 
1s unneoessary Introduction of preda- troductlon. which. includes almraft. vlslting the park. It b easy to see that 

One-World government. A password of the 

tors such as wolves and griaslles ground vehicles. equipment such as the wolf program In Yellowstone Park Masons is “Tubal-Cain”, which means “mak- 
again& the will of the people and at kennels, ahIppIng orates, sophlstloated ban done nothlng more than create 
great expewe ta the taxpayer. radar tracklng devicen. radio collars, 

tranqulllsing gins. and extemslve bMf 
more dependents on the Ctovemment 

ers of weapons”, and that the NazislFreema- 

bfauy people do not r&lza that the dole. ‘sonry/Zionists and Communists are all the 
Idea of releasing wolves In Idaho and in 
the went ln not a new one. Them were 
l ttampta M f&r bask M Issl. when Sen- 
ator CRArlo held the neat that I hold 
now. At that time, when the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service introduced this 
ldsr. the plan was quloWy shelved after 
then-Congressman ‘-13 held hearings 
la whloh obvious Saws of artlflclally 
lntroduclng the wolves were exposed. 

of blologlstd. veterlnarlans. tschnl- 
chnn, and admiiistratom-not to men- 
tion a mrasive publiolty camprlgn. 
Added up, It mounts to about Sl mil- 
lion r wolf. 

I l!kt dealt wlth Mr. ‘Babbitt’n In- 
fatuatlon with the green eyea of the 
wolf Just after I wae sworn In to rep 
resetit the oltlsens of Idaho’s First Con- 
gresslonal Mstrict. It wan apparent 

Ibe .mleaned wolven faced-and 
ca*ven more dire consequences 
in Idaho. Shortly after the wolves were 
released in Centml Idrho. fi w&f WY 
shot near Salmon after feeding on the 
camnan of a newborn oalf. The body of 
the wolf was found on the property of a 
?&year-old World Wu II veteran and 
rancher by the name of Mr. Gene 
Hussey. The reaotlon of the Flsh and 

same!) Some of them included adherents to 
the teachings promoted by the Lucis Trust, 
the “flower children” of the 196Os, the drug 
culture, etc. Today, 1997, there continues a 
variety of “New Age” groups (i.e., Planetary 
Citizens, Essenes, Wicca, etc.). Many can 
be classified as “nature-cults” and promot- 
ers of the Earth and a one-world government. 
I do not disagree with the need to love, care 
for and protect the Earth. It is beautiful, and 
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Earth”. You will find as we go along that these de- Before getting into details on recent activities of the people. These “emergency powers” have been re- 

scriptions fit closely the agenda for the takeover of the international environmental movement, 1 need to tained by the President since that time, through the 

world wilderness areas and the preferences given to review some .of the history which. has brought it this on-going declarations of subsequent “emergencies”. 

animals over humans, through such laws as the En- far in the United States. In addition, WWII brought tremendous industrial 

dangered Species Act, by the international environmen- While other major planning and activities F ‘ned growth with its pollutants and resulted in the later de- 

tal clique formed by the would-be controllers of the at world takeover have been underway and implemented velopment of atomic and nuclear weapons, setting the 

world. However, confiscation of the wilderness areas during this century, the part assigned to the “green stage for the “necessity” of environmental cleanup due 

is primarily a means to an end-the end being world movement” has been developed since the close of World to toxic wastes, polluted air and water,’ limited re- 

takeover of all the people’s assets, governments, and War II. It was this war and President Franklin D. sources, overpopulation and other environmental “cri- 

means of livelihood, and the assumed power over life Roosevelt’s administration that established the strong ses”, either real, manipulated or imagined. I say “ma- 

itself. To realize that these prophecies of the Four international scope of the foreign policy of the United nipulated or imagined” because the entire movement 

Horsemen in the Book of Revelation, Chapter 6, pic- States, scrapped the Monroe Doctrine, and brought us from its inception has relied heavily on media hype 

ture realities evident in our world today makes them under “global thinking”. It also gave the President and wild theories while giving little or no attention to ac- 

of major concern to everyone. “emergency powers” which bypassed the Congress and tual scientific studies (Ref. : The Greening). 
Many, many sincere and concerned citi- 

zens, especially young adults, joined the 
ranks of those advocating the care of the 
Earth and its people in the wake of atomic 
and nuclear testing. Their voices accom- 
plished few changes in the critical votes of 
the legislatures. The United States was in- 
exorably being pushed in the direction away 
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the only home we have. However, it is one thing to 
care for the Earth, and an entirely different thing to 
give away our nation to a would-be world dictatorship, 
especially when that “dictatorship” appears to have 
caused most of the Earth’s problems in the first place. 

Pr. jident John F. Kennedy was assassinated on 
November 22, 1963. Numerous investigators have tried 
to determine the perpetrators of the crime. One fact is 
certain: President Kennedy planned to decrease 
America’s involvement in the war in Vietnam and even- 
tually get us out of that conflict. When JFK was killed, 
President Lyndon Johnson immediately increased 
American involvement in that no-win war. The prime 
beneficiaries of this change of direction were the mili- 
tary/industrial complex, the bankers and the 
drug growers and pushers of the world. Viet- 
nam suffered terrible environmental damage 
with Agent Orange, and much brutal and 
needless massacre of civilian population. 
American’G.1.s were brutalized and turned- 
on to drugs by the experience-life lost its 
meaning and hope for many returned Veter- 
ans. America’s war debt to the bankers in- 
creased astronomically. 

they must operate outside the normal supply-demand 
system. A corollary that should be obvious is that the 
magnitude of the waste must be sufficient to meet the 
need of a particular society. An economy as advanced 
and complex as our own requires the planned average 
annual destruction of not less than 10petcent of gross na- 
tional products. ..” (Taken from the book, The Greening.) 

The above- must surely help to explain what has 
really been happening in our political and economic 
history for the last several decades. When you con- 
sider that government loans from the bankers were 
necessary to purchase this 10% (of the GNP) waste, 
and that this means in ten years time the bankers would 
be owed 100% of the GNP, the total picture emerges. 

Jmiuwy31,1996 

A few months prior to JFK’s assassina- 
tion, in August 1963, and close to the time 
he made known his decision to get the United 
States out of Vietnam, a group of highly pro- 
fessional men (we are told) started work on 
a highly secretive document titled: Report 
from Iron Mountain on the Possibility and 
Desirability of Peace. It was published 
anonymously in 1967. Iron Mountain is an 
underground nuclear hideout for hundreds of 
large American corporations. The idea for 
the study group began with Robert 
McNamara (the architect of the war in Viet- 
nam and later director of the World Bank), 
McGeorge Bundy (a member of an Illuminati 
bloodline according to Fritz Springmeier) 
and Dean Rusk, “who were concerned about 
big changes in military spending that were 
being planned [by JFK] following the Cubati 
crisis.” The study group issued a shocking 
revelation: 

Wlldllfe Service w8s to lnitlrts 8 full- 
blown inwstkation that 111c1udd 8 
s5M),m *UtOm m-formed on the dead 
wolf. The Fish md Wildlife Seti- ob. 
bined 8 re.mh weumnt. md without 
noWflw Mr. Iiuase~ or the locrl sher- 
iff. proceeded to rend several ornwm to 
investImt-3 Mr. Hussey’s property. fn 8 
hesring about this incident held Jointly 
with the Resources 8nd Agriculture 
Committees. on which I dt. Mr. Hussey 
testified that on 8rrlving home from 
his neighbor’s house. he discovered aev- 
ersl armed Fish and Wildlife offlcem 
Crawling over his g8teng the 
Bate in the pmcesbirnd reIhslng to 
heed his warnings to leave his Droperty 
unt!l the local sheriff arrived. The pre- 
diument eacsilsted to the point thrrt 
the Federal agents accused tti 74 
year-old m8n of throwing rocks at 
them. md rushed 8croas 8 stre8m ta 
confkont him 8bout it. in the meon- 
time. the local sheriff, Mr. B8n38lou. 
WM weediag to the scene-very con- 
cerned about the possiblllty of 8 do- 
lent cotiontatlon. Fortunately. he 
WUI able toarrIve ln time to defuse the 
eitustion. 

“‘Threats’ against the ‘national interest’ 
are usually created or accelerated to meet the 
challenging needs of the war system.. . War- 
making societies require-and thus bring 
about-such conflicts.” (Quoted from the jacket 
of the book, Report from Imn Mountain.) 

In other words, the amoral findings of 
the study group-a group meeting on the se- 
cret turf of many corporations involved in the 
military/industrial complex-were that war 
is the necessity of a war system, not a 
struggle to maintain sovereignty, prevent 
communism or promote “democracy”, much 
less protect a nation or its people and way of 
life. Quite the opposite, the people and the 
nation’s resources are used to maintain the 
war system! 

: 

In Section 5, entitled “The Functions of 
War”, the report states: “As we have indi- 
cated, the pre-eminence of the concept of war 
as the principal organizing force in most so- 
cieties has been insufficiently appreciated.” 
It goes on to say that war allows for major 
expenditures, national solidarity, and a stable 
internal political structure. They further 
state that no government can maintain its 
legitimacy or right to rule without war. 
Therefore, a substitute must be found to re- 
place war if “peace” is allowed to happen! 

In Section 6 of the report, the anonymous 
author (John Doe) reports: 

“Economic surrogates for war must meet 
two principal criteria. They must be ‘waste- 
ful’, in the common sense of the word, and 

After some of the Dmblems th8t we 
hnve wltnesaed with the rele8se of only 
14 wolves lsat year, I 8r~ unwd to see 
the media repmUng the Drogr8m M 
“remarkably sucoesHul.” I wss even 
more dlssppointed to find out tbnt 
even during the Government rhutdown. 
and before their rDpmprlotlons were 
8DproVed. the Fish and Wildlife Service 
wss busy preD8rlng to crpture snother 
SO wolves in C8nsda for rele8e-e in idaho 
and Wyoming. The Service hss spared 
no expense and h8s let nothing stop 
them lncludlng Inclement weather. 
lsck Of 8DDrODli8tiOnl& rnimeJ righta 
pmtestars. the’ continued dIsODDrOV8l 
of the State leglslsture. and another 
call by this Co ngmasm8n to refmin 
from capturing md relessing more 
wolves. 

Apparently one of Mr. Babbltt’a 
green-eyed Menda dld not like the 
whole ides 8nd blt one of his hsndlers 
before recelvlng the unlucky fate of 
being kffled by one of ‘the Fish md 
Wildlife offlclela. Of course, If I had 
Just been tracked down from my home, 
snared. darted, caged. dmgged. 8nd los- 
Iled, I would have bitten someone &JO. 

The truth of the m8ttsr 1s that there 
rsmsln many unanswered pus&ions 
md un8ddressed concerns about the 
wolf Introduction Drogr8m. Desplts the 
fact that the Government continues to 
dlsmg8rd the wiahss of the local clti- 
53x11~ to implement 8 pmgram tb8t 
wrves no aclentlflo purposs. create8 
the pOtMhi8l for mom gonflioto. 8nd 
co&a tqaysm 8 bundle, the Oovern- 
ment 8nd the. matlonal me& continue 
to p8lnt the program 8a 8 better than 
expected succe+s with few hitches. I be- 
~eve thin Is because the medlr. like 
Mr. B8bbltt. ue not foawlng on the 
logic or oc~entlflo merits of the pro- 
gr8m, but on how well it has fulfilled 
their own spiritusl expeot8tions. 

Some wonder why I hsve fought IIO 
hard 8g8lnst 8 Federal program thet, 

Please consider also that the International Headquar- 
ters of the World Bank, Freemasonry, and the United 
Nations (a step towards World Government Federation) are 
all located in one huge complex in Geneva, Switzerland. 

Report from Iron Mountain had limited distribu- 
tion even after its publication in 1967. The committee 
came to the primary conclusion that war is necessary, 
and even preferable as a way to “stabilize” society! ! It 
was not given official notice, and many called it a hoax, 
yet most of its recommendations or findings have be- 
come official policy-policy which is evident in all the 
halls of government. Listed among the deliberations 
were the various alternative choices to the “advantages” 
of war-choices that governments might make to main- 
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has Ilttle direct lmprct on most Amerl- 
CMB. I fight beuuse I belleve th8t we 
rhould he pr8otlolng gre8t flsc8l con- 
Wmlnt, beuuae exceuudve deficits 
thre8ten the fMure atrblllty of thls 
country. I fight bec8use the taxD8yer 
desener to know that milllone of tbclr 
~~!!era arc beiw rpent on 8lrcr8ft out- 
fitted ‘with sOphMlcatsd r8diO equig 
ment which d8ily &ok 8 handful of 
confumed wolves meandering rbout md 
rtirring UD trouble in the mountains of 
Idrho, Wyomhg. 8nd Montana. 

I aho fight because I belleve there 
are deSD immplicrtions rbout the wolf 
lntmduotlon lwogmm thht aflectn 8U 
Americ8ns-8nd th8t lo the precedent 
1t hM wt. 

Now the Federal Oovemment lr final- 
isiw plma to Introduce 8n even mom 
dangernun predator. into the Selwpy- 
Bltteroot mountah r8nge located in 
Idrho md,.Yontum-the grizzly bear. 
Mr. Speaker. only a few yeah 8g&the 
very ldti of introdu~ grizsliee into 
central Idaho WM oomldered pure lu- 
nacy. Whs-7 Quite franLly. the OrlsxI~ 
bear. 8 mpecles that now numbem over 
100300 ln c8Md8. AlMka. parts of 
Montmm. md in Yellowrtone. slmplg 
h8s 8 propensity for violence 8gslnst 
hum8ns 8nd 8nlm8ls. Last ye= there 
were numerous lncfdents of bear 
nuullngs during unprovoked dtua- 
UOM. In one csae a hiker WM merely 
taking hfa shoes md socks off to cool 
his feet In 8 mountain strepm when the 
odor of his socks appaFsnWy caught the 
attention of 8 nearby gi&zly. And in 
the State of Wyoming 8nd Montana. 
them has wen 8n epldemi0 of nuisance 
berrs which have been killlng c&We 
and- EheeD. md nunm8ging around 
human habltatlon. Some 8re1 even aug- 
tmrtlng that the grlssly no longer need8 
the rpeclal protection of the Endm- 
gered Spealeal Act. 

Mr. Speaker. the response that I have 
received fr,cim rirJr constituentwren 
some who do not norm8lly 8gree with 
me-has been ove~helmlngly 8g8inst 
the htroductlon of the grixly. I be- 
lieve that morns In the forest Industry 
have been driven by fear or rtrong co- 
ercive tactic8 into supporting b Dro- 
gr8m that simply will not work. F)ther 
thrn that. the mactlon egeinat the 
idea comes fPom al types of lndlvld- 
We 8nd for m8ny legitim8t.e re8so~. 
Campers md hikers 8re concerned for 
obvious s8fet.r maeons. ‘8nd that nmny 
of the t&la 8nd 8resa would be mr . I 
off-limits. Bunters 8ri concerned 8bout 
hunrtlo reductions In game 8nlm8l 
Wpulatlon. Ranchers 8re concerned 
8bout the loss of cattle md ro8d olo- 
Urea. Miners 8re concerned rbout the 
Do88iblllty of mstrlotlona on their M- 
tlolty M well. and property ownem 8re 
deeply concerned rbout bears for8glng 
*bout their garbage, and around their ’ 
homer. Overell. people 8m not only 
wd of the potential danger of hsvlng 
the be8m In their brolyud. but 8l~) 
bting 8evere’ reetrictlons ln rcce6ain.g 
the foreeta and I8nds. both for reo- 
@8tion81 8nd industrlrl purposes. In 
bt the public comments complied by’ 
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the Floh md Wfldlife Bervice show 
ovey*helmlng opposition to the grizzly 
lntroductlon pl8n In the Selwqp- 
Bltteroot coming from pl8cea M far M 
Cdlfornle and Color8do. 

Moreover, lntroduclng the bear has 
little tientitlc merit. The Flab md 
Wlldlife Service has not shown how the 
grizzly ia vltd tc the muvival of the 
ecosystem of the Selw8y-Bit&mot. In 
tact. no nolid evidence proves thst the 
bepr once roemed them in great num- 
bers. Some hrve pointed to 8 8uupposed 
journal entry by Lewis md Clark 
clang th8t they ohot 8round 20 grls- 
sly in the ML during their tyoela. 
Considering th8t no tuonomy WM 
even In place rt the time to dirtingulah 
between typss of hum. it ls ludicrous 
touserjournalentrydmoat#10ye8m 
wo. 8s 8 solid baais of the f8ot8.. Fi- 
nally. the .mn8ll unoun~, of d8t+ ,+3t 
does exist from prevloua &ttempta .to 
upture 8iid releti grInly Into unf* 
mU8r and rrrgeed terr@ic.howa th8t It 
ls impossible to predict the behrvlorcrl 
response of the bear. I belleve lt 10 not 
worth the coat. both in human md 
budgetary teqno. to find out. 

Mr. Speaker. comlderlng the ilgnlll- 
dnt amount of oppoaltlon to, md the 
1-k of eclentiflo need for the proposed 
griszly lntroduotion, we must look 
again rt wh8t 1s cle8rly the re8l lmpe- 
tus behind this idea Introducing the 
bars 8ddresses only M emotional at- 
tachment to the rom8noe of bavlng 
grlszly beara mamlng the wilderness. It 
contributes to Mr. Bobbitt’s renllution 
of the spiritual dre8m th8t he envi- 
sioned with his Hop1 Indl8n Mend 60 
many years 8go. 

If envimnmentalista get their way 
with the grlszlles. there will be a dev- 
astating impact on the freedoms 8nd 
llvellhooda of my constituents. 8nd slg- 
nlflcant mmiflc8tions throughout this 
countryYr I h8ve seen evidence lately of 
unbitious gorls by the Fish 8nd Wlld- 
llfe%%rvlce Lnd envIronment8l grouse 
t0 p0Dul8te reglOM Of. the We& with 
thousands of grlraly be8m. This would 
have the dreatlo conwquence- of #hut+ 
ting down ~ceea to m8ny ,of our lands 
8nd forests to rll human rctivity. in- 
cluding hlk.ing md camping which vir- 
tually all Amedc8ns enjoy from time 
to tlme. 

ThiS would be & giMt &AD Cher to 
the utopia religious environment8lista 
are striving to ornate-a utopia where 
human beings have only M much v8lue 
8s the r8sorb8M rucker f&h. md ~os- 
sibly less. . 

Mr. Speaker, this rellglous v&don 1s 
not shsred by every American Md no 
American should be for&l to promote 
a religious rlrlon aontzary to their own 
beliefs. The environmentall& want a 

, new Inqdaltlon to emdicrte those wltb 
opposing views. and they have tl!e 
might of the BxeOutlve behind them. 
This threatens. In the most profound 
wu. our entlre way of 11s. It L thor- 
oughly un-Aqerloan. and I won’t rtand 
for It. 

Mr. SDeakerI I lncltide for the 
REIXRD the followlng documents: 
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tain their control of the people. These included such has divided the world into ten regions of “economic 
ideas as a “war on poverty”, “space research”, and ‘and environmental coherence”. These “regions” have 
preparation for an “invasion from outer space”. Does already become an important part of our government’s 
this sound familiar? It appears that all of the above organization of staff and services in Washington, D.C. 
have been used, and are still, being used, as well as a (Ref.: En Route to Global Occupation, by Garry H. 
much publicized “need” for environmental protection Kah; The 1995-1996 Official Congressional Directory, 
and control-the major choice and means of control 104th Congress) 
involving the establishment of a one-world government. It appears from the Reportfrom Iron Mountain that 
Along with this “choice” is, of course, the on-going much of the environmental pollution has been antici- 
“need” for an international police force to maintain pated, encouraged and promoted. (Quoting the Report:) 
this control. The “war system” has only been given a It may be, for instance, that gross pollution of the 
new face-the green face of ecological-environmental environment can eventually replace the possibility of 
world government control. In fact, this is a major part mass destruction by nuclear weapons as the principal 
of the planned World Government Federation, which apparent threat to the survival of the species. Poison- 
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l-xmIioNY w JOAn WOOD. IDAm BOllm or 

Rrpnrserr*rrm.BrmarXYE Ba- 
~dunC%&man.IunJoA~Woodoftl~e 

Iaoho Houw Of BilpreMntAtl~r I Ml the 
~nklng member of the Houm State Afhlm 
oommlttee. Reaonlwa and calnerwtlon 
wmmlttae. and prw~tly ohal- of%0 
BOON Tlwmorhtlon and Deferlea. I ru the 
al-et oommlttee oo-chalr Of the moho wolf 
,owml&t oonunltwe. 

My pwpoea hare I8 to establlah before the 
wmmIttee the mtuuI the people of Idho. 
roprssented by ia Iqlslrture. IMW token 
wnw~g the feaeMl poualer of the re- 
introduoUon of rolrsa Into our rtrta and m- 
@on. I M aleo hem u the mwee.eataU~ of 
the rrd,e ~owrnment to demand that first 
the Deputmbnt of Intarlor...lmm6dlrtly 
- Md dedet the relwdD# or Wlwa into 
wntrol Idaho. rhloh hr bean dona without 
thewnwntoltheIdahoIagld0taw0ruu 
Of ltd 4eatad ofncirl--u raluired by Idrho 
Btata Ior; *. KJooqd. It. a-don thll wolf 
iO-fBUOdUOtlbn prorrom eutlml,. rhlch, b 
boul NlNtlflull, and ewn6mlosuY rhwa. 
‘IlmwonumberofitemB.tkotompmtl- 
Ilo& “,klu.v.vl, that I..yvould ot thla 

con.wnttow.enterea 
into the r&ml. 

.I rot&la llke to tier to . htt4r &ml peti- 
Non dsned by eleuted OfllcIala Of Our rtrte 
&cmmlment, Induainr our gowrnor. end 
owr 34 of our abte hglrlatur-3 to out Con- 
gwssloti delegation ~t&lng * requwt Uut 
the dela@tlon demsnd Secratu~ .mbbltt 
lmmedlstaly atop t&lo llleyal botlon. I roald 
like to Include tkla lettar In the record. 

Lat me all your attention to Idsho la=. 
was sslQ1 WYcdl ruter thrt wlldufe 18 the 
p-raperty of the stab. snd that It ‘Wmll be 
pwoerwd, proteat& perpetuated. md man- 
rged” We ore 00-d becsrus ol the pm- 
rlbls 1Sy Il~bllltq that hu been forced 
upon our d.ata by the unouthorlzed rolesw 
or thw.¶ WOlwd on Jonnor, 14. law. 

mth0r. ~0 0040 se-m. psrtrlnin~ to 
rolYdog hybrldlntlons. rhlch M not pro- 
tected by the Endraoemd @molea Act CESA). 
wqulrw a blola@a rwlaatlon k performed 
on WOIVW to 4etormInel IDOCJM priorltiv be- 
fore the Deportment of Fbh and Goms my 
tike any o&on In l ccordux% with the U.S. 
FisA. A request by the lqlslrtlw oommlttae 
snd the Idol10 St&e V~tecinul~ to QUU- 
antlne and blola&sUy teat, u ~ulred by 
thlr law. “m &~~owd by the U.8. Fish md 
wuallfe. Thlr w)u .In direct. rlolotion of 
yollo Btote low.- 

AIN, thh low tarns) tiivw dir&lod to 
oar own Fish end Gome Deportment thnt 
they not expend funds. -fee rswts, or 
enter lnt.0 ury ooo~rstlw mentr with 
MY agency. deportment, or entitp of the 
United St&&a Gowrnmetnt oonoernlnc 
rolwa unleda exprwaly anthorlz+ ‘by stati 
etotnta. with the exceptIon that one rep: 
wMn~tlw putldpte ln the wolf reaiwry 
tam. The total recovery aoat for thb wolf 
re-lntroductlon prosrun lllewlmoteatoba 
12.7 mllllon dollars. W* M wnwrned that 
Idaho my be forked by federal mondste to 
pick up M muoh LI 16 pamsnt 01 tklr co8L 
Thlelmnotbeena@reedtobytheIdMo 
~doture. The Mr of thlr foroed obllm- 
tlon la born out by o bf3ar recalwd by Idaho 
?hh and Chne Dlrmtor from Mr. Do-Id 
Frlhe~. Drpaty hdatant Boslonol Director. 
8nd 6 uapy of a lettor from MlblnneM.8 St& 
Dlwotor, Rlchud Wetsal. u ta the problsmr 
enwuntsmd ln Mlnnwob oonoemlng roll 
dbpmdatlon and ooat to that Dmdmm. We m- 
Wlwd * 10-r alro from the wlldllf* redelr- 
Uon under the dpmtum of ThOmu Frsncr 
Fa~ufre. that once wolf populotlonr am re- 
oowwd, defenden of Wlldllfa will make a de- 
cl~~lon about contlnulng the compenutlon In 
wnJuwtlon with ula diabs Ma other ar- 
rmwdlntuwti. 

FnrUmr we 0h0& that the aganclw ln- 
volWddldnotoomplyrithIdahoCadr3& 
mm. b not bkln# lBtisonddeMuon local 
OOODWAI~. anaWn. aultnm. and mw& 
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r&la. Propp notmNuoM were 
for he&n&m on thh matter. In ad- 

ditioa t3agmxtiono that the cowmmsnt mv- 
ride mndfru for oompmntlon to llwataok 
owera for oil 1- snd to ti1 people ace 
aomholly af!ectod by had-UM mdxlctlona. 
emon* athm le.-d l nonovk canaldcra~:oaa. 
#i+m to the Fkah and Wlldlirs Berrfcm b; 
the wou owmlxht commlttoe. or rhlcb I 
W’U the mnklai member. we& wmplstely 
l truok out uf the wmpleted ml plm. I 
would flke to bolude . WDY 0r the OrirfOti 
plan ln the mwra. 

AJ euly sn 1964, the Idrho Lda~~t~ lent 
HOW Jolnt Memorlsl 11 b the Pmaldsnt. 
the -* of mwrlor. and other feded 
l utb1~4tlw rhereln we urged the deprhnent 
of Iwmlor and US FG&W menloo tmnl~ta 
‘W phweo phnt w0ir p0pau0~ lnt0 
Id&b. It la obvlow that *u Ignored. Again 
in 1991. the rtate le&M8im mnt * menvn%l 
(to rl~ be h0haded in the m00rd: to the 
wme Ceded 0fClahl~ (IIJMS) rtitinr the m- 
rloua neptlw lmpat on the reaource bow of 
our Mate. The federal gowrnmmt rwponded 
to thlm niemodol by threatening to turn the 
rolwa owr to the NW PIerca Indiom rho 
how no plan or pmcm lo placr rhedoewr 
ti h.,ldh the W0l.W Md WlllDbDWl 8’0’ 
~ulmd by law. 

We pnmentad In thk lwl memorlol flw WI- 
t43* r0r W~MUO~ or xbho owmigbt II 
the relntroductlon -0t he rtopped. I am 
Nbnlatlng . wpy or Dr: Toe HomnM’r co- 
Umony on Idsho Veterlnarlon and member 
or tar wolf Owwht committee M L rueor 
whew or mY toaumonY. 

In wnalwion. W* ratit to thla wnpeb 
donal oemmittaa that the U.S. F&W under 
the dimotlon and oathorltr 0r the Sactat~~ 
of Intarlor ‘!O,l@J with 17.8l Of the rub ood 
-Mona (A) refuted b, Dr. Chorlw E. Kw 
and ~IN Dr. Edword Ooldrmn. renowned Ml- 
eatlda In wlldllfa blolwy snd OCO~OSY. We 
OIW IWgJNt lhm CO~#~W t&t You NDWIt 
Sendar Kay Bailey RutChlneon’~ 1qirl~Uon 
to atop any m EEA mUon in TOXM. but 
Iaoho u roll: 

I om the rtsst effort by Idrho e0 pstlttw 
can#ww for ro11ef ftQm them recant unwu- 
ranted rctlonr of V.I. Plrh and Wlldllfe m 
#TM& Md ar#O fat l desl#tin~ Of UN wOU 
end a tip to thlr 0.4 mllllon ate of tu 
peyer money. t3u hr. we bare bwn Isnored. 

ladlw and Genthum. I hope my atats 
doom not how to NO our Om Feded IXw- 
annlent 

- 

olmcll OF nm aovRRN0~ 
Beire. ID. Janvow ts.1885. 

Eon. Hmm tt%cmm 
HowE ofJtwm?entoriaw, 
Wwhlnntm, DC. 

- RnPRtsRITArn ClrKNm: The 
data of Iaaho L r&ong1y op&loma to mlr&J- 
duauon or chab km In Idrho. The did4 
- ==w WwwnI reconunc relntroauctlon. 
howwr there M two m@or u-e08 mt 
-Itand out Flmt lntrodamd bore win pore 
rsrforu ahuo nfay 00nov1u rar 1-8 
Md tenrloto ~tlonlry In our nobdeti 
8tat.e. Seoon& the mlntmduaMon hu th’r pa 
teaal w affNt the N&l Ma Nonomio IW- 
Mlib of onr ruml wmmunu.lM hy 1lIlpmhg 
andar burdezu and matduow OII Idrho*r 
neuMJ mmnrcw heed IndNtrlM. 
Aa You ore l -. the unlwd statea Fldl 

and WlMllR Sanioe lr dawloplns m nrf- 
rommntal hpot St8t8ment on the mlntw- 
dmth ot misdy beam ln wnw Id&d. I 
lrrle Yoa to explore awry awllab opelon ta 
ltop tJUl mlntroducUon - u 8wn u 
Dosdble. 

VW m YOorq 
PmlJPB.BATr, 

aoomnor. 
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8tOU Or ,d.hO’B ObJaOUon m the wtitmdao- 
Uon or rol~es Lnta wntml Idaho. bot Y-r. 
a,~ ‘I&ho le@dsture datemlnsd thOt the 
United 8tatas Fiti and Wlldllfe Servlw’s 
wolf rr1ntwductl0n prwrun did not ti- 
puotoly mapond to the wnwrm of the people 
of Idaho. Those lnuleqnaolw bw bow 
polnted out to yoa many Umea 

Slnw Uut tlms. the United St&838 Con- 
grwa hu also lndlc&ad It8 dlse&lsf~tlon 
with wolf relntmdaotlon by holding up the 
opproprloUon for the gcopam. I -0t 

- owmm~ my fcwkmtlon thst the Berrr- 
lti hu dwlded to proceed ,tith wolf reintre 
ductlon derpltd the Btrts of Idaho% md tba 
U.B. CO-’ ODwdUOn to the -: 

I am #inwllraGL however. bi de atata- 
mento ~th-lbntei td you In & u&e auiied 
in the Jnnuur 18. lSM. lnus of the Idaho 
Btotmmm n&&ir. in that ortlale. you 
d.m tm the iws rhlpment 0r wolrw lnt0 
Idaho my ha the lrst shipmentthat la nec- 
rosary to meet the gooh or th* ~~grun. I 
certainly how ao. 1 im~low YOU UJ make thL 
the Ia.& ye& that 16 marked by the wn- 
wowmy or tm 1ll-oonw10ed prodTam. 
Thank you for helng rwpowlw to the Eon- 

wrn# of the people of Idaho. 
BlDW?X4,‘. 

ma.tic& 
Atialnoy General. - 

OrFlcn 0, YRX 00vxRN0% 
Bake, ID. January 17,lSSS. 

ED BANOS 
WolfRdnlroductbn Coordinator. 
U.S. FLh and Wlldftfe Scrvloa. Hdona. MT. 

DMR MU. BAMOC AwordInc to the GIV 
wolf RainuoauoMon m Ram-t the 
Vnltsd St&es Plsh and Wlldllfe Service 
COSFWS) began copturing gray wlvea. to be 
releoaed in wntml I&ho. on Jrnevl 16, 
1996 Thle c&am lr teda# oommenced rwn 
thowh the USFWS has not been issued the 
appmprl~te rrildllfe Import&Ion permita by 
the Idoho Deprhnent .of Plan od Gome. 
Without thwe DermltA the USFWS 18 IKnor- 
log I&ho at& lawa &ud lti waponri~lllty 
under the Endanmmd SDecier Aot to womr- 
eta with efreoti tit.& to the greotwt-ax- 
tent pOMlblb. 

OSPWS nu&ment of the w01veu1 m- 
leamd in Janueuy of lU@5 has been umotlb 
footory. The monltarlng or the wohm hu 
beon lnodequato. Them haw been l number 
of occodons when some ol the wohea wuld 
not b Itit&. Addltlonslly. the USFWS hsa 
falled to notUy Idaho oltlsi&, or rtite wan- 
clw, when rolwa mara In olwr pwxlmlty to 
mddrnUol MU or Ursrtack. 

Until the USFWB dmuotob addrew~ the 
wn- of the ltrt.4 0i Id&. I must rdt 
*rate my oppxltlon to the ral~ of auy 
mom wolwa In wntxol Idaho. Please advh 
me of the VBFWS’~ lntentluna. 

VerY he YOM. 
PmuP a BAG. 

VoNmor. 

ing of the air, and of the principal sources of food and 
water supply, is already well advanced and at first 
glance would seem promising in this respect; it con- 
stitutes a threat that can be dealt with only through 
social organization and political power. But from 
present indications it will be a generation to a genera- 
tion-and-a-half before environmental pollution, however se- 
vere, will be sufficiently menacing, on a global scale, to offer 
a possible basis for a solution. (End quote) 

In other words, pollution of the environment was 
a deliberately planned strategy for bringing about the 
“need” for environmental control!! Unfortunately, that 
“generation-and-a-half’ has already gone by, and the 
nuclear testing and pollution of the water and soil con- 

tinued unabated in those years, with the au- 
thorities being seemingly helpless to end it, 
and the people’s concerns going untended 
and unanswered. 

The gross hypocrisy of the government 
and its planners is evident from the military/ 
industrial war machine’s use of such envi- 
ronmental and health hazards as the defoli- 
ant Agent Orange in Vietnam, the use of bio- 
logical warfare in Iraq and elsewhere, 
weather control, etc. The controllers wear 
two faces and are obviously entirely without 
regard for human life or the environment. 

One reason for such hypocrisy is the per- 
ceived need to depopulate most of the Earth. 
People are now considered useless users of 
resources, polluters and a threat to the envi- 
ronment. Overpopulation is a primary rea- 
son why the study group at Iron Mountain 
viewed war as “advantageous”. Abortions, 
euthanasia and plagues have not taken care 
of the population problem so the next step is 
for the international police force to be used 
to enforce their depopulation quotas through 
international law, using the environment as 
an excuse. On that day, if not before , the 
world will have arrived at the time of the 
Fourth Horseman of the Apocalypse- Death 
riding a Green Horse, with power over one- 
fourth of the Earth. 

I will continue with this subject in an- 
other installment. 

Bibliography: 
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Text, George M. Lamsa’s Translation from 
the Aramaic of the Peshitta, Harper & Row, 
S.F., first published by A.J. Holman Co. 
(1933); The Greening, Larry Abraham with 
Franklin Sanders, Soundview Publications, 
Atlanta, Georgia (1993); Goddess Earth, by 
Samantha Smith, Huntington House Publish- 
ers (1993); NASA, NAZIS & JFK, The Torbitt 
Document and the JFK Assassination, Intro- 
duction by Ken Thomas, Forward by David 
Hatcher Childress, Adventures Unlimited 
Press (1996), first appeared in manuscript 
form in 1970, titled: Nomenclature of an 
Assassination Cabal; En Route to Global 
Occupation, by Gary H. Kah, Huntington 
House, Pub. (1992), Distr. Sons of Liberty, 
Box 2 14, Metairie, LA 70004; The 1995- 
1996 Official Congressional Directory, 
104th Congress, United States Government 
Printing Office, Washington, D.C.; The Hid- 
den Dangers of the Rainbow, by Constance 
Cumby, Huntington House, Inc., Lafayette, 
LA (1983); Report from Iron Mountain on 
the Possibility and Desirability of Peace, 
N.Y. Dell Books (1967); The Top 13 Zflumi- 
nati Bloodlines, by Fritz Springmeier, 53 16 
SE. Lincoln, Portland, OR 97215; KJV of 
the Bible, Oxford at Clarendon Press, Ox- 
ford (no publishing date, purchased 1940) 
with attached Concordance showing the 
meaning of “Tubal-Cain” 
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In The Arenas 
Of, IN-Justice 

l/8/97 #1 HATONN 

WILL THERE 
BE JUSTICE? 

In what? But I can tell you “no” right now, before 
you go further, if it be in judicial encounters where 
innocent persons are persecuted or property is in ques- 
tion, OR IN POLITICS, as with Gingrich. How can you 
know there will be no justice? Because, as with tiingrich, 
he gets up, puts on a show-and-tell and “apologizes” 
for unknown and unadmitted indiscretions across the 
board and it’s over. Over? Who pays back the massive 
funds used? As in Simpson, WHO PAYS BACK THE 
MASSIVE FUNDS AND RUINED REPUTATIONS 
FROM SUCH ONGOING AND DESPICABLE EXER- 
CISES OF TORTURE? With the Ekkers? How can you 
pay back at triple, quadruple the costs of a decade of 
Hell and legal expenses because the opposition has 
lied, cheated, stolen, perjured and committed acts of 
crime against them? We could go on for hundreds and 
hundreds of pages regarding some who are innocent 
and in prison, and still, injustice prevails. 

Is righteousness dead? Pretty much, readers, pretty 
much. 

NIGHT before last Ekkers were served the massive 
contempt case as presented by US&P. No other parties 
named were served for anything. This is a case to get 
Dharma (and E.J. if possible) imprisoned for writing as 
Walter Russell would write on the subject of God and 
Light and then it inadvertently being run in the CON- 
TA CT. 

Ah, but Dr. Okilo gave permission for his material 
to be run and stated that he was pained over the fact that 
the WORK and WORD needed to be gotten out and that 
required our sharing all efforts. But he was only the 
C.E.O./President and Director of US&P! HE NO 
LONGER IS ON THE BOARD AS NEARLY AS WE 
CAN DISCERN-FROM HIM PERSONALLY. * 

And further, readeis, this comes while major ef- 
forts are under way WITH OKILO CONTACTS IN 
AFRICA to fund a contract, pay c$f not only the judge- 
ment lodged against Ekkers but to also give MAJOR 
working capital to the US&P Institute to assist in their 
ability to further present the work of Walter Russell. 
Swannanoa is becoming, instead of a beautiful land- 
mark, a dilapidated eyesore. 

And you who write with your love and care and 

We can want peice;6ut unCess we are 
spiritualliy at-peace oursefves, we dbn’t 
mean it. It is out thoughts which feep 
tfktpart of the universe where each of 
us standout of m in 6aGznce. 

T./a/go f ittk Craw 

mention that we speak of so much money in that 
contract as to be staggering to minds, have to realize 
that so far there is NOTHING-not here, not anywhere. 
So, would the Board of US&P cut off their own noses to 
spite their own faces-just to shut up the Ekkers? 
Indeed they would! Mr. Binder is working on the “free 
energy” scientific outlay which Russell presented of 
Nikola Tesla and surely they don’t want to share that 
information-even the Board doesn’t realize this is 
going on to such extent as it has been taken out from 
under patents of both Russell and Tesla. And George 
Green, ah indeed Mr. Green, plans to go into business 
WITH such as Timothy Binder. Does Mr. Binder 
know? Of course, and the new President, a lady now in 
Canada, has referred our people back to Timothy Binder 
as the only one who can attend anything with Ekkers, 
Martin, Young, CONTACT, et al. 

Will the Federal Court go along with such atrocity 
of injustice? Who knows? They have before. They 
allowed the GUILTY party who continued to sell banned 
books to NOT EVEN HAVE TO APPEAR IN COURT 
WHILE BEING FIRST NAMED IN THE SUIT. US&P’s 
attorneys even acted in BEHALF, at no cost, of Mr. 
Green. And Mr. Green is in collusion with Steven Horn 
and ex-Judge Jason Brent as we write today, against the 
Ekkers, even in a property case which had NO connec- 
tion to anything in which anyone else was a participant. 
Bad news? AMERICA, THIS IS AS BAD NEWS AS 
YOU CAN EVER RECEIVE. 

Ah, but dothey finally mess in their nests? Yes, but 
by the time they do it, it is usually OVER, isn’t it? 
Well, we shall see about the property case pretty quickly. 
Mr. Elley, our attorney, blew away the opposition AND 
THE JUDGE who had swallowed over and over Mr. 
Horn’s lies-WHO HAD TO SQUARELY ADDRESS 
THE FACT THAT MR. HORN HAD DECEIVED AND 
LIED TO THE COURT. He has used for his argument 
and proof a document he said existed and had been filed 
years ago releasing ALL other parties from ability to be 
sued no matter what was just or unjust. The only 
problem is that there IS NO SUCH DOCUMENT and it 
was pointed out in court yesterday morning and proven. 
Even Jason Brent had come to the courtroom to see Mr. 
Horn carry the day ofvictory away like John the Baptist’s 
head on the silver tray. 

The Judge had already made his preliminary judge- 
ment and announced same-for Mr. Horn. He would 
entertain argument but only briefly and made it very. 
very clear of same. The gloating Horn and Brent 
grinned and chuckled. They WERE NOT grinning at 
the end for this catches Jason Brent dead in the middle 
of the conspiracy against the Ekkers, whom Brent 
stated at least three times in deposition that he VIO- 
LENTLY dislikes. The Judge sat stunned as the indis- 
cretions were presented by Mr. Elley. He sat and then 
quickly rose to his feet and all he said was “Gentlemen, 
I have your submissions.” He then exited the court- 

. 
room. Jason Brent had already rushed from the room 
with a shocked and pale appearance. Mr. Horn never 
turned around to face the audience-which was large 
yesterday. So, how will the Judge now rule about the 
ability to”mention” the point of “no sale ofthe property 
as advertised” (the only case there is)? We will learn, 
I suppose, in time. Tomorrow morning there is a 
pretrial hearing scheduled but there can be no trial if 
the Judge rules against Ekkers. Hundreds of thousands 
of hours and dollars, loss and heartache, and still we 
must walk on the razor’s edge. But at the least, readers, 
the beginnings of truth were offered and it stunned the 
court-as if they had not heard it ever before in ten 
years of confrontations. 

Your input might well be, “Well, thank God it isn’t 
Ekkers’ lives,” but isn’t it? And how would you feel if 
in talking to a local newspaper/TV/Meteorologist (who 
lives directly across the street from Ekkers) you got 
back, as did Rick Martin FROM THIS MAN, MILES, 
“Oh, you mean the little E.T. Princess?” Interestingly 
enough this man has never MET the Ekkers but he 
assured Rick that EVERYBODY knows about them. 

You might well wonder WdY Ekkers would even 
want to live in this place. Well, it is where they 
purchased their home and they have no other assets- 
not even longer the home. They CAN’T just up and live 
somewhere else as long as there is litigation and, until 
they can reclaim, at the least, some of their security. 
But in reality-THIS IS WHERE THEY ARE PRE- 
SENTED TO DO GOD’S WORK. They have set them- 
selves forth as NOTHING. But I suggest, readers, that 
we must be doing SOMETHING RIGHT to have 
caught so much TARGET FLAK (as Col. Bo Gritz 
would put it). Is there a possibility that goodness upsets 
evil? I certainly hope so for it would be pitiful if 
nothing good comes of such intrigue, assaults and 
injustice. Can Ekkers “take it longer”? Somebody tell 
me what are the alternatives? 

I have to interrupt this writing just to remind the 
business people in South Africa that Dharma has to 
personally do the work for which they ask participation 
and input. I have to remind the business people and 
friends in Greece, London, and Nigeria-that Dharma 
has to do the work they want shared. We will get it all 
done in EXACTLY THE PROPER SEQUENCE AND, 
UNTIL THAT TIME, WE WILL KEEP DOING THE 
BEST WE CAN. We have no magical apparatus to 
offer; no production capability to simply ship some- 
where else; we have as yet no funds with which to work 
and our people have had to create, manufacture and 
establish even the hulling machines for the spelta 
(which can’t be hulled by existing grain cleaners). 
PLEASE REALIZE OUR LIMITATIONS DURING 
THIS TIME OF DAILY LEGAL ASSAULTS. I recog- 
nize that you are not REALLY pushing but only laying 
plans in hopes of movement ahead. Please know that 
we understand but can’t do anything about it until we 
clear out some of the rats’ nests built right into our very 
beings. We know that no one, even those people right 
here with us, fully understands the importance of clear- 
ing out these people and their lying, cheating, stealing 
and generally doing totally evil things. Will they fall, 
these evil doers7 Oh my, YES INDEED. And now it 
will be very soon. 

Can you imagine the uproar and lack of getting 
ANYTHING in return for US&P having Dharma tossed 
into a dungeon for writing about God and Light? The 
Ekkers have and are trying every way under the Sun to 
settle and pay settlement demands. George said he had 
paid US&P and complained loudly about so-doing. 
Obviously, he has not! Well, he is still shown as the 
first and original party to be sued. I expect the legal 
team to FIND A WAY TO REOPEN THE ENTIRE 
US&P CASE AND LET US DO IT RIGHT THIS TIME 
AND BRING DOWN THE TRAITOR ATTORNEY(S) 
AS WELL. I do not threaten anyone; I PROMISE, 
however, that if the Judge tosses my writer/speaker into 
prison to suit the whim and vendetta of George Green 
and Timothy Binder-there will be instantly such a 
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case that the “Scopes Trial” will be paled in compari- she is near 90 years old, so who knows? Leon is not old please tell me WHY GOD SHOULD SAVE ANY OF 
son. but Abbott has already stripped him of every cent due THESE SORRY MISFITS? 

But isn’t “prison” a bit strong? SO, TOO, WAS and owing and Ann Beam insisted he be able to do it- We are going to continue going right on down the 
CRUCIFIXION! 

One really humorous demand from US&P is an 
as “emissary” to Green. trail, readers, and we are going to have success at our 

What can beat the Truth? Nothing. The piles and mission. We LEARN from the assaults and, after all, is 
accounting of ALL THE MONEY MADE FROM quantity of lies are now so great from the opposition that not the lesson given? 
“THEIR” WORK. (?????) I think it is beyond obvious that they cannot actually afford to allow a DAY IN Everybody had best start paying attention because 
that NO NOTHING SAVE TROUBLE has been gleaned COURT for hearings. They are dead garbage if it major things are happening. How many of you realize 
from anything Walter Russell or US&P touched as makes it to open and FAIR hearing by juries and honest Mr. Farrakhan is back in Libya? Oh indeed, that IS 
coming through this conduit. The books were banned judicial parties. Do we ever plan to come against these important to YOU in good old USA or South Africa or 
and taken and we assume, BURNED BY US&P, AS people and demand fair hearings? CERTAINLY! Sweden, Denmark or Tasmania. 
THAT WAS THE FULL INTENT PRESENTED TO When? When they are so entangled that they cannot Criminals now HEAD your States and Nations. So 
US. They shifted off to work for Green, et al. So, since extricate themselves, even on technicalities. How can be it, there, as well. When you have chosen the rotten 
Green sold a lot of the banned books, they can very well we do it? If there be a will, there will also be a way, for apples to head your harvest of apples-you can expect 
check with America West and Desired’s Distributors. the CALL COMPELS THE ANSWER! Everybody more and more and more ROT. At some point, how- 
Not only did they make books of the banned material, SEEMS TO FORGET--THE TIME OF THE LORD IS ever, some man somewhere will in honor say ENOUGH. 
but they also made audio sets of those books by that AT HAND! GOD needs no more sick martyrs or Some Judge will finally say, “ENOUGH, this is 
renowned Mark Williams who set to print all the “pla- crucified bodies. HIS TIME HAS ARRIVED and things WRONG!” Then the dominoes will start to topple right 
giarized” materials-while WORKING FOR BOTH will begin to reverse directions. Things are now geneti- down the whole sick chorus line. And then just how 
GREEN AND HORTON-under the alias of “Rick tally cloned and tampered to do EXACTLY THAT. muchdoYOU thinkEkkers owe thesecriminal misfits? 
Webber”. They then set forth a booklet of the work and The bad hats, people, have outsmarted themselves in Oh, and just how do you calculate your answer7 
mailed it to everyone for whom an address could be every instance abounding. All of you hold Little Crow in your upper prayer- 
found. Shady? Of course, but what else is new from Can they “shut us down”? Of course, but they listing. He is going through some most remarkable and 
George Green‘? Anyone who embezzles $400,000 in cannot shut down the world, do you see? They can incredibleprocessingof metamorphosesandchanging. 
gold coins from his own structured corporation is not a depopulate, destroy, burn and slash-but they cannot It is a wondrous thing but very, very hard on the one 
nice person, readers. shut down all the people all the time. These evil- going through the process. God knows what HE is 

Abbott has even been heard saying that, “By the mongers feed OFF YOUR BLOOD which to them is doing and so, too, does Little Crow. I remind you: THE 
time my indiscretions are brought before the Bar’s YOUR ASSETS. What happens when there is no more TIME OF THE GOD OF LIGHT IS AT HAND! GOD 
tribunal, I will be dead and gone... but, I will have had asset? When the fuel/food is cut off, the parasite dies, ALSO HAS A PLAN 2000. AND REMEMBER, GOD 
a good salary.” So be it?? He is an alcoholic, elderly, but that doesn’t leave a pretty picture FORYOU, DOES WINS AND EVEN THE SATANIC ADVERSARY 
in infirm health, and he probably is right. That “sal- IT? Well, it is just the way it is and my question to you KNOWS AS MUCH! 
ary” is being supplied by such as Betty Tuten, Leon now is a reverse of what you continually ask ME: What Let me interrupt this writing at this point because 
Fort, et al., WHO CONTINUE TO BLAME EKKERS are you going to do about it? What are you going to my topic will change and there is no need to begin a new 
FOR THEIR PROBLEMS. They even complain about do-period? You allow the enemy to steal from you, lie topic when we are out of time. Thank you and we will 
the money solicited from them initially because of to you, cheat you and you just go on and on- on their write regarding these matters as things unfold. We 
George Green-not EKKERS. Ekkers never went forth side. So be it. You allow my people to be badgered, know you are interested in the details and, as our team- 
and solicited anything from anyone prior to Greens’ damaged, hurt and thrown into prison. Is this supposed mates, you HAVE RIGHT, AND NEED, TO KNOW. 
departure. If misrepresentation was offered, it was by to make me, and My CAPTAIN, happy? Somebody Salu. 
Green because the PLAN was his from the beginning. 
George is off and doing it all over again-only this time 
in Las Vegas, and is advertising via radio, seminars, 
etc. Old spots on leopards? George has even SAID that 
he is going to be working with Bo Gritz and Timothy 
Binder. Right on national radio he has said these 
things. He claims to be a millionaire “Devefoper”, 
bank owner, Beverly Hills MALL owner and plantation 
owner in Costa Rica. SC be it, everyone to their own 
wishes. But it becomes a bit more difficult to SELL 
THE INNOCENCE FACTOR-when you are at it again, ’ Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos 
isn’t it? Or does it? Doesn’t seem to be the least bit 
difficult. Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, 56.00 for two 

Well, let them “win” for I don’t like anything tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. 
structured by George Green to continue to be our mode Postage .is included in tape prices. 
of service or operations. We will, therefore, simply Please send check or money order to: SHE WORD, P.O. Box 6194, Tehachapi, 
withdraw from any further recognition of Green’s Plan 
as he structured it. We have plenty to do and plenty of 

CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176 if you have questions or you wish to use your 

service yet to offer and so let them win whatever it is 
Visa, Discover or Master Card. 

they think they are winning. What do they think they If you desire to automaticallyreceive tapes from future meetings, please send 

are winning? I don’t know because the thrust is to at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to 
destroy everything for everybody and it seems they have notify you as your balance reaches zero. 
done a good job on their own team, so why would we The following is a partial list of older items but including all of the most 
interfere with their hopes of destruction of selves. Oh, 
they THOUGHT it would be me/us they would destroy. 

current meeting dates, with the number of tapes in bold, in parentheses, and 

No, it is themselves, for when the available blood is mentioning if the meeting has a special focus: 

drained, the turnips are dry. Green’s team claims to 1/7/96The Trouble With Lawyers(Z); l/2 l/96(2); 

HAVE LOST EVERYTHING-so be it, George and 2/4/96 Jeff dense’s “Fifth Column” interview (3);2/11/96 (3); 2/25/96 Christopher Reeve 
George [Green and Abbott]. But WHO has gotten it? interview on “Larry King Live” (2); 3/l O/96 (3); 
WHO told Betty Tuten to “get corporation books” even 3/l 7/96 (3)Deepak Chopra ‘The Wizard Within” & George Hunt “1987 Wilderness 
yet a SECOND time!? Are you so blinded by evil greed Conference”; 3/31/96 (2) Dr. Carlson D.D.S.; 4/l 4/96 (3); 4/28/96 (2)Desire & Intention; 
that you cannot see the water for the river? We under- 
stand FROM BETTY TUTEN HERSELF THAT SHE 

5/l 2/96 (3) Mother’s Day; 6/2/96 (3); 6/l l-l 2/96 (4) Beginning of New Phase; 

PAYS DAVID HORTON $225 PER HOUR FOR ALL 
6/l 6/96 (4) Father’s Day; 6/23/96 (3) Major Ed Dames interview on “Remote Viewing”; 

THIS (BAD) ADVICE. They actually went forth and 
6/30/96 (2); 7/l l/96(2) Wally Gentlemen & George Van Noy;7/21/96 (2);8/4/96 (2); 

AGAIN changed, unlawfully, corporations, and put 8/l 7/96 (4) “Little Crow”; 8/l 8/96 (4) & 8/l 9/96 (3) Teddy from Canada & Commander 

Betty in an even more dangerously compromised cir- Hatonn; g/20/96 (2) Road Tour of Tehachapi; g/28/96 (4) David Icke; 
cumstance-THEY MADE “HER” THE AGENT THIS 9/l /96 (3) Norio Hayakawa; g/8/96 (3) jUDCEMfNT DAY-I 995, a dramatization; 
TIME. Perhaps David Horton plans to die before they g/22/96 (4) Gary Wean & Field Report From The Clays; 1 O/6/96 (3) Farrakhan in Canada; 
get him also? What about Tuten-does she just plan to 1 l/2/96 (3); 11/24/96 (2);12/8/96(2) ;12/29/96(2). 
die off to beat the odds also? How about Sharri? Well, 
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. . 
- ’ ~ , 2 present your stub from the title and go through the 

A- 

3 

process of reregistering the vehicle into the new 

, - 1 - - -- .-- __,. - - - &-. - T -- _: - .-- ,.,, owner’s name (which would be the corporation). 
Take time to weigh the benefits of placing vehicles 
into a corporate name because YOU mav find that 

Estate Planning Today! (Part 1) 
a w e 

your insurance rates will take a big jump on a 
corporate car. Look before you leap. 

Keeping Control But 
ties, like Los Angeles County, you have to prove 
ownership of the corporation by bringing in your Personal Effects: 

Giving Away Ownership 
stock certificates and showing them that you are 
still the owner of this corporation and that actual To move personal effects into your corporation, 
ownership has not changed- only the name the your corporation would need a resolution that states 

l/9/97 CORT CHRISTIE property is held under has changed. In some cases the specific personal effects that are going to be 
you may not want to show the connection between transferred into it. Another way to handle this is to 

Moving your assets into a corporation can be yourself and that piece of property and your corpo- 
very prudent estate planning. We will take a look at ration, therefore you can go through the process of 
how you pass your estate corporately to your family selling it to the corporation. It depends on what 
and making it work without probate and attorney’s kind of visibility you want with the corporation. 
costs. There are many approaches to family estate Always remember your corporate formalities 
planning that are valid and excellent ways of pre- and have a corporate resolution drawn up authoriz- 
serving family estates. But this area of the tax and ing a corporate representative to transfer the prop- 
legal world needs to be carefully considered be- erty into the corporation and the corporation ac- 
cause the tax and legal rules are always changing. cepting that property. 
One thing I want to note, is if someone has a sizable When transferring a vehicle into a corporation 
estate and ends up using one of these strategies, you would start off with a corporate resolution. In 
work with a competent accountant and legal coun- transferring a vehicle into a corporation keep in 
selor to make sure that everything has been put mind that you would be making a public announce- 
together properly. Because again, the rules are ment about your ownership of that corporation. To 
changing all of the time. The IRS wants everything avoid this just sell your car to the corporation. You 
that y3u have and it is your job to keep it from them! would then go through the same process that you 

Phnning for the next generation is important. would if you were to sell a car to any other party. 
Currently there is great concern about changes Go in to the vehicle registration department and 
coming that will effect the amount that is al- 

use something as simple as a Living Will. Your 
personal assets are always changing. Living Wills 
are simple to use and to create; you can get forms 
for them at office supply stores or a bookstore and 
they cost maybe $25.00. You just list your home 
furnishings and other items that you wish to pass to 
your heirs and that way you are going to eliminate 
any court situations after you die. Keep in mind that 
Living Wills will only allow you to avoid probate, not 
estate taxes. (Part 2 will continue next week.) 

Call Nevada Corporate Headquarters, Inc., 
directly at l-800-398-1077 for more information. 

Or write: NCH, Inc. 
P.O. Box 27740 
Las Vegas, NV 89126 

*ORDER OUR COMPLETE NEVADA 
CORPORATION MANUAL TODAY FOR $27.95. 

lowed to pass through estates from parents to 
children. Today, individuals can pass $600,000 
.XO their heirs without any estate taxes on that 
money. There is talk, at least with the Demo- 
cratic administration, that this is going to change 
to $200,000. I wouldn’t doubt that in the next 5- L 
10 years, with the way the tax situation is going, 
that it will be included as regular income for tax 
purposes. It may come down as low as $100,000 
or even lower. It is something for everyone to 
think about who has assets that they plan on 
giving to their heirs later on. Estate taxes can 
eat up about l/2 of a family’s estate and then 
usually attorneys, probate and court costs come 
in and eat up l/2 of that, leaving little of the 
estate left for the actual heirs to work with. 
Start making plans, because there are creative 
ways of keeping the government out of your pocket. 

When working,with a corporation, you want 
to start by moving or transferring real property 
into the corporation to protect those assets from 
probate and high estate taxes. While other types 
of assets may also be protectively moved into 
your corporation, you would likely want to start 
with real estate. We have a legal instrument 
known as a Grant Bargain Deed; this document 
works in California for transferring property 
from an individual’s name into a corporation. 
Some counties require the use of a Quitclaim Deed. 

There are documents that each county has 
that you would fill out to show if this is a 
transfer, or a sale. By making it a transfer, you 
successfully place your property into your cor- 
poration and avoid sales taxes. In some coun- 

- It’s Tax Free Nevada’ 
(The last of the “safe havens”) 

If you’re looking for the benefits that incorporating 
has to offer, such as limiting your personal liability, 
increasing tax-free benefits, and raising capital through 
the sale of stock-taking just 5 miniutes of your time to 
explore the benefits of forming a Nevada Corporation 
could save you and your company thousands of dollars. 

For more information contact: 
Nevada Corporate Headquarters, Inc. 

m 
P.O. Box 27740 

Las Vegas, NV 89126 
Telephone: 800-398-1077 

OR: 702-896-7001 
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Dodging .Potholes Along 
The Spiritual Pathways 

l/9/97 #l AATONN own opinions, directions and perceptions-however, 
when you are at the table of a host of any kind and you 

IT SIMPLY IS THE WAY IT IS complain about the food, the drink, and project self as 
if you are the host indeed, it is sometimes not the wisest 

Dharma, I don’t know, either, how ones “keep up” of attitudes for it requires that you look quite foolish. If 
if they refuse to participate, even when I specifically you cannot abide me, for instance, why then will you 
ask them to do so. stay in MY SPACES? Why, too, would you impose 

People are welcome to take whatever course they upon the patience of my own compatriots? Would you 
choose and so be it. However, it would seem to me that even do this at Lockheed Industries? Would you do this 
it might be unwise to deliberately spit upon my face lest at the local bank? Church? Do you feel it appropriate 
you not realize that which you do. to bite the hand that feeds you? I mean this quite 

I have ones who decide whether or not it suits them literally. Or do YOU arrange for the income and 
to consider a message my message or Doris on a bad expenses of everything and everyone, including self7 
day. Believe it or not, ladies and gentlemen, I had a We might say here, “Well, I didn’t feel a need to.. .” 
REASON to ask some of you specific persons to attend Are there not phones and FAXes? Is there not the 
Tuesday’s court hearing. I note this was ignored by the simple graciousness of an RSVP? Who are we trying to 
very ones I requested to attend. But then to announce fool? Surely not me and certainly not Doris or E.J. for 
that “I” give other information “directly” is a bit outra- they may be fooled.but they are not fools. 
geous and insulting at the very least. Dharma has Well, chelas, the world moves right on and others 
enough problems without suchoutright absurdity. From are doing that which you possibly claimed to wish to 
WHOM do you claim to get your information while in achieve -while you perhaps live a separate and unap- 
my living room? Me? How can it be ALL ways? preachable existence. This is one teacher that, when a 
Further, how can anyone expect to have accurate infor- student claims to have outgrown me, he/she is welcome 
mation on your plane to present in our work if you don’t to move on. Or, we are happy to turn the responsibility 
participate, either in the hours of the other crew or in of both the classes and the speeches to the new pro- 
the receivings of the same directions7 fessor. However, take care that you do not simply 

For quite a while I perceive there are some who are repeat the lessons this professor has already offered you 
quite beyond my simple requests and if there is extra lest you receive a giggle or two from your classmates. 
time in their schedule they may or may not even attend When you fail to show full respect to those with . _ 

I ask that you of the team try to make it to bed by 
midnight, for after midnight is when we can do our 
work; while you sleep, soul grows and travels. Some 
have no use for such requests and proclaim a separate 
schedule which allows a whole other focus and incon- 
venience of any team-players. This is your business, I 
again remind you-but do not claim to be on my team 
in this ball game when you refuse to stick to training 
regulations, game time, instructions, or flight sched- 
ules. I will refrain from again asking special atten- 
dance for I have just been SHOWN that I am a bit of a 
pain in the neck to some. I shall refrain from asking 
from you much of any inconvenience save to suggest 
you do whatever it is you want to do, on your time 
schedule, and perhaps you can get along with your co- 
workers but I think the nerves are a bit frazzled and 
frayed and I no longer have need to give them counsel 
as to patience. If you can work it out, fine-for I 
withdraw my nagging input. Thank you. We all trust 
that you will not be annoyed with any of us when we 
ignore your wishes and druthers. I noted that some of 
you were totally unimpressed with the simple honor to 
John Schroepfer. Is it too much to ask that we as 
brethren sit quietly for a few minutes of appreciation 
for a life lived and a spirit moved on? 

However, do not expect us to wait upon your pref- 
erences while you ignore ours. 

Some of you wonder over and over again how it is 
that you are walking in your particular shoes. It doesn’t 
matter except as to realize a goal, perhaps estat lished 
through perceived past experiences, real or imagined. 
It was ever thus, students, for if you cannot learn from . ---- 

a meeting if it is not inconvenient. Well, I am feeling whom you work, you are not going to win Man or expressions of lessons how can you even perceive THE 
a bit inconvenienced and if you wish to assume it is Woman-of-the-year award. And, if you claim to know WORD in reality of Truth? Can you not sort the 
Doris’ bad day, fine with me. However, be careful, more than me and claim, also, to get it directly from parables and grow while not putting the wrong sized 
friends, because our teachings and readings are coming me- I ask that you PROVE IT-yes indeed, TO ME. shoes upon your feet-while you have great numbers of 
forth 100% CORRECT! And you who might have Be most careful that you do not deceive self and available shoes for your use’? Let me use a bit of 
MISSED Tuesday’s morning in court-missed a real bring embarrassment unto the teachers who bestow example from AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME 
dinger. Judge Jason Brent was there to aid, abet and trust upon you to not edit and rewrite that which they ZMMANUEL and look a bit upon what the great Teacher 
gloat over Horn’s win-ah, but Horn didn’t WIN, did bring forth into your care. This is constantly taking spoke. In the copy I have we will begin at the top of 
he? We have even been informed of cancellation of this place and no, it is not acceptable, and people are page 68 in order to pick up continuity. Remember that 
morning’s trial status conference-by the Judge in patiently waiting for growth beyond the need of focus the Cosmic pronunciation and spelling, if you will, is 
charge. The court simply does not know what to do for on scribe instead of the speaker. I can also promise any Jmmanuel for expressing “Immanuel”. You later 
when you PROVE the lies and criminal actions of the of you who would present that Doris interjects herself changed the label to Jesus. 
opposing counsel, Steven Horn, after nine years of into my instructions, especially as regards something 
litigation, you have proven that other things are related to her, that this brings suspicion of self-inter- AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL, 
WRONG. And, better yet, the living ‘Shark” (self ests upon SELF, not my secretary. [quoting starting at the top of page 68:] 
acclaimed) Jason Brent had to witness his own probable I note that some have not even the time to sit 
downfall as the lies were placed on the altar of the perched long enough to hear a full thought if I be LEAVEN OF 
BENCH to be seen by everyone present,. speaking. I note that unless my hours are committed to THE PHARISEES 

Ah, but when the student considers himself/herself your needs, I cannot have your presence even at busi- 
to be greater than the teacher, it is probably time to look ness meetings. I respect you and find that I must be Jmmanuel and his disciples then boarded a boat 
at things for what they ARE. WHO is giving that input unworthy of your respect enough to have what I may and sailed across the sea and arrived ashore on the 
and who has set self up as another’s teacher/mentor? wish to share, to sit with me. It reminds me a bit of the other side of the sea. They found that they had forgot- 
Be careful for it is very easy to mislead another less story of Esu in the Garden, waiting. All he asked was ten to bring bread along on the journey. 
experienced and vulnerable, because of respect for the that his friends stand watch with him-and, they all Jmmanuel spoke to them, “Take care and beware of 
assumed teacher having taken the reins of the other’s went to sleep. the leaven of the Pharisees and the Sadducees.” [II: By 
growth. I can promise you this: Dharma does not sleep at the way, readers, these “Pharisees” are the ones now. 

Remember, you who would be receivers and set her post. She thinks today that possibly that may well called Khazarian Zionists. These are the self-pro- 
aside in some higher status than another, or whatever be because her backsides might be exposed because the claimed but FALSE “Jews” as have ever been present 
you may think or believe, it will remain the one who so-called friends are sleeping, awaiting her success so in service in opposition to God and Truth. I did not 
offers ALL, gives all they have, serves without stint of that they may “have”. This is not DUTY, friends, this say Judeans or any OTHER comment except to de- 
time or pleasure, demands nothing and forces nothing, is respect of which I speak. fine that which IS. The Pharisees crucified The 
who will hold the day. We have no bindings, no Now in consideration of what is taking place 1 am Teacher sent forth in purity and God-presence for 
shackles, no force, no groupie, no regulators-save going to repeat something I have said before on several they are the ones who lost commercial value to such 
integrity, honor and Truth. This is being proven daily occasions: Some of you should look to relocation be- teachings as offered in goodness and honesty. It is 
as we go. cause you are in the direct line of fire of your friendly identical to the confrontations of this day while the 

Each and every one and all are welcome to their gorillas and youarcbeingeaten alive. Lookaround self Elite and evil would-be-rulers try to garner every- 

and check out the bindings of the cocoons within which 
you have placed selves while calling it “spiritual” 
expression. Look at what YOU are doing and see 
whether or not you are trapped within electronic shack- 
les and are failing to mix with the people with whom 
you share your daily work. Resentments are building 
and those are rightful feelings for if you are not doing 
that for which you are responsible, someone has to take 
up the slack when it comes at times inconvenient for 
your handling of that which you consider your preroga- 
tive of management. 
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thing of physical value, including YOUR freedom.] avoid bringing his teachings.untq them. Even if man makes mistakes, he’learns from them and 
They spoke among themselves and one said, “That Peter was angry and said to him, “May God or The gathers perception and knowledge, thereby cultivating 

probably means something to the effect that we haven’t Creation prevent that! This may not be allowed to his spirit and acting according to his strength. Without 
taken along bread or something else to eat,” and happen to you, for they shall arrest, torture, and kill mistakes it is impossible to gather perception and 
mumbled and grumbled among themselves. Jmmanuel you.” knowledge so that the Spirit can be cultivated. 
heard them and he was angry and said, “Oh you of so But Jmmanuel turned to Peter in equal anger and “Verily I say to you, the teachings of the High 
little faith, why does it concern you that you have no retorted, “Get away from me, Satan. You are an Priests, the Pharisees, and the Scribes are deceptive 
bread? Do you still not understand? Do you not have annoyance, for you are not thinking in spiritual reason- and false, when they tell you that a mistake would be 
the imagination to understand my speeches? Are you of ing, but in human thought and desire. Simon Peter, punished by God or The Creation, when the mistake 
such little faith and without understanding that you are again you make me angry and show your ignorant serves the purpose and the knowledge of the Spirit. 
unable to recognize the meaning therein? Do you still thinking. It is not alone your thinking but it comes “Since there is no mistake that can be punished if 
not understand, and do you wish to not understand for forth from your lips in behalf of all my accredited ones. this mistake serves the perception and knowledge ofthe 
all times to come? “Verily, I say unto you this day, because of your Spirit, so then there is no mistake that can be inherited, 

“Do you not remember the five loaves of bread and ignorance the world will shed much blood, because you and no punishment in this world or another world, for 
the three fishes divided among the five thousand, and will falsify my teaching and spread it among the people the literal punishment of such a mistake would contra- 
how many baskets you lifted up still filled? I speak not and it will become more and more twisted and inverted. diet all the Laws of Nature, and thus, all the Laws of 
of the bread you eat every day, but beware of the You will be guilty of the deaths of many peoples, and of The Creation. 
leaven of the Pharisees and the Sadducees.” the origin of a false name for me, and of the evil insult “In this life-still as in another life-there is no 

Finally, they understood that he had not said to of calling me the Son of God, and that God IS The punishment, if a mistake has been committed, which 
be beware of the leaven of the bread, but of the false Creation Itself, for it shall come to pass as I speak it. will serve the perception and knowledge of the Spirit. 
and adulterated teachings of the Scribes. and Phari- “But you are still under the Grace of my long If man lives with the vocation to perfect his spirit and 
sees. suffering patience and you can still improve your igno- obtains perception and knowledge through his mistake, 

rance by some measures, but I am remaining in great he leads a life for which he was destined. 
PETER annoyance with you, brother.” “However, if man does not learn according to the 

IN TROUBLE And then Jmmanuel said to his disciples, “If some- rules and the size of his Spirit, which is governed by the 
one wants to follow my teaching, he should take the Law of The Creation, he is led into things which have 

Jmmanuel then traveled into the area of Cesarea burden of seeking the truth, of realization, and of to be in accord therewith, since they are destiny. It 
Philippi and asked his disciples, “Who do these people understanding upon himself. But man will surely not shall be long before man comes into his balance in 
say that I am?” do so for man is lazy and careless; he will believe that understanding of these words. 

They answered, “Some say that you are John the which anyone speaks unto him. It will be those who live “Let it be realized that the spiritual powers of other 
Baptist, others, that you are Elia, and others again, that their lives in truth and knowledge who will be vie- people affect the life of the individual, either in a 
you are Jeremiah or one of the prophets.” torious, but he who lives his life in untruth and igno- perception of good or bad.* 

Then Jmmanuel said to them, “Who do you say that rance, will lose.” 
I am7” PERSECUTION 

Simon Peter answered and said, “You are the Mes- WHAT WOULD OF PROPHETS 
siah tile prophets had spoken about, and a son of the A MAN PROFIT-? 
living God, the spiritual ruler of the three human “But if man at this time begins to think and per- 
races.” “What would a man profit if he would gain the ceive, he needs the teaching; therefore, the prophets 

Jammanuel was most angry with irritation and entire world and all that is in it, and would damage his have been sent by the Celestial Sons to teach the human 
answered and said unto him, “Oh, you unfortunate one, spirit7 Or, how can man help his spirit, if he is unable race the true Laws of The Creation and the knowledge 
my teaching has not revealed it to you, for I instructed to ‘think’!? Man must think carefully and learn about regarding life. 
you in truth and you have listened not. I also tell you all circumstance in which he finds himself that he not “The people are still most ignorant, following the 
that you are a faithful disciple, but your understanding pre-judge without proper knowledge regarding that of false laws of the high priests and the distorters because 
must be compared to that of an unlearned child. You which he judges. You have neither the patience nor the they do not perceive the new teaching in its truth. 
are Peter and I cannot build my teaching on your rock, willingness to go forth and ferret out the truth of a Incomprehensibly so, they curse the truth which has to 
and you will open the portals of ignorance, inasmuch as given circumstance but judge on untruth and limited come. They curse the prophets, stone, kill and crucify 
people will be overcome by your false interpretation of knowledge and pronounce your judgement loudly all them. But since the teaching of the truth must be spread 
my teaching, and shall follow it, and live according to about the lands. It will merit you nothing in the spans among the people, the prophets will simply have to bear 
false teachings. I cannot give you the key of the of that which you call ‘time’. The Creation is timeless, the great burdens and whatever suffering might come 
spiritual kingdom, or you would open it with false locks and so is the Spirit of man.” forth under the execration of the people. 
and false portals. I am not the son of the spiritual ruler “Therefore, many prophets have been persecuted, 
of the three human races, and therefore not the son of TO PERFECT THE SPIRIT are being persecuted and so shall it be after my time is 
God. past. The prophecy of the destiny according thereto is 

“My mother is Mary who conceived me through a “Verily I say to you, there are some here who will that this also applies to me, and that.1, innocently, will 
guardian angel, a descendent of our patriarchs, and my not taste the power of spirit in this life span, which they be declared guilty. 
Earthly father is Joseph who is a mortal father to me will learn in the next life to come; or the next after that. “However, brethren, I shall not be killed. But being 
that I might have Earthly birthright, and further, Peter, But the spirit of man is ignorant as long as he has in a state of semi-death, I will be considered to be dead 
YE SHALL SOME DAY CORRECT THY MISUN- gained knowledge through human thinking and re- for some three days and nights. I will be placed in a 
DERSTANDING, THAT THE TRUTH SHALL GO search. And so the spirit of man is not a machination tomb so that the sign of Jonah will be fulfilled. 
FORTH TO THE FOUR CORNERS OF YOUR of man, but a part of The Creation given to him which “This shall come to pass at such time as I attain a 
PLANET.” 

He then warned the disciples not to tell anyone such 
has to be made aware and has to be perfected, so that he certain perception within myself, increase my own 
proceeds to be One with The Creation, since The Cre- knowledge, and create a new power in my own Spirit. 

a story as had been pronounced by Peter and not to go ation, too, lives in constant change and growth. I So be it for it shall come to pass.” 
forth and teach such erroneous stories and false teach- repeat-The Creation is timeless, and so is the Spirit of And thus the days passed in teachings and les- 
ings. “So be it and Selah!” man. sons...... 

From that time forward, Jmmanuel began to tell the “The teaching of knowledge is extensive and not 
disciples that he would have to go to Jerusalem and that easy, but it is the way to life manifold in its manner. COUNSEL IN PRIVACY 
he would be caused to suffer much from the elders and The human life of man is destined to be perfection of 
the Scribes and High Priests, because he could not the Spirit, so that he lives his life in fulfillment thereof. . . . . “If your fellow man makes errors and embraces 

teaching in falseness, go to him and confront him, 
[first] in privacy. If he listens to you, you have won 
your fellow man and done a great service. If he does not 
hear you and keeps on embracing his senselessness, let 
him go, for he is not worthy of your teaching once you 
have done all that you can do. However, come to your 
own knowledge that that which you proclaim is in 
actual fact, truth, and not of your own perception of 
personal opinion. 

“It is better to allow an unreasonable person to walk 

The timid mm yearns for full value and 
demands a tenth. The bold mm strikes for 

double value and compromises on par. 
- mJwk fwain 
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on the path of misery than to bring confusion to one’s against the proficient liars and cheats of the world. She 
own Spirit; therefore, take great caution that you be is far happier to keep her aloneness and resign from 
absolute in your TRUTH, and not tainted by falseness to being any kind of a “perhaps” claimed friend. She asks 
any manner or degree. nothing, claims nothing, .and frankly, has learned to 

“Verily I say to you: The heavens would fall down expect nothing-except from myself and God whom 
before an unreasonable person could be taught reason; she trusts explicitly and NOT IMPLICITLY. There is 
therefore, beware of same, for acceptance of truth a large, large difference. 
comes from just logic and clarity of reason. We will continue .to fulfill our directioned mis- 

“Sow the seeds of truth and wisdom on fertile soil sion-period. But perhaps it is time some of you other 
where they can be germinated and grow, for only would-be claimants to the throne would take up the 
germinated seed and sturdy plants will bring forth responsibility of bearing the load and “arranging” the 
great fruit.” way to this physically demanding accomplishment. 

About this time Jmmanuel departed from Galilee WHO HAS A BETTER WAY? PROVE IT! I am as a 
and went into the Jewish land, beyond the Jordan River. scientist-I WANT YOU TO PROVE TO ME-YOUR 

Many people followed him there also, and he healed theories, for I am most willing and ready AND ABLE 
those who came to him in request for help.. . . to prove mine. 

Remember that when, FOR EXAMPLE, Steven 
WHAT’S IN IT FOR US? Horn is proven to be a liar, cheat and cheat IN A 

COURT OF LAW, as was found on Tuesday-every 
. . . . As they were walking, Peter said to him: “Be- conspiratorial party within his touch-is likewise 

hold, we have forsaken all to follow you, and what shall painted with his intentions. This includes Green, 
we get for that?” Brent, Abbott, Horton, Tuten, Beam, Fort, et al., et al., 

Jmmanuel spoke to them, “Verily I say to you, you et al. The hours of depositions taken for the purpose of 
who follow me, some ofyou will embrace the wisdom of the Nevada Brigade shall now be accounted, along with 
my teaching, so you will be spiritually great in the the conspiracy to deny justice and truth through lies 
incarnations to come. But some ofyou will not perceive projected upon lies. And what of the Judges who acted 
the wisdom of my teaching and will spread false teach- under the assumption that the lies were truth? There is 
ings about me in the times to come. But those shall a great day of reckoning looming ahead like the prover- 
have a difficult time finding the truth in their coming bial brick wall. 
incarnation. But you must come into your truth and Ah, but YOU too believed Green and Horn? Well, 
wisdom in the conclusion if you are to gain your you shouldn’t have for you had every fact to prove them 
spiritual perfection. And thus it will be among the liars. Can Doris face, again, contempt charges because 
human races from East to West, and from North to of a publisher that both betrayed and failed to protect 
South. My teachings will be brought to many, but they her? Of course, what are the alternatives, readers? 
will not perceive it. Many will follow false teachings Give me the alternatives available to HER! Well, the 
about me and therefore not find the truth, because they game is not over, dear friends turned turncoats, for the 
consider me God or his son or perhaps even the Son of same one that betrayed and was traitor to Dharma-has 
The Creation. done you in far greater in magnitude of that which you 

“Great words will be spoken and some will pro- treasure, your,physical treasures, than ever shall befall 
claim that they alone know the truth, because they have Doris. And, if Dharma writes for me and that ends up 
become victims of a terrible mistake, and thus follow in a paper somewhere, is it HER FAULT? All she does 
evil and falsified teachings. is type and others take that typing and do “something” 

“Many will be the first among human races, be- with it. Ah, but she is the one threatened with PRISON 
cause they will think humanly in their false teachings. for somehow using information like that of a scientist 
But they will be the last in spiritual knowledge and very and prior teacher who proclaimed work to be authen- 
small, indeed, in wisdom. Wisdom will only be where tic-from the same resource, yet. And yet others toss it 
the knowledge about wisdom bears fruit and follows off as being other than their problem-they didn’t 
and respects the Laws of The Creation in truth.” bother to check possibilities, Should Dharma perhaps 

be angry at those who didn’t “think” or “thought” or, 
[END QUOTING OF AND THEY CALLED HIS or, or? Should SHE begin to edit my work rather than 

NAME IMUANUEL] write what I ask her to write? Is that what others do? 
Well, that is not an acceptable alternative. But, wouldn’t 

Now, may we please move on with our work? It is it seem that those who also erred, stand, at the least, 
very important to take a few minutes in paying atten- with her in her “garden”, on watch? Does not everyone 
tion to the lessons we are given from our own GREATER expect the next paycheck or output from this source? 
TEACHERS. And remember, it takes some students Why has this come to be? Why does it come to be 
longer to comprehend the lessons than it does for others somehow “their” problem and none of your own? How 
to ASSUME they know it all. We each serve whereat we came we to be such an “inconvenience”? So be it, for 
find the most need in personal growth and in fulfilling I never tread where uninvited. Neither do my compa- 
that which is declared as that which is to be. triots who serve in this mission alongside this team. 

Dharma, for instance, did not somehow take on the Sometimes it is best to look deeply into the mirror and 
load of the world of Truth or Truth-Bringers. She see what you see reflected therefrom. 
agreed to receive, type and set to word, THE WORD, as You see, people, even THE MASTER TEACHER 
it would be offered. She did not take on, somehow, the had to walk ALONE to that tree for few dared to walk 
judicial system, the care and attending of everyone’s beside him or help carry the cross-simply because HE 
needs, income, and backbreaking load of anybody’s or WAS A GOODLY MAN WHO TAUGHT TRUTH OF 
everybody’s perception of her task. RIGHTEOUSNESS AND GOD. It is fine for God’s 

Why do you people not go dump the load of the accounting is not as creative as might be Desiree’s and 
world on the shoulders of Stephen King, or Christopher George’s. The facts will be written there for God only 
Darden or any other scribbler? Why do you giggle and READS intent and is thus not blinded by the trappings 
taunt and ridicule that Dharma is an “E.T. Princess” and proclamations. 
and doer of great evil in living-when she has asked for Is Dharma distressed this morning? NOT ANY 
nothing but served MANY? Dharma doesn’t intend to LONGER! We find our truth and we find our friends- 
misinterpret the message even one more time. I Does and as well, we find our enemies among our undecided 
everybody hear me? She does not intend to suit your quibblers. And, readers, EXAMPLES are what are 
needs by misrepresenting TRUTH-not even one more presented by the actions of EVERY individual, espe- 
time. Neither she, nor E.J., enjoy having to go into cially those in lines of authority and management. 
courtroom after courtroom wherein their very presence WHERE DO YOU STAND, this morning? 
is ridiculed and denied, and, try to stand for TRUTH Salu. 1 
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the alarm-or, the saying “theie goes the neighbor- 
hood” could take on a completely different meaning. 

.D) &#& ’ (End quoting) Insider ,s Report 

American Policy Center 
13873 Park Center Rd., #316 

l/14/97 DR. AL OVEREOLT vancy developed up-scale homes for the rich. Herndon, VA 2207 1 
But how is that bad? If they do it with private (703)925-0881 

LAND-GRABBING SECRETS money what’s wrong with it? Isn’t that just free email:apc@nicom.com 
OF THE NATURE CONSERVANCY enterprise? 

The problem is the Nature Conservancy is a non- BUSH WAS IN CHARGE, 
From the Insider’s Report, December 1996 issue, profit organization with tax exempt status and they SAYS LT. COIL. JAMES ‘BO’ GRIT2 

by Tom DeWeese, (quoting:) maintain that status because of their tightly protected 
Never heard of The Nature Conservancy. 7 Well, image as benevolent conservationists. Moreover, prop- Excerpted from THE NEW FEDERALIST, 

that’s probably no accident. It keeps a low profile by erty owners on the islands wanted to invest in develop- 12116196, [quoting:] 
design. When you run scams like it does, you don’t ment and thought they were selling their land to devel- In the December issue of his Qnter for Action 
want to be notorious. They were aware of and frightened by The Monthly Newsletter, Lt. Col. James ‘Bo’ Gritz (ret.) 

So let’s lift the rock off these slugs and shine a very b:ze Conservancy and would never have sold to the wrote a public response confirming the accuracy of the 
bright spotlight on a few of their most outrageous group. That’s why the Conservancy hid behind a phony NOV. 18 New Federalist article entitled “Uncovered 
games. land company, grabbed power, foiled the development Link of Bush-Run White House to L.A. Crack Cocaine 

The Nature Conservancy is the richest, most pow- and made a huge profit on tax-exempt money. Today Ring”. 
erful environmental colossus in the world. It claims much of the coast of Virginia is off-limits to tourists The New Federalist article reported on evidence 
680,000 individual members and 405 corporate mem- and other development. linking a “privatized” National Security Council op- 
bers operating out of eight regional offtces and fifty Other times, The Nature Conservancy acts as a eration into the Blandon-Meneses drug ring in LOS 
chauter offices across the nation. The nature conser- shill to a government agency to acquire land CheaDlv Angeles, which was the subject of the widely circulated 
vancy has assets of almost S 1 Billion and has an annual and sell itto the government at a huge profit. Again, San Jose 
operating budget of over $300 million and a staff of conservation is not the goal. Mercury 
1150 people. One of its favorite scams goes something like this. News series 

THE SCAM-real estate. THE HOOK--“conser- Your grandmother owns land close to a historic site or on the crack- 
vation through private action.” According to the party a wilderness area. The government wants the land to cocaine epi- 
line, The Nature Conservancy simply buys land with expand a park but grandmother won’t sell. demic. 
private money and sets up nature reserves, thereby One day a representative of The Nature Conser- During 
helping the environment without infringing on any- vancy shows up, well dressed, smiling, but concerned. a 1986 raid 
body. What a wonderful, charitable idea. Ah, if only He tells your grandmother that he’s just learned that by the Los 
it wer : true. the government intends to take her land after she passes A n g e 1 e s 

THE VICTIMS-unsuspecting property owners away. She won’t be able to sell it or give it to her S her iff ’ s 
(many times elderly). THE METHODS-hide behind children. However, he can offer a solution. If Grand- Department 
phony corporations; serve as a shill for government mother will sell her land to The Nature Conservancy he on proper- 
agencies; work behind the scenes with more visible can assure her that the land will stay in private hands ties used by 
environmental groups to intimidate property owners and not be taken by the government. the Blandon 
into selling. THE GOAL-money and power. Well, a relieved grandmother is much happier and drug ring, 

The Nature Conservancy frequently uses phony she agrees to sell. However, says the nice man from The one of the 
front companies to get land from owners who wouldn’t Nature Conservancy, because the government has threat- t a r g e t s , 
knowingly sell to an environmentalist group. ened to take the land, its value is now only about half Ronald J. 

It used this tactic to purchase most of the islands off its reported market value. That’s all he’ll be able to pay Lister, told 
the coast of Virginia, containing 40,000 acres and sixty her. Well, thinks grandmother, half is better than detectives 
miles of coastline. In doing so The Nature Conservancy nothing, so she sells. that “his 
was able to stop all private development and control the The next day our friend from The Nature Conser- friends in 
use of the land, damaging the tax base, killing thou- vancy makes a call to the Department of the Interior Washington 
sands of jobs, and severely curbing the locals from informing them that their plan has worked. The whole weren’t go- 
hunting, fishing, camping and joy riding on the is- thing had been prearranged between them before any- ing to like 
lands. one ever knocked on Grandmother’s door. As ar- what was 

But don’t think the,purpose was to preserve these ranged, The Nature Conservancy then sells the land to going on,” 
beautiful, pristine islands for nature. The Nature Con- the Interior Department FOR FULL MARKET VALUE and that he 
servancy did bar others from developing the land-but PLUS OVERHEAD, FINANCING AND HANDLING was going to 
not itself. Far from it. At a huge profit, the Conser- CHARGES. call “Mr. _. - _ 

Hundreds of complatnts have been recorded con- Weeklv of 
L 

1 

Courfesy of Lt. Cd Gntz 

Lt. COI. fret1 James ‘Bo’ Gritz 

The Best Cjift 
lJo2.4 Can, Cjive 

* 
yourseljj Is: * 

Tfie li-uth 

cerning the practices-of the Conservancy’s land-grab- 
bing operation. One family in Indiana had to sue to get 
back their father’s land that was signed over to The 
Nature Conservancy when he was very old and mentally 
incompetent to handle his affairs. Agents of the Con- 
servancy had helped him in changing documents that 
left his entire estate to The Nature Conservancy. The 
family won back their property but only after being 
forced to spend a fortune in legal fees. 

the CIA” and report the situation. 
The Nov. 18 New Federalist wrote that Scott Weekly 

is a weapons expert and a close associate of Gritz, and 
that Gritz is a highly decorated former Green Beret who 
is well-known for his opposition to drug-trafficking. 
Gritz was prosecuted by the U.S. Government in the 
late 1980s after exposing U.S. Government ties into 
drug-smuggling in southeast Asia. 

Weekly was part of Gritz’s team, which made a 
number of U.S. Government-backed missions into Thai- 
land, Laos, and Burma between 1982 and 1986 to 
determine if American POWs were still alive in South- 
east Asia. Gritz has reported that he had formed a 
“private” team with the assistance of the DIA, CIA, and 
the Intelligence Support Activity (ISA). The New 
Federalist reported that the ISA was a secret Army 
special operations unit, involved in counter-terrorist 
activity and support for the Nicaraguan Contras, among 
other things. 

Unfortunately space allows only a minor look at the 
mammoth operation of The Nature Conservancy. Its 
power, wealth and control is almost beyond compre- 
hension. Yet it is able to maintain an image of idealism 
and concern for the environment. The truth is The 
Nature Conservancy is really little more than a ma& 
sive, ruthless real estate machine using its tax exempt 
status and ties to the government to create wealth for 
itself. 

So, if ever you receive a knock on the door from a 
smiling representative of The Nature Conservancy, 
slam it in his face and rush to your neighbors to sound 

In late October 1986, just before the Los Angeles 
Sheriff’s Department raid on the Blandon drug ring, 
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Gritz had been contacted by an NSC staff officer, Col. directly for the National Security Council. Otherwise, 
Thomas Harvey, and asked to go into the “Golden how in the hell could we have been doing all the weird 
Triangle” .area of Burma, to determine if there were things we were doing? And we used the CIA as a cover, 
AmericanPOWs there. Gritz told Harvey that he would when you had to get messages, and this kind of stuff.” 
need special documents to undertake such a mission. “When 1 came on board,” Gritz continued, “I was 
Harvey provided Gritz and Weekly with letters, one for carefully briefed-‘we are not under the CIA, we are 
Gritz on White House letterhead, and one for Weekly not under Defense Intelligence; we work for the Na- 
on National Security Council letterhead, stating that tional Security Council.“’ He also said that ISA coor- 
Gritz and Weekly were cooperating with the U.S. Gov- dinated with the Joint Chiefs of Staff, which provided 
ernment. the “muscle” for ISA, using Delta Force Special Opera- 

tions Forces. 
“ISA WORKED FOR THE NSC” The New Federalist article noted that Tom Harvey 

of the NSC had also been instrumental in setting up in 
In his newsletter column, Gritz acknowledges that Loudoun County, Virginia a “private” paramilitary 

Lister claimed to be working for the CIA for Scott unit called “ARGUS” (Armored Response Group U.S.). 
Weekly, and he adds that the FBI had then said that ARGUS equipment, including an armored personnel 
Lister was in touch with “Scott Weekly of the DIA”. carrier, was on standby during the Oct. 6-7 1986 raid by 

Gritz then writes: “The FBI never knew exactly federal, state, and local agents, on the offices of orga- 
who I was working for.” Gritz indicates that he was nizationsassociated with Lyndon LaRouche in Leesburg, 
working for ISA, and explains: The truth is that the Va. 
initials “ISA” were above Top Secret to the point where Gritz told this news service that Harvey was actu- 
CIA was our cover. ISA worked directly for the Na- ally working out of George Bush’s office. “Harvey was 
tional Security Council. the military adviser to Senator John Warner, and he 

Gritz then says that he initially worked for DIA, was also of course in the NSC, working in the Vice 
and was then transferred to J-5 (Strategic Plans and President’s Office-George Bush at the time,” Gritz 
Policy) of the Joint Chiefs of Staff when his POW said. “Harvey was the Ollie North look-alike for George 
operations went into the field. “Toward the end it was Bush.” [End quoting] 
ISA that picked up the effort.” He describes how he was I hope Maxine Waters, Congresswoman from L.A., 
called into the White House by Admiral Bobby Inman, can use this information to help her nail the cocaine 
then Deputy Director of the CIA, just before the POW criminals who helped to destroy her district-if she 
mission was taken away from ISA and given back to doesn’t already have it. That’s probably hoping for too 
DIA. much, knowing who controls the mechanics of how 

Gritz continues: “It is no wonder the FBI had no most politicians get into and stay in office. However, 
idea who was actually carrying the ball! Scott Weekly maybe she will think about her ueoule FIRST and 
never worked for DIA-he worked for me. The New reallv trv to make some changes for them. 
Federalist goes on to describe my activities accurately 
with respect to the POW effort and the White House- ABSTINENCE KEEPS 
Burma mission.” STAFF SHIPSHAPE 

“Too bad The New Federalist reporters didn’t bother ( 
to call me.” Gritz then writes, “I could have straight- Excerpted from THE WASHINGTON TIMES 
ened them out on the Weekly CIA/DIA point and given WEEKLY, 12/29/96, [quoting:] 
them a much stronger rope with which to hang George After serving on all-male submarines and at con- 
Bush.” fining desk jobs in Washington, Master Chief Petty 

“During the Contra War in Nicaragua, Vice Presi- Officer Gary Becker was stunned when he arrived for 
dent George Bush ran the illegal drugs-for-guns net- duty at the Navy hospital in Charleston, SC. 
work out of this office.” Of 110 young enlisted women, 26 were pregnant. 

Gritz says that Bush lied on national television “I never thought I would be dealing with this type 
when he denied ever having met Manuel Noriega. of problem,” said Chief Becker, who is married with 
“That is a lie!” Gritz says, adding that Bush had two daughters and became the hospital’s top enlisted 
Noriega on the CIA payroll, and that Noriega went man in July 1995. 
twice to Washington to meet with Bush personally and Today, Chief Becker cites different statistics: Two 
even stayed at the Bush residence in D.C. Gritz says he of his 77 young hospital corpswomen are pregnant. 
was ordered to keep his hands off Noriega. What changed the behavior of men and women was 

Gritz also says he was asked by a State Department an old-fashioned message that might not appear hip 

There was also a lecture on the financial burdens 
carried by single moms and dads. 

“Guys aren’t touchy-feely kind of folks,” Chief 
Becker said. “They have to be spoken to by their 
wallets. The reality of life is young people don’t often 
talk about the consequence and responsibility of 
parenting a child.” 

Anne Badgley is executive director of Heritage 
Community Services, the private counseling center 
that set up Chief Becker’s program. She said in an 
interview that some sailors complained about the em- 
phasis on abstaining from sex, but most offered praise. 
One woman, she said, left her live-in boyfriend after he 
refused to commit to marriage. 

“Teaching abstinence to sailors is a challenge,” 
Mrs. Badgley said, “We do know this is a bit of a 
strange message in this culture.” 

“But we believe we’re on sort of a cutting-edge 
thing here, where society looks back at the last 30 years 
and examines the social experiment in sexual freedom 
and sees a lot of carnage, a lot of hurt people, a lot of 
hurt children.” 

Mrs. Badgley said she is hoping for a cultural 
change among the hospital staff. “Now people, instead 
of putting negative peer pressure on each other to 
become sexually active outside of marriage, the stan- 
dard will be that you wait for marriage.” 

Chief Becker said the classes also talk about how to 
prepare for child care, in a segment called “Baby Boot 
Camp: A Pregnancy Support Group.” 

He said one woman lived in the women’s enlisted 
quarters right up to her delivery date. She had given 
little thought to housing, day care or money. 

“A lot of them got married because of the preg- 
nancy,” he said. “We want them to front-load the 
relationsip-marriage.” 

In what could be a trend for the whole Navy, more 
than 150 sailors have gone through pregnancy training 
at Charleston. Navy hospitals in Beauford, S.C., and 
Jacksonville, Fla., plan to start their own abstinence- 
centered programs. 

Chief Becker said he has talked to Navy palicy- 
makers in Washington, and none has criticized or 
attempted to change his approach. 

“They thought it was kind of preachy,” he said. 
“But I had a problem here that needed to get arrested. 
I think we have.” [End quoting] 

It sounds like a story of a man who saw a problem 
and wasn’t going to turn his head and say I can’t change 
these young people’s way of thinking. ARE YOU 
STILL SAYING, “I’M ONLY ONE AND CAN’T 
MAKE ANY CHANGES IN THIS WORLD?” Why 
not take responsibility bv askinr God what you can do 
to change this world for the better? 

official to evaluate and recommend “‘force-multiplier’ enough for todav’s twentv-somethina sail- 
weapons that would strengthen the Contras in their 
guerrilla war against the Communist Sandanistas”, 
and this is what he and Scott Weekly were doing. He 
adds that, while training the Afghan rebels, he and 
Weekly were paid by Stanford Technology, which he 
calls “Albert Hakhiem’s CIA drug laundry”, and he 
also says that Erich von Marbod and Richard Secord 
were selling weapons to Iran, Iraq, Libya and Saudi 
Arabia using Hakhiem as an agent. 

“Yes, The New Federalist is right,” Gritz con- 
cludes, “but they have only discovered the tiniest tip of 
the iceberg.” 

‘CIA’ WAS THE COVER 

When Gritz was finally reached by this news ser- 
vice, he confirmed and elaborated what he had written 
in his newsletter. Gritz disavowed any knowledge of a 
link between Weekly and Ron Lister, and said that 
Weekly only had a few contracts with the CIA, and that 
those were through’ Gritz. Gritz confirmed that he 
himself was actually, working for the ISA. “It was 
identified, incorrectly, as a low-level Army intelli- 
gence effort,” Gritz explained, but it really worked 

ors, &en in the conservative Sout< 
“We talked about developing a life- 

long, committed relationship, as we know 
it, marriage, and abstinence in the mean- 
time,” Chief Becker said. “It’s certainly 
not the liberal philosophy today.” 

Aided by an outside counseling group, 
the hospital set up mandatory seminars 
on the benefits of celibacy before mar- 
riage. 

Called the “Life Management Series,” 
the Charleston project may be the only 
abstinence-based education program in 
the military. 

With women serving in nearly all 
support and combat billets, pregnancies 
in the field and on ships form a statistic 
the Pentagon monitors as closely as re- 
enlistment rates. 

Chief Becker began his program a 
year ago. The lesson plan included guest 
speakers: virgins; “secondary virgins,” ’ 
those who went from sexually active to 
celibate; and a couple married 50 years. 

COMMUNICATION - 
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MAN THROWN 5 STORIES Security Act, Then Deutch took his action. 
ONTO CONCRETE SURVIVES When it’s an agency of government that’s guilty, 

such punitive action is excessive. It undermines the 
Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, LOS Angeles, 

l/3/97, [quoting:] 
principle of accountability. 

The president has the power to do the right thing 
A man survived a fall out of a fifth-story window in and could save the career of a man who, by its own 

the Westlake area of LOS Angeles after he was thrown account, served his country well, Where is the presi- 
out Monday by three reputed 18th Street Gang mem- dent on this issue? [End quoting] 
bers, authorities said. I think CONTACT readers know where the presi- 

Police said the suspects had burst into the victim’s dent is on this issue. Thev hate, persecute and make 
apartment and were roughing up the man’s wife when examples of anyone who tells the truth. When are we 
he tried to rescue her. going to ston these crooks and thieves? 

The 24-year-old man was hospitalized in stable 
condition after the 12:50 p.m. confrontation, said city EX-GOVERNOR OF ARKANSAS 
Fire Department spokesman Brian Humphrey. HAS A LIVER TRANSPLANT 

Humphrey said the man landed flat on the concrete 
below. He was being treated at Los Angeles County/ Excerpted from THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 12J 
USC Medical Center for abdominal injuries but had no 26196, [quoting:] 
broken bones, Humphrey said. Former Arkansas Gov. Jim Guy Tucker, who was 

“This is an extremely fortunate individual,” convicted of fraud and conspiracy in a Whitewater- 
Humphrey said. “It is rare that a person would fall from related trial, received a new liver Wednesday, the Mayo 
such a height and survive.” [End quoting] Clinic said. 

Does anyone think this man would be alive without “Everything apparently has gone off as expected 
an Angel’s (God’s) helo? and he is in stable condition,” hospital spokeswoman 

Priscilla Russell said after the four-hour operation. 
NO GOOD DEED... Tucker, 53, had chronic liver disease and had been 

on a transplant waiting list 
From THE MODESTO BEE, 12/23/96, [quoting:] forfourmonths, Russell said. 
Richard Nuccio has been repaid for his sense of She said the former gov- 

duty by losing his security clearance and thus, for all ernor is expected to be in the 

practical purposes, his government career. 
You may remember him as the State Department 

hospital for 6 to 10 days, fol- 
lowed by up to 8 weeks of 

official who told a member of Congress that the Central recuperation in Rochester, 

Intelligence Agency had lied to a congressional intel- where doctors would monitor 
ligence oversight committee about covert operations in his progress and watch for 
Guatemala. any signs of rejection. 

‘The action by CIA chief John Deutch is indefensible. The hospital didn’t re- 
Nuccio discovered the deception in the course of lease information about the 

trying to help negotiate an end to Guatemala’s civil liver donor, but said the or- 
war. He gave the information to a member of the House gan became available 
Intelligence Committee, Robert Torricelli (now elected Wednesday, prompting the 
senator), who was certainly entitled to the knowledge. Christmas Day surgery. 

Tucker 

“Chris, you are so stupid.” The words tumbled out 
of 15-year-old Jeff’s mouth just as carelessly as the 
slurp he made while leaning over his cereal bowl. 
Chris, 12, rattled the sports page. “Mom, tell him I’m 
right. He’s such a loser,” Jeff said. 

Loser, dummy, stupid.. .I had quoted Proverbs I.?: 18 
to my sons so many times: “Thoughtless words can 
wound as deeply as any sword...“(Good News Bible). 
How often did I have to lecture on their name-calling? 

An answer came that night at Chris’ Little League 
game. From the first pitch the game was going our 
way. The score was 15-l when something changed. A 
ball soared high into center field. Chris, number 11, 
squinted into the lights. Jeff and I held our breath, 
watching from the stands. The ball dropped-four 
inches short of Chris’ outstretched glove. He scooped 
the ball off the grass and fired it to second base. 
“Safe!” the umpire bellowed. Then from somewhere in __ 

The evidence of CIA duplicity was damning: The “I am deeply grateful for the prayers and good the gallery I heard a voice yell, “Way to show ‘em how 
agency knew, but denied, that one of its “assets”, a wishes from home and for the willingness of the donor to catch, Number Eleven!” 
Guatemalan colonel, had supervised the interrogation family to share this precious gift of life with me during Chris’ head dropped as the next batter came up. A 
of a guerrilla leader who died in custody. Finally, it a time of great tragedy for them,” Tucker said in a piddling grounder grazed off his bat. The first baseman 
was Torricelli, not Nuccio, who publicly blew the whistle statement. missed it. The voice bellowed, “Come on1 Get in the 
on the CIA and named the Guatemalan officer. Tucker was spared a prison term because of his gamel” Our defense split wide open. The other team 

In an unprecedented action, Deutch overrode the health but sentenced to four years probation, and re- scored a run. With each play, the same voice chided our 
State Department’s one-year ban on Nuccio’s access to signed from office on July 15. players. In one inning, the other team managed to put 

* classified material and revoked his security clearance A judge released him from home detention so he 12 runs across the Plate. 
entirely. Why? Because of the need to protect the could move to Rochester to await the transplant. On the way home Chris slumped in the backseat. 
identities of informants. Nothing, however, about the Tucker was convicted May 28 along with James “All those mess-ups started when I missed that pop fly. 
CIA’s legal obligation to tell the truth to its own McDougal and his ex-wife Susan McDougal, the former I felt like an idiot.” 
government. partners of President Clinton and Hillary Rodham Suddenly it dawned on me. “No, Chris. Something 

Last month, before Deutch’s action, 16 members of Clinton in the Whitewater land deal in Arkansas. The else happened. Remember that guy yelling after you 
Congress wrote to President Clinton asking him to three were accused of fraudulently obtaining and using missed it? 
overrule the suspension of Nuccio’s security clearance. federally backed loans. “Yeah”, Jeff added, “He started in on every kid on 
The White House’s bland response was that the case His attorneys filed an appeal last month seeking to the field.” 
was being dealt with in accordance with the National overturn his conviction. The appeal claims that there “And he was supposedly on our side,” Chris said. 

“Mom’s right”, Jeff said. “That guy’s put-downs 
almost lost us the game.” 

I had to bite my tongue to keep a sermon from 
rolling off it. It was good to hear the boys talking like 
brothers. 

wasn’t enough evidence to support the convictions, 
that prosecutors defamed Tucker,unfairly, and that a 
juror shouldn’t have been allowed to serve on the panel. 

He also faces trial on a separate indictment accus- 
ing him and two other men of plotting to hide profits 
from a multimillion-dollar cable television deal. 

Tucker’s attorney failed to persuade the courts that 
Whitewater independent counsel Kenneth Starr ex- 
ceeded his authority in bringing the charges, which 
resulted from the special prosecutor’s probes of the 
financial dealings of Clinton, Tucker’s predecessor as 
governor. 

Tucker, a Democrat, is a lawyer who became state 
attorney general at 29, and at 33 was elected to Con- 
gress. He lost races for governor and the Senate before 
becoming Clinton’s lieutenant governor, serving out 
his term and being elected on his own. [End quoting] 

I wonder if he ever gives a thought about order- 
ing Richard Snell’s murder?? 

STICKS AND STONES 

From GUIDEPOSTS, P.O. Box 1479, Carmel, NY 
10512, [quoting:] 

THE WIZARD OF ID-By Brant Parker and Johnny, Hart 

The next day at lunch, Chris stuck his hand into the 
oven to take out,a pizza. “OW!” he shouted, drawing 
back. 

Jeff said, “Pull out the oven rack, stupid.” 
As I opened my mouth to deliver the same old tired 

speech, I noticed Chris’ bead cocked, eyebrows raised. 
“I mean,” Jeff said, “I’m sorry you burned your 

hand.” 
Then I shared a pizza with a couple of winners who 

are trying to live on the positive side of Proverbs 12: 18: 
“...but wisely spoken words can heal.” -Karen Bar- 
ber, Augusta, Georgia [End quoting] 

If we all paid very close rttentiom to these words 
this world would change Jlrasticrtiv4VERNIGET, 
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Truth Can Be A Threat 
To Those With Rigid Beliefs 

l/10/97 #1 HATONN 

A NAME BY ANY OTHER SPELLING 
IS NOT THE SAME NAME! 

Let us look here, for a moment, at “words”. Now 
think about how many times you MISinterpret, or sim- 
ply forget, a name. Let us say you are a writer, even of 
news items, and you are faced with identification of 
say, Quadafi. I have seen it written as Kadaphi, 
Quadaffi, Quadaphu, and Kadafi. Which is correct? 
ALL are correct unless you wish to personalize ONE as 
head of Libya. The same with Mr. Farrakhan who is 
over there in Libya meeting with this person named 
(possibly) above. Who is this Farrakhan? Or is it 
Farikkan? How about Farrukaun? Could it be Farikhun? 
Perhaps it is Farrikhan? Or perhaps Ferrakhan? Is 
THIS one important? Only if you are referring specifi- 
cally to the Leader of the Nation of Islam in the United 
States of America! 

Let’s go a bit further now and into something that 
causes Dharma a LOT OF GRIEF as people pour on the 
“I know better” and “you speak heresy”. “Your ,paper 
is good if you would just leave out the garbage about 
God, because you have it ALL WRONG.” Wrong? We 
have it all wrong? From whence did YOU get your 
information? Let us even look at the word “whence”, or 
is it wince? Perhaps it is whince? Or, wence? Does it 
matter? Yes, wince means to “pull back quickly” as in 
a sort of grimmace, or is it grimmice? Perhaps it is 
gremace? At any rate, MY useage of the word whence 
is to inquire of YOUR source of your information so 
bluntly judging ours to be wrong? Have you ever been 
mistakenly called by another name or ARRESTED for 
a crime committed by another because your name is 
close to the same and identification is not fully ex- 
plored? Lots of people have even been slain for lack of 
proper identification. Don’t you have better methods 
for full identification than they did in Jerusalem some 
2000 years ago? Still, misinformation is pressed forth 
in the media, in the press, in everyday language. How 
do YOU pronounce Brzezinski? You know, that chap 
called Zbigniew. He is a VERY important person in 
your world and how many of you can spell his name if 
I take away the spelling laid forth here? Perhaps your 
name is Brownen, but perhaps the uen” is not pro- 
nounced clearly-how think you might be called? 

Well, ladies and gentlemen, whether or not YOU 
LIKE IT-there was no Judas Iscariot who betrayed a 
man named Immanuel that you call Jesus. “Jesus” was 
a name attached to Esu (I)(J)(E)mmanuel of the House 
of Joseph AFTER Paul (Saul of Tarsus) went to Greece 

and every Great& 

i/l/g2 LittCe Crow 

after the alleged crucifixion of “Jesus”. I am NOT 
arguing religion-I AM pointing out that accidental, if 
not deliberate, tampering and mistranslation has 
TAKEN PLACE. Remember that the New Testament 
was not written until some 300 YEARS after the depar- 
ture of this Jesus man. And, furthermore, JESUS 
NEVER WROTE ANYTHING! Therefore, you have 
unlearned men carving or scratching in stone some 
tales long AFTER the events. Do you think you could 
give ACCURATE information even TODAY about the 
downed TWA Flight 8007 Oh? It was Pan Am? Are 
YOU sure? Who told you? Have those sources EVER 
made an error? Now, please, tell me the list of passen- 
gers on that crashed plane. Please make sure you 
SPELL their names correctly because it CERTAINLY 
DOES MATTER. Oh, and by the way, I want COR- 
RECT information as in the time of day, date, exact 
coordinates and all the valid information making up 
FACT, not FICTION. 

You who are unbending in your staunch belief that 
a thing has to be a certain way-how can you know? 
Even the person complaining the loudest and most 
nastily about this topic misspelled word after word in 
his diatribe. But what do we get in counter-lip? “Well, 
damn it, you know what I mean...” “I” know what 
“YOU” mean? No, I do not know what you mean. 
Further, it matters little what you mean if you be 
incorrect, other than perhaps YOU ARE THE FOOL 
and not I. 

JUDAS ISCARIOTH. JUDAH 
IHARIOTH. JUDAS ISCARIOT 

So, will the REAL kisser of death and betrayor of 
one Esu Emmanuel stand up? No, I didn’t say “Jesus”, 
although I can toss that one in for your own comfort. 
Will the real betrayor of Jesus stand forth, please? IS 
THERE POSSIBILITY AFTER 2000 YEARS THAT 
SOMEONE MISSPELLED THE NAME? How about 
the fact that FALSE INFORMATION was, as in most 
crimes, projected to protect the guilty? The guilty in 
this instance being the son of a HIGH-RANKING 
PHARISEE. The man named Judas Iscarioth (THAT 
YOU FALSELY LABEL JUDAS ISCARIOT) was the 
closest friend to the Master Teacher of any of his 
friends. However, the one who betrayed the Master 
Teacher was Judah Iharioth, the son of the Town Politi- 
cal Head, a Pharisee. Does this make any difference? 
Of course it makes tremendous difference! 

What if your name is Clinton, even Bill Clinton, 
and the police come and arrest you for “Clinton 3” 
indiscretions with one Paula Jones? Do you even know 
this Paula Jones? Would you be upset or anything? 
Once they execute you for these crimes can you protect 
yourself7 How? If the political powers that be DECIDE 
TO PLACE BLAME ON YOU TO PROTECT THE 
PRESIDENT, HOW ARE YOU GOING TO PROVE 
YOU ARE NOT BILL CLINTON? AFTER ALL, 
THAT IS YOUR NAME AND PERHAPS THA T HAS 
BEENYOURNAMEFOREXACTLYASLONGASIT 
HAS BEEN SLICK WILLIE’S NAME. Clinton’s Fa- 
ther was not even “Clinton**, he came from the Blyth 

family tree of the Rockefeller clan. 
So, COULD SOMEONE, in 2000 years with thou- 

sands of language translations, be INCORRECT-pos- 
sibly? 

So again, when anyone bashes me and/or my secre- 
tary for writing something, is it not just possible that 
perhaps someone else could have erred? I am not 
“protecting” as the accusation goes, one Judas Iscariot- 
there simply was no Judas Iscariot in any connection, 
when the Teacher was betrayed, Perhaps you might 
wish to consider just WHO is in error? 

There are even errors in AND THEY CALLED HIS 
NAME IMMANUEL. The scrolls are in ancient Arabic- 
Hebrew, translated into Greek, among other languages, 
and then finally into German. How many of THESE 
LANGUAGES do “YOU” speak? Well, if you didn’t 
speak Ancient Arabic then you MADE MISTAKES in 
both spelling and translation for one language is sym- 
bols and the other alphabetic-but try YOUR EN- 
GLISH ALPHABET on Ancient Greek! Modern Greek? 
Well, how about Ancient Aramaic? Oops, I erred 
above, the scrolls were in Ancient Aramaic-so, do you 
speak fluent Aramaic? In what language WAS IT that 
translated Judas Iscariot into placement? And believe 
me, even you skeptics, this new Emmanuelian theory of 
such as Christianity was the cult to end all cults! Oh, 
you thought it was the Jesuan Theory of something or 
other? No, the man (Master Teacher) taught the TRUTH 
of “CHRIST”-ness versus the concept of EVIL being 
the right way to go. So, this “Jesus” was called the 
Teacher of Christ Theory of “goodness” (GOD-NESS), 
the Atonian realization of THE “ONE” GOD. He did 
not, either, blunder into calling God, The Creation. 
There is “God” and there is “The Creation” and one is 
a PART of the other, but is NOT the SAME. 

So then, does Dharma have total recall? Does she 
have total visual memory retention? Does she have a 
photographic memory? No, none of the above. She is 
bright and can LEARN-but I HAVE TOTAL RE- 
CALL, A PHOTOGRAPHIC RETENTION, etc. All 
she needs to have to work for me is being able to type 
letters on a keyboard and accept the responsibility of 
not EDITING, to please her “rathem”, the material. 
Have you people not had enough LIES? You are in a 
mess, people, so DON’T YOU WANT TRUTH in order 
to straighten out your very lives? Certainly NO ONE 
FROM HERE IS FORCING ANYTHING ONTO ANY- 
ONE! You don’t think much of my input? Well, 
frankly, I don’t think much of your unlearned input. I 
look and study ALL; you REFUSE to even consider 
possibilities. Who might well have the most knowl- 
edge? I didn’t say intelligence, I said “knowledge”. If 
my input be incorrect-PROVE IT. I can PROVE your 
input is incorrect, I can begin to prove it by asking 
someones of you, who had a birthday last May, on what 
day of the week did that fall’? What did you have for 
breakfast that morning7 Did they bomb the Oklahoma 
City building that morning or did they burn Waco-do 
you remember? Oh, that was in April? April 9th, 12th 
or 19th? And was it LAST year? From which channel 
or radio station were you gaining your information or 
was it from a friend or paper? What friend and what 
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paper and where did FRIEND get his/her information? 
How many days lapsed before the Natives of Alaska 
learned of the Bombing? How about Brazilians? 

Check yourself right now: Do you have a current set 
of Encyclopedias? Do you have a current World Alma- 
nac? HOW MUCH OF EITHER HAVE YOU ACTU- 
ALLY STUDIED WITH INTENT TO KNOW CON- 
TENTS? THEN WHY DO YOU TREAT YOUR VERY 
SOUL WITH SO LITTLE ATTENTION TO ITS NEED 
FOR TRUTH? 

Tell me what your pancreas does, please. How 
about the hypothalmus? The pineal? What about the 
Eustacian tubes? Or is that eustaction tubes’? Perhaps 
Eustacean? What about your Falopian tubes? Your, er, 
Fillopeans? Your Philappoians? Phaloppians? 
Felopians? Falopians? Fallopians? Well, which is it? 
“It” are “they” and a female cannot bear children if 
those tubes are not present and open. HOW MUCH DO 
YOU KNOW ABOUT YOURSELF? Strangely enough, 
I know all about MYSELF. Further, I can tell you that 
in English it is Fallopian. In Greek or Latin, however, 
it is not even recognizable as the SAME thing. How 
dare you pronounce me an evil liar because YOU DON’T 
KNOW VERY MUCH ABOUT ANYTHING? 

So, the man you NOW call “Jesus”, but was not, 
was NOT BETRAYED by Judas Iscariot and no matter 
how I might wish to make it be so-for you, it is NOT 
TRUE. All the voting in of the names and circum- 
stances WILL NOT MAKE IT ONE IOTA TRUTH. 
And no, I don’t care what Paul (remember old Saul of 
Tarsus, the ENEMY of Jesus Christ [as you label 
him??]) wrote or said about the subject. I don’t care 
what Peter wrote-if it was not so, it was not, and IS 
NOT, so. Truth does NOT change with the whims of 
man. Truth is infinite and never changes-lies are like 
the wind and never hold truth-not even for one mo- 
ment in time. And when you speak of Judeo-Christian 
religions you are as absurd in every instance as saying 
the Lie-Truth religion. It simply cannot be for one is in 
extreme opposition to the other. If you have Jewish 
religion which denies a messiah in the form of Emmanuel 
or Jesus or whatever and you have another based on the 
very belief that Jesus is Christ-you have extreme 
opposites and they cannot meld one within the other. If 
you want to have a religion based on mutual possibili- 
ties-try the CORRECT history books, not such as a 
“BIBLE’ called “holy”. 

If, however, YOU DESIRE TRUTH IN SPIRITU- 
ALITY and wish to live those ideals-you must go 
within and KNOW TRUTH, PRESENT TRUTH AND 
ACT TRUTH. Anything that moves you away from God 
of Light IN TRUTH-is “away from God” and is simply 
identified and defined as “evil “, no more or less. If you 
assume there to be no evil-then look again at the 
definition for there is evil in abundance and you go 
further and pronounce “SIN” upon the actions. Well, 
“sin” is an error in efforting to reach that which is 
perfection. Good or bad has little meaning. Right and 
Wrong are totally useful words. 

MILES MUZIO, 
INTREPID WEATHERMAN 

OF CHANNEL 29 

Now for you locals, i.e. Rick, who spoke with Miles 
Muzio, the neighbor across the street from Ekkers and 
of Channel 29, Bakersfield, about court the other day 
and he laughed and referred to Doris as “the E.T. 
Princess”, etc. He works with one Rusty Shoup. Well, 
Doris practically reared Rusty’s brother Steve who was 
a very, very close friend of son, Gene. Remember that 
the Ekkers lived for nearly two decades in La Crescenta, 
Los Angeles, Calif. Small world? Well, yes indeed. 
Therefore, I would suggest you call him back and ask 
him to ask Rusty to ask Steve just how crazy are the 
Ekkers?!? There is an interesting side-note, however, 
for the last time Steve came to visit he was in a rock 
band of some sort, had orange and purple hair in peaks, 
a rocWzoot suit and looked like something as far-out as 

Rusty ever got. If you want character references, 
however, GO TO ONES WHO KNOW THE TRUTH- 
EKKERS WERE THE ONES WHO TOOK THESE 
KIDS, including Steve, CAMPING, RIDING, TO THE 
OCEAN, OVER FOR DINNER AND ALWAYS HAD A 
BED FOR THEM. Let us get some light on who is nuts 
and who is totally happy to be UNINFORMED. Per- 
haps some of you should mail Mr. Muzio this message 
since his address is so nearly the same as Ekkers, i.e., 
21516 Adam Drive, Tehachapi, Ca., 93561. 

Don’t misunderstand, readers, Mr. Muzio was not 
even disrespectful and it was even quite humorous. It 
is simply that a struggle against all odds for Ekkers to 
stay alive in court SHOULD HAVE NO REFERENCE 
TO ANYTHING ELSE-ESPECIALLY E.T. PRIN- 
CESSES AND “EVERYBODY KNOWS ABOUT 
‘THEM’...” I ask, what does ANYONE really KNOW 
about them? Can you see what gossip and misinterpre- 
tations of things can merit the gossiper7 That nice 
meteorologist, for instance, becomes a tool of the Elite 
factions in this town for he is publicly recognized for 
his television persona. He becomes the very vessel to 
fill with Jason Brent’s garbage for the Elite always 
want to be seen associating with the public figures- 
especially politicians who want election to ruling posts. 
I chuckle for it is EKKERS who can put Miles Muzio 
into a position of having a whole network under his 
management and, if he likes, ownership. Sometimes 
we just don’t make wise choices, DO WE? 

Who would YOU believe? The man who advertises 
as does Jason Brent: Shark? You bet! Or someone who 
takes kids camping to allow them to have something to 
do other than drugs and shooting one another? Would 
you have someone who forms conspiracies against YOU- 
THE-PEOPLE or ones who simply try to tell the TRUTH, 
and LIVE the truth? How long must nice, honest 
people have to lose everything they have to the “sharks” 
who eat people alive at any cost and form coalitions 
with others WHO ARE KNOWN TO BE LIARS, 
CHEATS AND THIEVES, unless of course, you don’t 
consider the THEFT of $400,000 a problem. Well, 
perhaps it is no larger than stealing a home and prop- 
erty but BOTH do considerable hurt to the one who is 
the brunt of such actions. The interesting thing is the 
JOINING IN CONSPIRATORIAL COALITION one 
with the others against the TRUTH that we find most 
intriguing-and getting away with these lies and mis- 
behaviors for year upon year while the atrocities get 
even worse and worse. However, remember something, 
it was said by a great mind, that the more outrageous 
the LIE, the easier it is for the most people to believe. 
Moreover, distract the masses with some distraction of 
interest and they will never again even bother to look at 
the original indiscretion. Why is it easier FOR YOU 
TO BELIEVE THE LIES than the simple truth? 

How many of you have longer an interest in O.J. 
Simpson even though the defense team is PROVING 
that Simpson is innocent and has even shown OTHER 
proven players in the game? Are you more interested in 
the kid shot in Bakersfield? Oh, you didn’t even know 
about that? Well, what about the little Miss America, 
or whatever, strangled (by an insider) the day after 
Christmas? This was a six-year-old baby who was 
presented and shown like a 30-year-old doll or painted 
fake pottery. How many of you will watch Dr. Golden’s 
rerun blood evidence rather than get the gore and 
details ofa rape and murder of the little stage doll? Can 
you see how far you as a society have digressed when 
the boy in Bakersfield is left unnoted and an unknown 
child wrapped in intrigue and sexual overtones is sought 
after with relentless push and shove, along with atro- 
cious speculations about everything and anything. The 
boy in Bakersfield was shot in front of a school but, oh 
well, it was “gang related”. Well, gang related is what 
is going to kill off you nice people in the most amazing 
numbers, not the killer in Boulder, Colorado. And, 
further, the GANGS who build killers will not care 
whether or not you are a beauty queen or even impor- 
tant. 

You spend more time arguing over such stupid 
things as Ebonies and Spanenglish (no, I jest not) than 
you do noting that you no longer have reasonable 
English to be taught in any of the schools, not to 
mention slang usage by individual stereotypes and 
cultures. About the only real math taught any longer is 
how many bullets fit into a “six-gun”. And by the way, 
if that is blood on the Shroud of Turin-why doesn’t 
somebody do some DNA on it? Oh, you don’t have 
anything or anyone to type it AGAINST? Well, guess 
what, you rarely have such luxury. And, the tests are 
only as good as the operator! The very BEST WAY TO 
SET-UP SOMEONE FOR ANYTHING-is to scatter 
some blood around and have it typed by a conspiratorial 
buddy in the laboratory. And lie detectors? An agent 
in any enforcement agency is required to be able to fool 
a lie detector machine. It is mandatory in the CIA and 
probably the FBI. That test proves so little that it is still ’ 
not acceptable as evidence in TRIAL. And further, 
DNA testing can only be utilized to RULE OUT a given 
suspect as to paternity. 

Hummnn, and IF your tales are correct about all 
people stemming from one Adam and one Eve, you have 
a real problem, don’t you? That means that through 
incest you have created a massive population of related 
human beings and DNA would prove as much. Wow! ! 
Now that is a Zinger, isn’t it? Well, THAT was in your 
Holy Bible! If you can’t “well Z mean... ” that one- 
then why do you perceive that Judas Iscariot might have 
NOT been Juda Iharioth? For in any event, the person 
in dispute is one Judas Iscarioth! And don’t you think 
that mistake of calling that man Judas Iscariot might 
well be possible? Who ends up looking the fool in such 
an argument over POSSIBILITIES? And remember 
something, even you most staunch debaters: with God 
EVERYTHING IS POSSIBLE! Worse yet for you 
disagreeable rut-dwellers, with God even “I” am possible and 
you might well be wise to hold that in your hearts. 

And who does Dharma claim to be? Doris Elouise 
3ones Ekker, a human female, mother and grandmother 
who prefers cooking to typing, raising and playing with 
birds rather than puppies and dwells in a rented prop- 
erty across the street from Miles Muzio in Tehachapi, 
California, U.S.A. She is a former resident of Athenia, 
Greece, Texas and California. She has blood and not 
green insect chlorophyll; she doesn’t have blossom 
petals for eyelashes or hair, she speaks only English (a 
great disadvantage) and has a medical educational 
background, having served Children’s Hospital of Los 
Angeles for a decade in Dialysis and Transplantation 
programs. Does this an E.T. Princess make? So be it! 
Is that the background of your ordinary Transient Flake 
as Jason Brent labelled the Ekkers? Does this back- 
ground seem to add up to being the ones who “destroyed 
the S&Ls” according to public statements by Jason 
Brent? Does this background seem to point to E.T. 
Princesses and Princes? Doris worked with and for 
MANY “Jewish Princes and Princesses**-and loved 
them all and they adored her. Does that make her anti- 
Semitic as both Horn and Jason Brent stated and used 
in court against these people? What is the matter with 
you people? What have you as a population of so-called 
citizens lowered yourselves to becoming? Doris ran an 
outpatient medical clinic in a prestigious area of De- 
troit, Michigan-with ALL “Jewish” physicians and 
they not only worked well together but absolutely loved 
one another-and certainly anti-Semitic was not even 
a known term in those “ancient” of days. 

Jason Brent labels Ekkers as people he “VIO- 
LENTLY (and that is a STRONG word) dislikes”- 
under oath in legal documentations. He calls them 
anti-Semitic cult members. Well, this same man RUNS 
ads in the paper for Jews to join together in a group in 
Tehachapi and to contact him for membership arrange- 
ments. Is this not asking people to come and join a cult 
of some kind? I guess he would call it “Semitic” but the 
Jews, as in Jason Brent, are not Semites (from the tribes 
of Shem)-WE ARE. Now, how do you like those 
historical FACTS’? 
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I am, yes indeed, having some problems with Now they are back, suing for Contempt of Court, 
Dharma who is simply exhausted with the ongoing my scribe, because others erred in using material pass- 
battle--“‘for what”? Even ones close, when they don’t ing the checkers and slipping through because they 
like what I write, simply mark it off as Doris having were personally done letters, etc., for specific personal 
input on a bad day. No, Dharma does NOT have input usage. Fine, if you think the “A4o&ey” trial (Scnqes) 
even on a bad day, week, month or year and when Doris was interesting and certainly public-attention-getLng- 
has enough-Doris makes a statement! Opinions? let’s try the subject of GOD, WHO IS GOD AND 
Yes. Don’t you have opinions? Or, do YOU always tout WHAT IS GOD, for openers. And what do you think 
SOMEONE ELSE’S opinions? Doris will never even that litigation might cost such as US&P? Doris might 
make her opinions to reflect what might be MINE not be able to counter-sue now because there is an 
unless she absolutely agrees. If you work for someone: agreement she was caused to sign to not do competitive 
ARE YOU THAT SOMEONE? If you work for CNN are business against US&P-but if they toss her into prison 
YOU MR. TED TURNER OR MR. TIME-WARNER? for this UNJUST cause and claim-oh my...! And 
If you clerk and charge the prices demanded by Mr. competitive business? Say what? There has not been 
Price or Mr. Costco and PriceCostco-are YOU MR. one cent of anything for Ekkers-ever in this whole 
PRICE OR COSTCO? No such persons? HOW DO line of interchange-only painful outgo, expenses, end- 
YOU KNOW? PROVE IT TO ME! I know ‘A’ Mr. less court cases, loss through direct theft and USERS, 
Price-does he own Costco? Who cares? More impor- always there are the takers and users. Well, they better 
tantly, I know a man named Gary who starts up such as start USING someone else because there is no longer 
PriceCostco and Fedco and is waiting to do a layout ability to simply smash, at will, these people who 
commercial operation for US if we ever get beyond the simply serve and share to the very best of their ability. 
Green Brigade and the Horn-Brent coalition of liars, It would behoove those such as Timothy Binder to 
thieves, and cheats. And by the way, whatever Ekkers LEARN FACTS about these people AND ABOUT THE 
may or may not have-HAS NOT ONE IOTA OF ONES WHO HAVE FED HIM LIES AND DIS- MIS- 
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ANYTHING TO DO WITH ME. Because YOU know 
someone who, or you yourself, works for Costco does it 
mean that the owner’s property is somehow YOURS? 
Take it and you will find that you have done what Mr. 
Green did-steal from your own boss. And oh yes, 
indeed, I do mean “boss” as in employer. And no, I 
don’t mean Ekker-Ekker-Phoenix as had become the 
legal Abbott-Horton tag to misinform the Judicial pro- 
cessing Judges involved. I work for GOD so in effect 
MR. GREEN stole FROM MY BOSS, GOD! THAT IS 
NOT NICE. 

Ah, but it is supposed to be so easy to steal from God 
because God is just supposed to lay around like a limp 
wad of rag and do nothing but bless you, turn his cheek, 
and allow you to get away with everything, including 
MURDER. Well, wrong, readers. God is not that way! 
You who “get” God and abuse truth and right actions- 
will get your own tricks back on you EVERY TIME. 
Just WATCH my bouncing markers in this “sing-along”. 

I hope I have responded adequately to the writers 
who denounce possibilities that some of what we write 
may just be factual truth and not simply plagiarism. I 
might well warn you that errors in “copied” material far 
exceed any you will find in ours. Just WHO copied 
WHO first? It IS important to CORRECTLY know that 
answer. I would suggest that even in the case of Walter 
Russell, HE COPIED THE WORK OF ONE YOU CALL 
“JESUS” CHRIST. Is that plagiarism? Is it plagiarism 
if YOU quote from the “good book”? Which book? I 
And My Father Are One, God Is Light, and on and on 
and on-is this plagiarized material? Well, a funny 
thing happens at the forum of literary censorship: the 
copyright industry to protect myths and possible 
disinformation, the Bibles you use are COPYRIGHTED, 
readers. Go look for yourselves. And, therefore, 
anyone writing after the Master Teacher walked your 
shores, is PLAGIARIZING the presentation of LIGHT, 
LOVE, TOTALITY, DUALITY, VOIDANCE and 
ETERNAL BEING-I don’t care who they are! Does 
anyone think US&P, even Walter Russell, has a corner 
on electricity, pulses, gravity, unity, duality, motion, 
non-motion, etc? Walter Russell GAVE THE WORLD 
his work and said so-somebody came along AFTER 
RUSSELL and got it copyrighted! You see, we never 
made it to trial on this matter. Nothing was used that 
was copyrighted. The only book Doris even had avail- 
able was a 1927 early, early Edition of Russell’s work 
and it bears NO COPYRIGHT INFORMATION. 

Any other material was from a Study Course PUR- 
CHASED at full price as a STUDENT LEARNING 
COURSE (so a student does, don’t they, have a right to 
learn?). Moreover THAT PARTICULAR ISSUING OF 
THE HOME STUDY COURSE-WAS WITHOUT 
VALID COPYRIGHT-PROVEN IN, THE LIBRARY 
OF CONGRESS. 
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relationship. George describes Binder as being “just a 
Prince of Guy”. Oh, and just how would Green know 
this when HE WAS THE ONE NAMED FIRST in the 
original legal confrontation? George went even fur- 
ther, however, and somehow got away with continuing 
to sell the banned books while getting Doris saddled 
with Contempt of Court charges. Green also used 
EVEN EKKERS’ ATTORNEY to work with Binder’s 
attorney to get the BOOKS, IN COURT, released TO 
HIMSELF. 

Prince of a guy? Well, perhaps the BLIND prince 
of Nottinghead? We have no bone to pick with Timothy 
Binder or anyone else. Further, we cannot offer more 
honor to any mortal person than to Chief Melford Okilo 
who is the just recently deposed C.E.O. and President 
of US&P. We will continue to offer whatever we can 
share with Chief Okilo who will now be moving back to 
Nigeria. That in itself seems a most interesting turn of 
events, to me. However, frankly speaking, I have now 
decided it not even worthy to try for any pleasant 
association with that organization for there seems to be 
nothing similar between what is preached and what is 
practiced-in the name of one gone on before. I further 
find it quite unacceptable that anyone would take the 

INFORMATION. inventions, ideas and offerings of GREAT SCIEN- 
US&P is considered, by definition, a “cult”. TIFIC MINDS as are Russell and Tesla-and utilize 
There is nothing here even remotely resembling them for personal gain and patent purposes. However, 

anything other than some friends. There isn’t even A to each his own method of assumption of property. I 
corporation on which to focus, particularly; there is no wonder if they also copyright DaVinci’s work and 
church, religion, group or ORGANIZATION here upon notebooks? Do you suppose they copy any of Tesla’s 
which to focus and point fingers. Any finger pointing works-after all, WE HOLD ORIGINAL PUBLICA- 
has been done by ones in DISINFORMATION PRO- TIONS OF THOSE PATENTS from Nikola Tesla, and 
JECTING. When George Green left this place even the also, the works of DaVinci. 
taint of such a thing as “followers” went with him- I need to leave this now and, no thank you, you who 
according to his OWN CLAIMS. He told the world that are going to-direct my work, either here or anywhere 
even “Commander Hatonn went with himand Desiree”, around your dimensional space.. I write what I find 
so be it, he can certainly have whatever he wants of that necessary to write. I do, however, honor any commit- 
ilk of bad publicity and FALSE claims. ments and will not break an agreement intentionally- 

When we are writing as now, Doris has no way to EVER. I especially would not get my secretary in 
know what I might be using as backup material. I don’t trouble for my own indiscretions and inattention if I 
come forth as a fortune teller with great and grand can catch a blunder in time. There were no blunders, 
revelations to shock or intrigue you-l BRING YOU however, only snitches in the form of Ann Beam, 
TRUTH AS IT EXISTS. She knows Isaac Newton’s George Green, Fort, et al. Mr. Binder is simply MIS- 
Principia Mathematicus better than she knows any- INFORMED and when he wakes up-he may well find 
thing about Walter Russell and knows NOTHING about he has the foundation for a full blown and legitimate 
US&P and/or one Timothy Binder. George Green on SUIT AGAINST THAT GREEN BRIGADE for mis- 
the other hand CLAIMS intimate working relationship leading him with false and mis- information. Or, 
with Binder, seminar joint speakers, has hidden and perhaps there is that wondrous new BUSINESS rela- 
secret settlements, etc., with him and US&P. Green tionship now formed, as Mr. Green boasts, for his 
was the publisher of any material that was published by “Development” programs. If so, then perhaps Mr. 
America West. Green got permission for use of mate- Binder might well look more carefully at his opponent 
rial and that is proven, from Mullins to others like and also more carefully at that shrewd multi-million- 
Coleman, that he also used badly. WHY did he not aire developer who claims he shares his projects NOW. 
clear any possible toe-stomping? He claims he knew Oh yes, Dr. Binder, it is being scattered all over the 
Binder, Russell, et al. Doris never claimed ANY- radio waves. And, further, the very Judge “Coyle” 
THING, much the less seminar circuit contacts. Ah, before whom you hold this new suit in court also holds 
Pandora’s Box is filled to overflow with lots of secret major cases against Green et al. George Green EM- 
things which are now, like emerging moths, flying BEZZLED (stole) gold, funds, projects, etc., from us- 
about here and there and landing on so many as to be do you THINK he will not USE YOU, Sir? He, and his 
shocking. Green’s lies and conspiratorial associations buddies, have already given you supposedly unsuspect- 
run from Costa Rica, Puerto Rico, Texas, Nevada, ing ones, the kiss of the serpent. When a man lies to 
Montana, California, Colorado-and gobs of other everyone ELSE-think ye not that that man will NOT 
places. I find it interesting that Timothy Binder even LIE TO YOU? 
has a place in MONTANA and the assumption from Good morning and keep up your chin, typist, for 
Green’s babblings is that they have/had a really close God also has a Plan 2000. 

FRANK AN@ ERNEST 
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sade. This is, in some measure, no doubt true, but it 
might be more accurate to say that the proliferation of 
heroin, and all drugs for that matter, into America’s The Untold EM Orv America~sfutur~~ streets was and is part of a much larger overall plan to 
destroy America’s youth and, as a consequence, 

Of America 
v Just after the conclusion of World War II, from 

1946 to 1954, the French maintained control over Viet- 
nam, shipping morphine (a derivative of opium) from 
Saigon directly to Marseille, France. It was there that 
the morphine was processed into heroin, with signifi- 
cant quantities destined for America’s cities. The Cen- 
tral Intelligence Agency (C.I.A.) was instrumental in 
wresting control of Vietnam from the French in 1954. 
The C.l.A.‘s Colonel Edward Lansdale (later to become 
General Lansdale, implicated by Col. Fletcher Prouty 
as having been instrumental in the assassination of 

Part XV of a Series 
J.F.K.) played a primary role in the operation. 

Interestingly, on July 21, 1954, the “Final Settle- 
ment” conference on Indochina held in Geneva, Swit- 

Editors note: Part I of this bold series was gotten and never return. 
zerland, prohibited the introduction of foreign troops, 

Our dead never forget the arms and munitions into Vietnam. With Vietnam un- 
presented in the 8113196 issue of CONTACT, Part II beautiful world that gave them being... der United States control, the C.I.A. was well on its 
was presented in the 8/20/96 issue; Part III was pre- When the last Red Man shall have perished, and way to becoming the largest drug dealer in the world1 
sented in the 8127196 issue; Part IV was presented in the memory of my tribe shall have become a myth As the demand for heroin increased, Southeast Asia 
the 913196 issue; Part V was presented in the among the White Man, these shores will swarm with met the demand. What has become known as the 
9/l O/96 issue; Part VI was presented in the 9/I 7/96 the invisible dead of my tribe, and when your children’s Golden Triangle (eastern Burma, northern Thailand, 
issue; Part VII was presented in the 9/24/96 issue; children think themselves alone in the field, the store, and northern Laos) became by 1967 the world’s larg- 
Part VIII was presented in the 10/l/96 issue; Part IX the shop, or in the silence of the pathless woods, they est source of heroin, which was then being manufac- 
was presented in the10/8/96 issue;Part X was pre- will not be alone... At night when the streets of your tured from morphine in the same area. Although 
sented in the10/15/96 issue; Part XI waspresented in cities and villages are silent and you think them de- Americans would be told that the Vietnam War was 
the 10122196 issue; Part XII waspresented in the 11/5/ serted, they will throng with the returning hosts that fought to halt the spread of Communism, the real rea- 
96 issue;Part XIII was presented in the 11/19/96 once filled them and still love this beautiful land. The son was for heroin, for the irresistible profits to be 
issue;Part XIV was presented in the 11/26/96 issue. White Man will never be alone. reaped by a handful of powerful defense contractors 

Let him be just and deal kindly with my people, and oil companies and ultimately to control the people 
l/8/97 RAY BILGER for the dead are not powerless. Dead, I say? There is through fear of a perceived enemy. 

no death. Only a change of worlds. (End quoting) John Stockwell, who was the C.I.A. Offtcer-in- 
Chief Seattle of the Dwamish tribe of the Pacific Chief Seattle is correct about the returning hosts. Charge of Tay Ninh Province of Vietnam from 1973 to 

Northwest surrendered his land to the White Man in And he is correct in stating that there is no death. 1975, stated unequivocally that the way it worked was 
1855 in the Port Elliott Treaty, thereby dooming his Those who know and understand this realize that there that military pilots flew many American generals with 
people to the confinement of reservation life. At the is only transition, and not termination. Yet wars have suitcases full of heroin from northern Thailand down 
signing of the treaty, he made the following speech, brought much “death”, and as the decades since World to Bangkok or to Saigon, and there they helped to es- 
(quoting:) War II have unfolded, the Elite Controllers have exer- tort the generals through customs and onto flights to 

My people are few. They resemble the scattering cised less and less respect for individual lives. Conse- the United States. The heroin would bring enormous 
trees of a storm-swept plain... There was a time when quently, more and more individuals were eliminated profits to a few, while destroying America’s youth. 
our people covered the land as the waves of a wind- (deaded) as they were perceived to be threats against The Italian Mafia had gotten its start in America 
ruffled sea cover its shell-paved floor, but that time the Elite’s corrupt world system. In the 1960s alone, in the late 1800s as Italians immigrated to this coun- 
long since passed away with the greatness of tribes that John F. Kennedy, “patsy” Lee Harvey Oswald, “expend- try. America offered endless opportunities for the Mob 
are now but a mournful memory... able” Jack Ruby, Robert F. Kennedy and Martin Luther to prosper, whether the nation was at peace or at war. 

To us the ashes of our ancestors are sacred and their King come to mind as obvious examples of this. How- By the 195Os, the government was beginning to show 
resting place is hallowed ground. You wander far from ever, for each of these, there are many others who go some real interest in correcting this problem. No doubt 
the graves of your ancestors and seemingly without unrecognized, who died of everything from knowing this was due to public opposition to Mob activities (even 
regret. Your religion was written on tablets of stone too much, to overdosing on heroin, to tripping on though there has always been some mystique that sur- 
by the iron finger of your God so that you could not L.S.D. and jumping out of windows, thinking they rounds stories about the Mafia). 
forget. The Red Man could never comprehend nor re- could fly (like Art Linkletter’s daughter), to being the In February of 1950, President Truman’s Attorney 
member it. Our religion is the traditions of our ances- victims of the Elite’s Vietnam War. General, 1. Howard McGrath, heard the cry and re- 
tors-the dreams of our old men, given them in the The killing also included underworld figures of sponded by calling a Conference on Organized Crime. 
solemn hours of night by the Great Spirit, and the vi- Mafia families, as they battled for power and control The result of the conference was a general agreement 
sions of our Chiefs, and is written in the hearts of our over the business in America’s cities and the drug and that the government should not encroach on the re- 
people. prostitution industries that flourished there. sponsibility and authority of local officials. Other com- 

Your dead cease to love you and the land of their 
nativity as soon as they pass the portals of the tomb 

Some have contended that the heroin epidemic that mittees followed shortly thereafter, which had a pro- 
plagued America’s’city streets in the decades follow- found impact on the public because nationwide televi- 

and wander away beyond the stars. They are soon for- ing World War II was due in part to our Cold War cru- sion, then in its infancy, had seized the opportunity to 

2UiFwisdbrn isnot 
taugkitinyour 

scfioocs! 
Hawaiian Proverb 

fill manv hours of airtime with the hearings. 
By .355, a Senate Subcommittee on Improvements 

in the Federal Criminal Code held hearings around the 
country, looking into Federal laws on narcotics traf- 
ficking. The outcome was mandatory minimum sen- 
tences of 5 years for the first offense and 10 years for 
the second. Suddenly, the previous practice of fixing 
the judge would no longer work-he was now bound 
by law to hand out no less than the minimum sentence. 

It immediately became obvious to organized crime 
that the risk now involved with narcotics was no longer 
worth the reward. Thus, the Mafia began its slow with- 
drawal from the narcotics business. Some of the 
younger men still found the enormous profits appeal- 
ing enough to take the chance of arrest. 

Knowing that dealing in drugs is one of the top 
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live money-making transactions in the world, the ques- 
tion arises-was all of this a concerted effort from the 
very highest levels of the World Controllers to take the 
drugs out of the hands of the Mafia (who were, in es- 
sence, small-time compared to those who run the world) 
and make an agency of the U.S. Government, the 
C.I.A., the number one drug dealer in the world? Af- 
ter all, by 1954 the C.I.A. was controlling Southeast 
Asia, the new source of heroin!! 

Early in 1957, yet another congressional commit- 
tee began a probe into Mob activities. The Senate Se- 
lect Committee on Improper Activities in the Labor or 
Management Field was composed of such notables as 
John F. Kennedy of Massachusetts (his brother, Robert 
F. Kennedy, was Chief Counsel of the Committee), 
Barry Goldwater of Arizona, and Joseph R. McCarthy 
of Wisconsin. But the committee found that, even 
though they could get big headlines, labor racketeer- 
ing was even harder to do something about! 

The decade of the 1950s saw the real development 
of what would become known as the military-indus- 
trial complex. This complex included (and was actu- 
ally dependent upon), of course, the U.S. Congress. 
The Congress, the U.S. Military, and the defense con- 
tractors were in a cozy relationship to keep America 
well armed against a perceived (fabricated?) Commu- 
nist threat. These elements became more and more 
intertwined as military officers, upon retiring, moved 
directly into major positions within the defense manu- 
facturing corporations they had had relations with 
while they were still in the military. In fact, a Senate 
report showed that the one hundred largest defense 
contractors, who held 67% of all military contracts, 
employed more than two thousand former high-rank- 
ing officers of the military. Doesn’t that sound like a 
conflict of interest? Sadly, this situation only became 
worse as time went on. 

Meanwhile, in the area of economic aid to foreign 
countries, the major expenditures by the U.S. were de- 
signed to build up military power in so-called “non- 
Communist” countries. Between 1952 and 1962, of 
the $50 billion in aid granted by the United States to 
ninety countries, only $5 billion, or lo%, was for non- 
military economic development, In essence, during the 
decade of the 195Os, 90% of our ‘economic aid to for- 
eign countries was for military purposes. Things 
haven’t really changed in this area either. This bril- 
liantly designed policy armed the ninety countries who 
were the recipients of our foreign aid so that they could 
fight against each other, thereby providing some justi- 
fication for the existence of the United Nations. This 
gave the U.N. something to do as it worked out its 
agenda of implementing a One World Government. 

In 1954, the Census Act was passed by Congress, 
creating the Census Bureau. From that year forward 
each and every Citizen of the United States of America 
would be counted and known. Is it a coincidence that 
the “Internal Revenue Code of 1954” was enacted the 
same year? 

In October of 1956, President Dwight D. 
Eisenhower stated that, “The continuance of the present 
rate of H-bomb (Hydrogen Bomb) testing... does not 
imperil the health of humanity.” The fact of the mat- 
ter, however, seems to indicate that it was becoming 
well known that the damage to humans from atomic 
radiation and radioactive fallout was quite substantial. 
The announcement by the president appears to have 
been pure doublespeak designed to make the public 
believe what he said, And the public must have liked 
what Ike said because he was re-elected one month 
later, in November of 1956, by a landslide. Then, in 
August of 1957, the Atomic Energy Commission 
(A.E.C.) was created, One month later, in September, 
the A.E.C. oversaw the first underground detonation 
of an atomic device near Las Vegas, Nevada. If the 
explosions were so safe, as Ike had said, why were they 
now being conducted underground??? 

In 1958, the Eisenhower Government sent thou- 
sands of Marines to Lebanon to insure that the pro- 

American government there was not toppled by a revo- was 55 years of age. By 1984 it was 73 years. Infant 
lution. (The international oil companies also appreci- mortality is now the lowest in Latin America, and is 
ated the visible armed presence in the area.) Things on a par with developed countries. Cuba’s per capita 
would be a bit different in Cuba. food consumption is the second highest in Latin 

Of course, the hunt for Communists under e*lery America. Cuba has a free public health system (some- 
woodpile continued unabated. After all, we were in thing we still don’t have in America). The literacy 
the midst of a Cold War. On June 30, 1958, the Su- rate is over 95%, the highest in Latin America and 
preme Court upheld .the constitutionality of firing a higher than in the United States of America. The gov- 
subway conductor for refusing to reveal if he was a ernment confiscated over a million acres of land from 
member of the Communist Party. On June 8, 1959, three American companies, including United Fruit, and 
the Supreme Court upheld the right of Congress and gave the peasants their own farms. There are no hun- 
the individual states to investigate Communism. And gry children begging in the streets, as there are in so 
three months later, on September 14, 1959, the many other Latin American countries. Didn’t your his- 
Landrum-Griffin Act was passed, which prohibited tory books tell you this? The Cubans who do not like 
Communists from holding union office. America’s Castro are the extremely wealthy who can no longer 
Cold War policy was designed to permit us to exercise steal from the people. 
more aggressive actions abroad, while allowing more No wonder Fidel Castro is so highly respected by 
repressive actions at home. the peoples of Latin America. And no wonder the U.S. 

A short ninety miles south of Miami, Florida lies Government must condemn him so viciously. How dare 
the beautiful island nation of Cuba. For years the Cu- he take control of his own country and give it back to 
ban economy had been dominated by United States cor- the people! Doesn’t Castro understand that the Elite 
porate interests. American companies controlled SO- One World Controllers are supposed to be running the 
100% of Cuba’s utilities, mines, cattle ranches and oil world? 
refineries. They controlled 40% of the sugar industry Since U.S. Government policy is to control coun- 
and 50% of the public railways. Havana, with its ex- tries it deems should be subservient to us, our response 
citing night life, prostitution and gambling (and the was predictable. The Good Neighbor Policy would not 
obvious Mafia connections), was a very popular party apply to Cuba. When Cuba nationalized the holdings 
destination for the Elite. Cuba’s American-backed dic- of U.S. companies, the U.S. retaliated with an economic 
tator was Fulgencio Batista. boycott, cutting off trade, and commercial and mili- 

The overwhelming control of their country by for- tary relations. The U.S. was acting like a spoiled child; 
eigners didn’t make the Cuban people very happy. if Cuba wasn’t going to play our game our way, then 
Imagine if that kind of control existed in America- we would take our toys and go home. 
would you like it? (It’s actually worse in America, but Castro clearly stated, “Cubans shall own Cuba, and 
most don’t realize it.) In 1953 (one year before the Cubans shall dictate what becomes of the resources and 
C.I.A. coup that overthrew the government of Guate- wealth on the-island.” He also quickly armed the popu- 
mala), a young Cuban attorney organized a bold as- lace, formed civilian militias, and carried out the ba- 
sault against Fort Moncada, the island’s second larg- sic reforms in education and housing that would give 
est military base. The young attorney and his 150 fol- Cubans a material and moral stake in their own revo- 
lowers were unsuccessful, but they gained vast public lution. When it came to taking over the King Ranch, 
recognition and sympathy from Cubans for their brav- whose thousands of acres were located in eastern Cuba, 
cry and patriotism. That brave attorney was impris- the ranch manager stated, “You can’t do this, you know. 
oned and released two years later. His name was Fidel You are taking away property of U.S. citizens, and ev- 
Castro. et-y time that has happened, the U.S. Marines come in 

The United States Government created Fidel Castro and get it back. And that’s the way it’s going to be 
through our very support of the American and multi- again.” Well. that is the way Marine Corps Major 
national corporations which raped the island nation for General Smedley Butler did it many times in the ear- 
their own benefit. In other words, those who make lier part of this century, on behalf of the big banks, but 
living conditions intolerable make revolutionary it would not happen that way again in Cuba. 
change inevitable! At a certain point the Cuban people Prior to the revolution, the U.S. had absorbed more 
said enough is enough, and they only needed a leader than half of Cuba’s exports. After the revolution there 
who represented and focused the popular discontent were no markets in the U.S. and the Soviet Union im- 
into a full-fledged revolutionary movement. And that mediately moved in to buy up Cuban exports. Cuba 
leader was Fidel Castro. asked the International Monetary Fund for money to 

In America today we can see there has been the finance its programs. The I.M.F. demanded strict “sta- 
same sort of development of an intolerable situation bilization” conditions which would have undermined 
for the American people. But here the situation has the very revolutionary program that had brought the 
been made increasingly more intolerable for quite some changes in the first place. Cuba could see the writing 
time through systems and means for mind controlling on the wall and declined the I.M.F. conditions. When 
the masses which, until now, have contained the situa- Cuba signed a trade agreement with the Soviet Union, 
tion without allowing it to explode. One cannot, how- this only further infuriated the U.S. Government. In 
ever, expect the intolerable situation in America to re- the spring of 1960, President Eisenhower secretly au- 
main contained forever, and the time for change ap- thorized the C.I.A. to arm and train anti-Castro Cu- 
pears to have arrived. Let us hope we have a revolu- ban exiles in Guatemala for a future invasion of Cuba! 
tion in understanding, an Awakening, if you will, for Meanwhile, in 1960, America was in the midst of 
anything less will probably result in even more brutal a presidential election campaign between the Republi- 
repression of Americans. can Richard Nixon, who was Eisenhower’s Vice Presi- 

Fidel Castro went to Mexico and met with the fa- dent, and the young and progressive Senator from 
mous Argentine revolutionary leader Che Guevara, and Massachusetts, John F. Kennedy. The 1960 presiden- 
then returned to Cuba in 1956. Castro fought guer- tial elections could well be called the first of the mod- 
rilla warfare from the jungles and mountains against ern elections in America because of the use of televi- 
Batista’s army. The revolutionary movement drew sion (that up-and-coming great tool for mind control- 
more and more popular support. Castro’s forces fi- ling the masses) to nationally broadcast Presidential 
nally marched across Cuba in late 1958, gaining sup- Debates for the first time, and because of things like 
port all the way, and marched right into Havana on jet airliners which allowed a candidate to be able to 
January 2, 1959. The Batista Government collapsed. make appearances on both coasts in the same day. The 

Cuba is no paradise on Earth, but it now stands in people thought they were getting more information, but 
marked contrast to the rest of Latin America, where they were really getting more controlled. All of this, 
U.S.-installed military dictatorships are the common of course, is given secondary consideration to the fact 
form of government, Cuban life expectancy in 1959 that the Elite One World Controllers fund both candi- 
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dates, so that no matter who “wins”, it’s their man! ! ! 
A series of four televised debates were scheduled. David Icke 

“By mutual agreement of the two candidates, rules were 
established governing the debates.” In all four con- 
frontations, news reporters would ask questions. (Re- 
member, John Swinton of the New York Times had al- 
ready said in 1953 that [mainstream] journalists were 
intellectual prostitutes, distorting the truth.) Critics 
argued that the discussions “failed to get below the sur- 
face of the issues” and “tended to lean from one aues- 
tion to another.” But the televised debates were’ un- 
precedented in the history of American politics and 
proved so effective in capturing the public’s interest 
with distracting, mindless non-issues that they have 
been continued ever since. 

Hitler’s Europe: 
Welcome To The Show 

United States policy with respect to Cuba was one 
of the sharpest issues in the campaign. Kennedy said 
in response to a question that the U.S. should assist l/9/97 DAVID ICKE dictatorship called the European Union. 
and encourage the anti-Castro elements in Cuba. Nixon This is where the stepping stones approach came 
declared that this was irresponsible policy and repre- A prison is being built in Europe, day after day. A in. Over the decades since the formation of the origi- 
sented a unilateral action which would soon lose us vast human Prison which encompasses every man, nal EEC, the agenda has moved on year after year as 
the friendship of all Latin American countries. Could woman, and child on the continent. 

Prisons are usually constructed by architects, brick- 
more powers have been taken piece by piece from na- 

Vice President Nixon really have been unaware that tion states and handed to the unelected European dic- 
his president (Eisenhower) had secretly authorized the layers, and carpenters, but this one is being built by tators in Brussels. We have now reached the point 
training of anti-Castro elements? Gr was he merely actors. They Play Out their roles in a grotesque movie where national law is subordinate to European law. 
misleading the public, intentionally? under the direction of the global business and finan- For example, the United Kingdom Government no 

In February of 1960, Kennedy contended that there cial Elite, and in the final scene the prison door will longer has the power to remove taxation on heating 
was a “missile gap” with the Russians, wherein we were slam shut on what is left of freedom in the landmass of fuels for the poor and aged because European law has 
allegedly behind in numbers of missiles. He used this Europe. decided that it must be at least 5% in all member states 
as a major campaign issue, claiming that we needed to This prison has a name. It is called the European of the Union. And the British still think they are free!! 
build up our missile stockpiles. One year later, in Feb- Union. The transformation of Europe into a massive, cen- 
ruary of 1961, President Kennedy’s Secretarv of De- The actors have names, too. They are the famous tralized dictatorship is a key part of the New World 
fen&, Robert McNamara, would admit that there was 
no “missile gap” after all. The American public was 
becoming accustomed to being lied to!! 

politicians, government officials, 
and financiers who read their 
scripts on the television news as 
they “debate” the rights and 
wrongs of a European superstate, 
controlled by a single currency 
and a European Central Bank. It 
is a game, played out to manipu- 
late the public mind and to in- 
stall Hitler’s Europe 50 years 
later. 

The New Book By David Icke 
Nixon’s campaign was, to a great extent, defen- 

sive in that he spent considerable time replying to 
Kennedy’s attacks. In the end, Kennedy defeated Nixon 
in one of the closest popular votes in American his- 
tory, by a margin of only 113,057 votes, or less than 
one-sixth of 1 per cent. 

At age 43, Senator Kennedy (who had been a mil- 
lionaire before he was 20) became the youngest man 
ever elected President of the United States of America. 
The situation with Cuba was building to a climax, as 
the U.S. considered Cuban conduct unacceptable. What 
we were about to do would aptly be considered a fiasco 
in the eyes of the rest of the world! 

. . . To be continued 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
SOURCES 

1- The Politics of Heroin in Southeast Asia, 1972, 
by Alfred W. McCoy (Harper 8c Row Publishers, New 
York). This out-of-print book may be difficult to ob- 
tain. It tells the story of the fabled Golden Triangle, 
the major source of heroin, tracing its history since 
the end of World War II, and includes the activities of 
governments and intelligence agencies. 

2- Mafia. U.S.A., 3972, by Nicholas Gage (Play- 
boy Press, Chicago). This book tells the whole story 
of the Mafia (up until 1972), describing in detail the 
history of the Society and how it functions with re- 
spect to business and government. The Mafia’s ulti- 
mate bargaining point is murder! 
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Order agenda for centralized control of the planet. The 
Elite who dominate the global financial and political 
system are seeking to impose a world government, cen- 
tral bank and currency, which would oversee and dic- 
tate the policies of the three groupings of superstates. 

These are planned to be the European Union, the 
American Union (to be evolved out of the North Ameri- 
can Free Trade Agreement to include the whole of the 
Americas), and the Pacific Union (to be evolved out 
the Asia-Australia “free trade area” known as APEC). 
Nation states would be little more than local councils 
to this vast structure of global control. Indeed most 
nation states would be broken up into regic:s to fur- 
ther diminish the chances of effective resistance. 

(See illustration below) 
Behind the creation of the European Union is the 

Bilderberg Group, the deeply secretive cartel of lead- 
ing bankers, transnational corporations, politicians, 
academics and “opinion formers”, media bosses, and 
military chiefs. The Bilderberg Group is part of a net- 
work including the Royal Institute of International 
Affairs (UK), the Council on Foreign Relations (USA) 
and the Trilateral Commission (USA, Europe, Japan). 
All work to the same agenda. 

One of the main.goals of the Bilderberg Group from 
its official formation at the Hotel Bilderberg in 
Oosterbeek, Holland, in May 1954, was to install a 
European superstate with a central bank and currency, 
exactly along the lines now quite obviously unfolding. 

The first chairman of the Bilderberg Group (Bil) 
was Prince Bernhard of the Dutch royal family and a 
close friend and associate of Britain’s Prince Philip, a 
Bilderberg attendee. The current chairman is the 
former Secretary-General of NATO and British For- 
eign Secretary, Lord Carrington, an Elite gofer and 
bosom-buddy of the Rothschilds and Henry Kissinger. 

As I explained in detail in And the Truth Shall Set 
You Free, Prince Bernhard was a major influence be- 
hind the creation of the Bilderberg Group and the Eu- 
ropean Community, now the European Union. So was 
the Pole, Joseph Retinger who, in turn, was a leading 
force in the formation of the Bilderberg Group. Also 
involved were infamous American Elite frontmen like 

the Rockefellers, Averill Harriman and the Dulles 
brothers. The European Union we see today has been 
designed from the very beginning by those who con- 
trol the Bilderberg Group-the House of Rothschild, 
the Rockefellers, and the “blue blood” families (tribes) 
of Europe. 

Look at the major,voices calling for the European 
superstate and invariably you will be looking at a 
Bilderberger. The classic example is Mr. Federal Eu- 
rope, Chancellor Kohl of Germany, who issues daily 
calls for a single bank and currency as he seeks to com- 
plete the vision of centralized European control which 
one of his predecessors, Adolf Hitler, once sought to 
impose. 

Another major influence in the imposition of the 
European dictatorship is the President of the European 
Commission, Jacques Santer, the Bilderberger who sits 
atop the enormous European Union bureaucracy which 
tells “elected” governments what they can and cannot 
do. 

If we take the example of the UK, you can see the 
constant hidden hand of the Bilderbergers and the Elite 
in the manipulation of the European “debate”. The 
man behind the UK’s entry into the European spider’s 
web (sorry, the EEC) was Bilderberger Ted Heath, the 
Conservative Prime Minister from 1970-74. He is still 
today a constant promoter of a federal Europe. One of 
his fellow signatories when the UK joined the EEC in 
1972 was Lord Hume (Sir Alec Douglas Hume), an- 
other former British Prime Minister and, for a time, 
chairman of the Bilderberg Group. 

The head of Ted Heath’s policy unit was Lord Vic- 
tor Rothschild, one of the great manipulators of the 
20th century, a super spy, a major force in the creation 
and development of Israel, and a man I name in And 
the Truth Shall Set You Free [see box on previouspage] 
as a key player in the assassination of John F. Kennedy. 
One of Ted Heath’s close associates, Douglas Hurd, 
would later become the British Foreign Secretary who 
signed the Maastricht Treaty which turned the EEC 
into the European Union and massively advanced the 
Elite agenda. 

The “opposition” Labour Party is just another as- 

pect of the UK’s One Party State. ‘While Ted Heath 
(Bil) was taking the UK into the EEC, he was sup- 
ported by another Victor Rothschild associate, the 
Labour leader and three-times Prime Minister, Harold 
Wilson, a fellow Bilderberger. Further Labour Party 
support came from leading figures like the 
Bilderbergers, James Callaghan, who would later be 
Prime Minister, Denis Healey, who attended the first 
Bilderberg meeting in 1954 and a stream of those that 
followed, and Roy Jenkins, who would later be head of 
the European Commission. The leaders of Britain’s 
third party, the Liberals, at the time of Heath and Wil- 
son were Jo Grimond.. .yes, a Bilderberger...and Jer- 
emy Thorpe, author of a book, Europe: The Case For 
Going In. 

Appropriately, all of those people, except for 
Callaghan, were the products of the Elite’s UK pro- 
duction line, better known as Oxford University. This 
is a massive recruiting and conditioning centre, not 
just for British youngsters, but also for the overseas 
students like Bill Clinton, who attend Oxford under 
the Rhodes Scholarship scheme set up by that arch 
manipulator of the Elite agenda Cecil Rhodes. 

Today, the situation is just the same. Bilderbergers 
everywhere. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer, Kenneth Clarke, 
who is pressing for the UK to join a single European 
currency, is a Bilderberger. When the lame duck Prime 
Minister, John Major, attended a European Union Sum- 
mit in Dublin at the end of 1996 to discuss moves to a 
federal Europe, he was flanked by two Bilderbergers: 
Kenneth Clarke, and the Foreign Secretary, Malcom 
Riftkind. Clarke’s number two man at the helm of UK 
economic policy is another Bilderberger, William 
Waldegrave,-the Chief Secretary to the Treasury, who 
served under Lord Victor Rothschild in Ted Heath’s 
policy unit. He is very close to the Rothschild family. 

The Labour Party leader and likely next Prime 
Minister of the UK is Tony Blair, a Bilderberger and 
Elite “chosen one”. Blair attended the 1993 Bilderberg 
meeting in Greece with his “opponent”, the Conserva- 
tive Chancellor Kenneth Clarke. During his 1996 visit 
to the United States, Blair met a series of Elite 

frontmen. including Bill 
_ Clinton. ‘Hillarv ClTnton. 

Henry -Kissinger, Alan 
Greenspan, head of the Fed- 
eral Reserve, and George 
Suros, the global financial 
manipulator who operates 
under orders from the House 
of Rothschild. All of them 
are Bilderbergers. 

THENEWWORLDORDElt 

WORLD GOVE- 
(CENTML BANK-CURRENCY-ARMY) 

AMERICAN UNION 
(EVOLVED FROM NAFTA) 

EUROPEAN UNION 
(EVOLVED FROM THE EEC) 

PACIFIC UNION 
(EVOLVED FROM APEC) 

NATION STATEiS NKI’ION STATES NpirION ZiTXI’ES 
OR OR OR 

REGIONS REGIONS REGIONS 

Blair’s number two in the 
UK Labour Party is the 
shadow chancellor Gordon 
Brown, yet another 
Bilderberger. The Liberal 
Democrats are led by 
Bilderbergeq Paddy Ashdown, 
who replaced Bilderberger 
David Steel. Both support a 
federal Europe. 

Within a year of Blair at- 
tending the Bilderberg bash 
in Greece, he was leading the 
Labour Party, following the 
sudden death of Bilderberger 
John Smith. I still do not be- 
lieve that Smith’s death by a 
“heart attack” was from natu- 
ral causes. Blair war elected 
to replace Smith, with mas- 
sive support from the media, 
including the newspapers of 
the Elite yes-man, Rupert 
Murdoch. From the moment 
Blair took over, all hell broke 
loose in John Major’s Conser- 
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vative Government. Leaks, rows, and scandals were 
unleashed to create chaos and disarray, and to send the 
government’s opinion poll ratings plummeting. Blair 
is now well ahead in the polls, with the next General 
Election very close. 

Interestingly, exactly the same happened when 
Margaret Thatcher, another Bilderberger aud Elite cho- 
sen one, became Conservative opposition leader in 
1975. From then on the Labour Government was 
thrown into turmoil by strikes and internal upheavals. 
Thatcher won the election in 1979 and, with Ronald 
Reagan, carried out the Elite agenda through the 1980s. 
She was kept in power by the continued self destruc- 
tion within the Labour Party, not least when four lead- 
ing Labour names broke away to form their own party, 
the SDP. Three of these four, Lord (Roy) Jenkins, Lord 
(David) Owen, and Bill Rogers, either were, or would 
later become, Bilderbergers. 

The next election in the UK is vital to the Elite 
because they want to ensure that the winner will take 
the country into the single European currency and the 
European Central Bank. They know that Bilderberger 
Blair and his Bilderberger financial sidekick Gordon 
Brown will do that. Hence the events to promote their 
victory. Stories in UK newspapers suggest that Blair 
will be advised on his election strategy by George 
Stephanopoulos, the Bilderberger who has helped his 
fellow Rhodes scholar Bill Clinton win two U.S. elections. 

Which of the.Bilderberg frontmen know what is 
going on and which are being used and manipulated 
without their full knowledge is difftcult to say and this 
will vary from person to person. But some of them 
know exactly what they are doing and why. 

Even the “opposition” to the European Superstate 
in the UK leads us to the same names, organizations, 
and agenda. The financier and born-again environ- 
mentalist, Sir James Goldsmith, has launched a Refer- 
endum Party to press for a referendum to stop the fur- 
ther centralization of Europe. Sounds good, but hold 
on a minute. Goldsmith is a cousin of the Rothschild 
dynasty, which has been seeking the centralization of 
power in Europe for a long, long time. He is also a 
close friend of the global manipulator,-drug runner, 
mass murderer, and pedophile, called George Bush, a 
leading advocate of the New World Order. Goldsmith 
has been involved in a stream of deals and Elite opera- 
tions to advance the New World Order design for the 
planet. 

And he wants to stop a Federal Europe? Pardon? 
You must be joking! What he wants to do, of course, 
is highjack the anti-federal Europe opposition and en- 
sure it is led to glorious failure while, at the same time 
helping to split the Conservative vote at the election 
and make a Blair win even more likely. This is pre- 
cisely what the Elite frontman Ross Perot has done for 
Bill Clinton in the last two U.S. presidential elections. 

Two other leading “opponents” of a federal Europe, 
John Redwood and Norman Lamont, also have inter- 
esting backgrounds. Redwood, who challenged John 
Major for the Conservative Party leadership in 1995, 
left Oxford University to join the N.M. Rothschild 
banking operation, in London and, while still employed 
by the Rothschilds, he became policy advisor to Mar- 
garet Thatcher (Bil). 

Lamont, a former Conservative Chancellor, is a 
director of N.M. Rothschild. Norman ‘Save our Sov- 
ereignty” Lamont attended the Bilderberg meeting at 
Brugenstock in Switzerland in June 1995 with Emma 
Rothschild, the daughter of the infamous Lord Victor 
Rothschild: Days after attending a meeting of the or- 
ganization that has been imposing a European super- 
state for more than 50 years, Lamont was sitting by 
the side of John Redwood opposing just such a super- 
state. Something not quite right here. 

So Jimmy, John, and Norm oppose the Superstate, 
eh? Sure you do, lads. Sure you do. 

Like I said at the start, the European prison is be- 
ing built by actors, playing their parts, reading their scripts, 
and. saying anything necessary to dupe the people. 

When the European Central Bank opens in Frank- 
furt (Hitler’s choice, no doubt!), the economies of Eu- 

In truth, my friends, what I have just described, is 

rope and the new Euro Currency will be officially con- 
OUR creation. A few can only control the world be- 
cause the human race has allowed it to happen. The 

trolled hy bankers.. The Maastricht Treaty, which has collective mind has been conditioned to see the world 
already been signed, says that the currency and ten- as the Elite wish us to see it. It is a mind full of na- 
tral bank will be controlled by six unelected bankers ivete and nonsense, with buckets of sand always at the 
with an eight-year guaranteed period of office. And, ready. 
as the Treaty says, no one will be allowed to influence 
or overrule the decisions of those bankers. 

If we bury our heads and stick our “bums” in the 
air, maybe it will all just go away, eh! Er, no. You 

Also, all gold and currency reserves currently don’t want a European fascist dictatorship? You don’t 
owned by the nation states of Europe will come under 
the control of these bankers in Frankfurt, and there is 

want a world fascist state? Good. But it won’t just go 

no provision in the Treaty for them to be returned 
away if you sit there. It will only be stopped if you 

should a country wish to pull out. 
open your mind, open your mouth, and get off your ame. 

Come on, human race-for your children’s sake if 
Yes, welcome to Hitler’s Europe. Created in the not our own. This is wakey, wakey time. 

minds of deeply disturbed, often mind-controlled 
people, and made physical by the purveyors ofbullshit 

-DAVID ICKE, AUTHOR OF TEN BOOKS, IN- 

that we allow to grasp the reigns of power. 
CLUDING THE LATEST, AND THE TRUTH SHALL 
SETYOUFREE, ANDI AMME. 

Legal Ducks 
Lining Up 

l/11/97 #2 HATONN 

DEEP IN THE HEART 
OF ANYWHERE 

Whether you are in the heart of Texas, as the tune 
goes, or in the heart of Africa, you cannot escape the 
New World Order or the death therefrom. Over what, 
you might well ask, and of course the answer is always: 
power and things at any cost-TO YOU, OF COURSE. 

By the way, the assumption that George Green is in 
Las Vegas seems to be a rather incorrect positioning. 
He can be reached, at least as a Distributor, in Idaho, 
Couer d’Alene. Where is that and how do you spell it, 
for sure’? Well, it is in Kootenai County and just to the 
east of Spokane, Washington. How close is that to Col. 
Gritz’s operation? Close enough to build a develop- 
ment of dome houses, I suspect, in Nearly Heaven, as 
Bo called the place and suggested on national radio that 
they should probably have domed houses there.. It is 
just south of Sandpoint-which has a familiar ring to 
the name. No, I don’t know how many people know this 
information-neither do I care a whit. I suppose it 
would be difficult for process servers and perhaps even 
for his own attorneys to keep up with him. He has pretty 
much screwed them and kissed them off anyway. They 
aren’t going to really like it, however, when they find 
what he has actually done to them professionally and 
otherwise. Remember that George just loved to send 
around his information and disinformation-to “every- 
body” and some of it his own attorneys will wish he had 
not done so. 

Is George working with Timothy Binder? Who 
cares? Timothy Binder also has a place in Montana so 
perhaps he is or was. It really doesn’t longer matter, 
readers, and I don’t wish to offend you but where 
George Green is operating is of little interest to .3e 
except as it touches us and, yes, I suppose it has touched 
us greatly but it is not our problem because he has been 
proven now to be a liar, a cheat and an embezzler. 
Wouldn’t it be nice if you could send all his emissaries 
with him? Mr. Binder is again caught being fed bit by 
bit by these emissaries and of course George has not 
paid US&P his agreed payments. We simply now wish 
we had seen this through to its rightful conclusion but 
to spend more and more funds on legal harangue seems 
quite pitiful to me and surely cannot help the account of 
US&P. Ekkers have less than they, did at the first 

confrontation so what else is new. Prison? Well, if 
necessary to pay fees, I suppose, for you cannot get 
blood from a turnip. We haven’t found, however, ANY 
attorney who works for free! NONE! ! All this does, 
however, seem quite sad for the ones who served Green 
so faithfully and got caught in the dirty dealings. Each 
made a choice in the matter and we can no longer help 
those who so deliberately insisted on listening to this 
man and contributing funds to this man and his attor- 
neys to be consumed in senseless waste. What did 
Green promise you? What did Horton and Abbott 
promise you unsuspecting people? What possible good 
did you think you could do to involve selves in a 
conspiracy with Jason Brent and Steven Horn? They 
have been caught in their own trap as of this week! 
And, they plan to lay the blame on YOU. When the 
Judge finds that Mr. Binder has acted on information 
sent by Green’s buddies, he is not going to be finding 
it longer funny. To lump all these cases together simply 
spells R.I.C.O., ladies and gentlemen. 

So, do you think the Elite New Worlders want you 
poor little people making decisions regarding “their” 
business?? Perish the thought for the word we got back 
from as high as you can get is that they wouldn’t use the 
ass if they needed one. And the Nevada legal “authori- 
ties” proclaim both Abbott and Horton to be sick old 
men waiting to kick the proverbial bucket. That doesn’t 
sound too hopeful for ones who will give them the rest 
of your assets. The part about them being sick is quite 
right as both are slipping badly. 

Jason Brent is desperately trying to distance him- 
self from that groupie ever since he witnessed the fiasco 
against Horn last Tuesday. He even pulled the portion of his 
advertisement for business referring to Sharks, etc. 
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V.K. Durham 

A Tip Of 
living soul of inherent knowledge. 

Let’s look at it this way-How many times have 
you seen something (knowing you have never seen it 
before or knew of it before in your lifetime) and said: 
“I have seen that before”, or “I somehow knew that!” 
Well, it’s the inherent DNA mind soul. And that, dear friends, 
is life after death. The inherent mind/soul lives on. 

ANOTHER SUBJECT 
(but not really) 

The Iceberg You remember me telling you the Federal Govern- 
ment has a treaty with the civil governments of each 
state? Well, it’s more formally called the Civil Gov- 
ernment of Federal and State Governments. To form 
this civil government between the feds and the states, 
an agreement cafled a treaty was entered into. This is 
the reason for the Sixth Article of the Constitution. 

12/21/96 V.K. DURHAM plies in Human DNA. IT just keeps on, generation In the cleaning of shelves in the library, an old 
after generation, taking all those living memories along book was discovered. Federal and State Government: 

I know, I know, you are all as busy as bees trying with it as it passes from one generation to the next. A Treatise/Treaty on the Civil Government of the 
to get that last minute stuff down for Christmas (so am What one generation has learned, is passed on to the United States and the State of Illinois. The treaty was 
I), but you know, things have been bothering me. next in DNA living memories, or the soul (mind) be- initiated as Enabling Act, April 18, 1818. You will 
Things like interrelation of occurrences, history repeat- ing. Did you notice there is a separation between spirit find, somewhere, each of your states have the same 
ing itself, DNA inherent genetic memories, 3-2-l ra- and soul when you read your Bible? Well, I think the treaty as does Illinois. When was the book writterr, 
tio, etc. Then, I go back and remember a passage I genetics of DNA are the SOULution, and reSOULution. you ask? Well, it was written in 190 1 by Donald L. 
read somewhere in the Bible many years ago: “There There are those who have a propensity for conquer- Morrill of the Chicago Bar, published by Scott, 
is nothing new on Earth, it has all been here before.” ing, and destroying nation after nation since time be- Foresman and Company of Chicago (back when the Bar 
Now don’t ask me for the exact passage, but I did read gin. They always evidenced themselves as being the was honest). 
it. (Fern Martin would probably know, she knows that oppressed. Once these people (historically) gain what Have a great new year, 
Bible inside and out.) - they call freedom or equal- 

Back in the late ’50s (when I was young, skinny ity (their words, not mine) 
and trying to figure out which way I wanted to go in they at once set about de- 
education-I studied law, medicine, AG, animal hus- stroying everything they 
bandry, etc.) I did a medical thesis on transference of sought. To top it all off, 
diseases through blood transfusions. in the hatred passed on 

This theory included the changing of the genetic from generation to genera- 
structure when foreign, life giving blood was intro- tion, by word of mouth, 
duced into the recipient. Back then, this theory was and by family teachings, 
laughed out of seminar. Well, it’s not so laughable in they want all later genera- 
today’s world. tion to pay for what hap- 

We came to know that AIDS was transferable by pened 200, 300, and even 
blood transfusions. Then we came to know this and 1000 and 2000 years ago. 
that about the interchanges of blood. Today, it’s “old They then (once again) 
hat”. But back then even to think about it was a dis- cause old DNA survival 
crediting thing for the individual. genes to rise up in those 

Well, here it is the ’90s and I’m still thinking! whom they consider must 
Only this time, it is about the inherent memories of pay, and wars occur elud- 
the DNA genetic mind or the soul being, which con- ing and SOULution 
tinues to live on, long after we are gone. It lives on in the reSOULution of these mat- 
DNA genetics. Yes, I’m going somewhere with this, and it’s ters. 
going to get pretty interesting-if not baffling. The SOULution and 

One of the signatories of the Magna Carta was one reSOULution in lies 
of my DNA relatives (oh, you would be astounded as knowledge; the inherent 
to who is running around in my DNA). Seemingly, DNA soul knowledge of 
every dadgone time big changes come about in the law- knowing the difference be- 
ful rights of the people, I’ll be dadburned if the pro- tween right and wrong 
genitors (grandfathers) don’t show up somewhere in (it’s in the DNA). 
those changes. For this reason I think that the famil- There are those with 
iarity with the histories of lawful rights are always at those inherents which I 
my fingertips. It seems as though (as the kids say) I call the guardians, or more 
have been there and done that. frequently called the 

Let’s use gardening as an example. So much ge- Keepers of the Keys. 
netic tampering goes on with tomatoes that they don’t What are these 
even taste like tomatoes any longer. Each year I take “Keys”, you may ask. 
the best tomatoes (which were buried the year before, Well, they are the keys to 
and came back up as volunteers) and replant them for knowledge. Some call 
my summer table and canning. My tomatoes are abso- them thinkers. In the ages 
lutely delicious. They taste like tomatoes! The same gone by, these were called 
goes for my squash, pumpkin and just about everything sages, poets, scribes, 
I plant. They may not be picture perfect but the genet- oracles, or historians. 
its have been restored, and I feel as though my veg- Whatever their names be, 
etables have more nutrients, taste better, can better, they carried the inherents, 
and are better all the way around. I’m in my 6th gen- with the abilities to pass 
eration on tomatoes and each year the taste is more on to those who did not 
palatable. They are meatier. Not so pretty, but great know but were willing and 
taste. eager to learn. This builds 

It is contended by me, that the same principle ap- the DNA structure of the 

V.K. Durham 
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Health Notes .About 
Olive Leaf Extract 

l/12/97 #l HATONN 

I COME BEARING 
THE OLIVE BRANCH 

No, I bring it not as a peace offering or to let you 
know that the floods are over, or to crown a prince of 
achievement in the Olympic games. I bring you a tale 
of LIFE and healing. 

In addition to the regimen of any kind of treatment 
by our products we discuss, is now available one of the 
oldest known remedies for mankind, the Olive Tree leaf 
and oil. Oh would it that you had your own tree to eat. 

E.J., it would be worth the reclamation of your 
prior place in La Crescenta with those wonderful 54 
Olive trees. I am quite serious, for if the Big One takes 

doorstep via the Green Brigade. 
So I quote an example leading up to my point which 

is to note that if you are sick and suffering and are full 
of viruses, et al., then you will probably have a “die-off- 
effect” caused from killing off the little chuckers. 
Dying and dead microbes give off a toxin which can 
create a rather uncomfortable “crisis” with some fever 
and flu-like symptoms. A few headaches may occur 
during this process. However, if you have been using 
the (ours, at least) silver colloids and a bit of titanium 
and gold colloids, you shouldn’t have ANY symptoms 
as most of the annoying viruses will be already under 
control. Some of the viruses in various categories, 
however, will burrow into places where small doses of 
colloids may well not get them for a period of time. 
And, there is the inevitable possibility of removal of 

out L.A., it will not take out La Crescenta. Let us see product from the market. Colloids 
how the year goes for sometimes our families need more are under full attack as I write. 
roots than we leave them when other works come along Remember, readers, that we don’t 
and draw parents into their own missions. That place fall into the same category as the 
was a port to all the young friends growing up and you general producers, for our “silver” 
shall never probably know how much good was offered colloid is, yes, exactly that, but we 
from that wonderful home, even to Steve Shupe of finish it with gold electrolysis and a 
whom we spoke only a day or so past. If Rusty doesn’t few. microns of selenium. It has 
remember, he will when the name is more obvious for been tested every way there is, even 
many ofthe children, as Gene, are knownby “Holloway”. at border crossings. Never have we 
Remember that the youngsters continued to come all been denied acceptance. 
the way to Tehachapi just to see you and feel at home. The reason given for taking the 
I’m sorry that I had to take that from them, and from colloids off the market is that it is 
you, to get this work done. It has been, however, worthy claimed there is NOTHING in the 
work well done. NO ONE CAN GO BACK, BUT ONE products and therefore they are 
CAN RECLAIM! worthless. I’m sorry to say it but, 

Since we will be working with Dr. James R. Privitera users, beware-MOST OF THE 
(M.D.) in use of Olive Leaf Extract as we begin to OTHER PRODUCTS ARE TO- 
introduce the product so that you can be preparing your TALLY USELESS! 
bodies to the shifting OFF of whatever we have that gets Olive Leaf Extract has come to 
banned, as in colloids, I will give you a warning or two be an outstanding product for posi- 
to look for. And by the way, Oak leaves are pretty good tive results from sufferers of Chronic 
supplements as well as Olive, so don’t toss the trees you Fatigue, Epstein-Barr Virus, Mul- 
have. God provides perfection wherever you might find tiple Sclerosis and on and on with 
quarters. The Native Americans would, in fact, de- “diseases” which are both 
nounce us for preference of Olives to Acorns and they untreatable and incurable as pro- 
would be correct. The research, however, has been nounced onto you people by the 
done on the Olive leaves and the Oak remains only medical profession. In any event, 
realized, still, by the Natives. however, you are not going to get 

well unless you ALSO clean out the 
CHRONIC FATIGUE AND parasites which carry the viruses. 
GULF WAR SYNDROMES The quotes I want to share right 

now, though, are on the subject of 
To you who suffer from this Chronic Fatigue S’n- that “die-off-effect”. 

drome, and this includes you who have Gulf War Syn- 
drome, PLEASE USE OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT AND [QUOTING DR. PRIVITERA:] 
MOVE TO MORE USE IN GENERAL OF THE VIR- 
GIN OLIVE OIL, INSTEAD OF OTHER OILS, FOR A For some very sick individuals, 
WHILE AND SEE IF YOU DON’T ALMOST IMME- including people with Chronic Fa- 
DIATELY GET SICKER AND THEN QUICKLY FIND tigue syndrome or particularly heavy 
THAT YOU FEEL WONDERFUL AGAIN. loads of virus or bacteria in their 

bodies, Olive Leaf Extract may pos- 
WHY “SICKER”? sibly generate detoxification symp- 

toms-known as the “die-off-ef- 
I can’t do other than simply give you examples, for feet”-that may be unpleasant. (H: 

if I do more, the FDA will undoubtedly be on the I might be quick here to add that 

this same thing happens with Gaiandriana use, espe- 
cially after injections of the substance where there is 
no digestive interference or dilution.] 

Such people may actually feel worse for a short 
time before feeling better. As an example, many Chronic 
Fatigue patients suffer from an associated depression. 
Patients of mine who toughed it out through the “die- 
off” period emerged highly energized and no longer 
depressed. 

[H: With the “Dria” injection you can take your 
clock and time the reaction to just about an hour for 
response. Then begins the “healing crisis” wherein 
there can be major chills and, after a couple of 
hours, a fever begins, then sweating, profuse sweat- 
ing, and then comes the headache which is sometimes 
severe but only lasts for a short while. All the while 
your body will be telling you this is not a “sick 
response” but a HEALING process. And yes indeed, 
it has a medical label: Herksheimer microbe die-off. 
Remember the old movie healing crisis wherein a 
patient would be deathly ill and then “pass the 
crisis”? It is the same thing. People who have been 
taking Gaiandriana, however, are not having “die- 
off” problems. Zita went through the full colloid IV 
program structured for her in Mexico, and which is 
being presented at the Health Expo this weekend, 
and had nothing of any consequence other than bore- 
dom from the long times spent hooked-up and immo- 
bile. She was tired for a while but with a couple of 
injections of the OxySoi and Gaiandriana, AquaGaia 
(which flushed out her blood system) she began to 
feel WELL. She has constantly continued to im- 
prove, is walking again and is feeling, finally, again 

OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT 

A NEW/OLD 
HEALZNG BONANZA 

FOR MANKZND 

BY JAMES R. PRIVITERA, M.D. 

Booklet Available From: 
New Gaia 

P-0. Box 27710 
Las Vegas, NV 89126 

800-639-4242 

$2.75 (including S&H) 
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fit, even to being able to eat again, with appetite. Do and use this product, you should be aware of the possi- 
we somehow claim “miracles “? No, if there is any bility. For this reason it may be advisable to consult 
miracle it is the person doing the healing for the rest first with a holistic health practitioner before using it. 
is practical application of that which offers healing [H: You just did!] 
possibilities and reprogramming of the body cells If you have ever used Nystattin to fight yeast infec- 
back to health status and clearing out of viral debris. tions, you are’probably familiar with this situation. 
You see, Drias feed on and fully absorb the viral Nystattin kills yeast. As the body becomes full of dead 
particulate as they rupture and disseminate through- yeast, you may experience a variety of detox symptoms. 
out the cells and circulatory system. This rupturing Symptoms may intensify to the point where you need to 
(bursting) of the viruses and microbes can be wit- stop or reduce the dosage of the medication in order to 
nessed under viewing in a Rife Microscope appara- give your body a chance to eliminate the toxic waste. 
tus. It is not important to see this but, rather, it is If there are substantial detoxification symptoms on 
important to KNOW that you have scalar (prana) the Olive Leaf Extract, reduce the number of tablets, or 
energy frequencies high enough to destroy the mi- even stop them altogether for a while to let the symp- 
crobes. With our own colloids we know that we have toms clear. This may require up to a week to allow your 
that capability, with the addition of the TITANIUM body to finish the process of the “die-off”. [II: It will 
colloid. There is no KNOWN virus more potent or at not take this long IF YOU ARE USING 
higher frequency than we can knock out with tita- GAIANDRIANA(S).] WHEN YOU FEEL BETTER, 
nium colloid. This is because the scientists have YOU CAN SAFELY RESUME THE SUPPLEMENT 
found nothing they can substitute for the “neck” of a BY STARTING AT A LOW DOSE AND INCREAS- 
virus with a higher frequency than has titanium. ING THE INTAKE SLOWLY. 
The reason Zinc lozenges work on “cold” invaders is [H: If you don’t use Gaiandriana then you might 
that those microbes have “zinc necks” and can’t well wish to try heavy doses of Vitamin C to bowel 
mature or function in the direct presence of zinc. tolerance and this may well be a regimen best done 
NO, THE BIG BOYS DO NOT LIKE US!] under professional guidance.] 

The die-off-effect, or Herxheimer Reaction [H: Other than the “die-off’ detoxification effect among 
Same thing as the above referred to Herksheimer. some individuals, Olive Leaf Extract appears to create 
This is such a little-used term any more that you may no side effects. 
have trouble looking it up in reference books. We 
leave the name spelled both ways so you have more [END OF QUOTING] 
information as to possibilities if you do your own 
research.] as it is medically called, refers to symptoms Many studies have been done on use of the Olive 
generated by a detoxification process. If you are sick Leaf Extract, readers, both with oral dosages AND BY 

contacted us for input. He hasn’t contacted us in a very 
long time, however, so we do not know his status of 
product other than we have been informed that even his 
clinic in Mexico was shut down. Crystal Life liquid is 
an incredibly good FOOD source for Drias-but con- 
tains no live cells (according to Merkl). Green claimed 
that his office girl, Gina, almost died from using the 
stuff. No, that is one of Mr. Greens more TYPICAL 
lies. At the same time he was advertising the banned 
books (US&P) and saying that he already had been 
given them back by the court. BEWARE the false 
teachers and product bringers! 

At that time Dr. Hoffmann was handling our Drias 
in Utah. We brought the drias to Dharma and she 
shipped them immediately to Wendell for mass grow- 
ing. They worked together constantly as I instructed 
them until we built up a supply enough to share with 
you. This is the thanks Mr. Green has offered us, and. 
YOU, readers. Now, Mr. Green has caused so much 
grief with the Hoffmann family as to have Dr. Hoffmann 
separated from his wife of over half a century and living 
in another state. Why? Because George Green and his 
cronies want to keep the GOLD he STOLE, for part of 
those funds were Dr. Hoffmann’s. Dr. Hoffmann, in 
addition, poured countless sums of cash into George 
Green’s HANDS. But incredible as it may be, Mrs. 
Hoffmann, due to Green’s and Tuten’s letters to family 
members, blames Ekkers. It is too long a story to repeat 
here but be it known, readers, the guilty will be found 
out and the rewards will not be of their liking. I honor 
Dr. Hoffmann for he is one of the only remaining 
GREAT practitioners with frequencies and the ability 
of broadcastine freauencies. Do YOU see how the whole 

ADVANCED 1 
OLIVE LEAF 

EXTRACT 

iVAILABLE SOON 
FROM 

NEW GAIA 

60 TABS 
‘$24.00 

-INJECTION. In the instance of intramus- of the world s;fferi from the g;eed of a few terrible 
cular injections it is noted that the injec- men? 
tion site can become a bit inflamed. This But readers, YOU are the ones who allow itliy 
will not happen if colloidalized extracts taking a stand for the wrong parties OR taking no stand 
are utilized. Oh yes indeed, I would ONLY at all and just allowing evil to manifest itself like the 
use the colloidalized form if using plague spreading from the bubonic-infected fleas. The 
injectables. This colloidalized product “carrier ” “fleas” will carry the diseases for as long as 
can be added to any Intravenous regime as you allow it. 
well. It would be most specifically useful So, what are our plans for the Olive Tree? Wall, we 
added to the Gaiandriana-OxySol-Colloid have already started the planning for building a pro- 
regimen as used by Zita’s physicians. You duction operation in Greece and, perhaps, Italy where 
must understand that the most important the proper type of Olives grow. We KNOW that they 
one item in the extract is selenium in grow well in Southern California; after all, Dharma 
natural form. We colloidalize selenium and E.J. had a whole orchard of them prior to moving 
right along with our other colloids when to this location. They will also grow well, perhaps 
working with silver and gold and, more better even, in parts of Mexico, especially right across 
importantly, OxySol, which is a catalytic the border from the U.S. They probably will grow quite 
collodalization process producing “liquid well in parts of South Africa if they are handled well for 
diamond” for rebuilding .cellular strut- they are a dry-place plant. 
ture from the DNA blueprint replaced in This is only a classified food item, supplement, and 
the specific body by the Drias. Remem- it has no ill effects so it is quite safe in both use and 
ber, every “computer” must have a “chip” production AT THIS TIME. If the WHO (World 
upon which to engrave the information. Health Organization) can shut off your right to have 

Can we tell others how to make this supplements, then you probably will cease to be able 
“stuff”? Yes, but we won’t! We won’t to get the product. However, I doubt you will have 
give away God’s gifts to be destroyed or olive oil removed from your use and an olive tree 
tampered with by the lack of intelligence has to have leaves-is this not so? So what would you 
on your planet. When the proper sequence do then? The product you are looking for are 
is here for such sharing, we will share it- phytochemicals or phytonutrients-meaning, simply, 
very, very carefully. You who know us Greek for plant (phyto). What you are SPECIFICALLY 
and use these products-you are, I sup- looking for are oleuropein (pronounced oh-lee-or-oh- 
pose, most special. We can supply enough pin). 
without scattering around the possibility Even in your wondrous book of Revelation this 
of damaging tampering. Already your “tree of life” is noted and is for “fhe healing of Zhc 
scientists can EASILY clone people from nutions”. And, readers as well as Dharma, ancient 
their cross-tampering and that is certainly Egyptians were the first, historically, to put the olive 
sufficient without more damaging tamper- leaf to practical use. They regarded it as a symbol of 
stuff. heavenly power and, in keeping with that belief, they 

As an example, George Green took a extracted its oil and used it to mummify their kings. 
bottle of Crystal Life product from Dr. Well, we have far better uses for LIFE than for DEATH 
Merkl’s Life Crystal, Inc. and, thinking it processing. Then as recently as 140 years ago (1854) 
was OURPRODUCT, contaminated it and came a Pharmaceutical Journal carrying a report by one 
sent it to Merkl for examination. Merkl Daniel Hanbury and contained the following simple 
called it contaminated swamp water and healing recipe and you may well wish to bang onto this 
now even Dr. Merkl realizes he did not in response to your question about pulling supplements 
have proper product of live drias and has from your shelf access: 
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Boil a handful of leaves in a quart of 
water down to half its origin-al volume. 
Then administer the liquid in the 
amount of a wineglassful every 3 or 4 
hours until the fever is cured. 

If you don’t have Olive Trees-try the Oak leaves 
and acorn “holders” boiled together with a splash of 
olive oil added. You might find olives are better, 
really, for other things than Martinis. If you add a few 
drops of all (each) of your colloids to each wineglass of 
liquid-WOW! Follow that on with a “chaser” of 
Gaiandriana and AquaGaia and you have “Ambrosia 
for the Gods”, even if it tastes like otherwise. 

This simple method, in italics above, was exten- 
sively used in England for treating sick Britons return- 
ing from His or Her Majesty’s tropical colonies. 

I am constantly amazed at any Greek or Italian 
complaining of high blood pressure because oleuropein 
is one of the most effective ingredients in a compound 
produced by the olive tree that makes it particularly 
outstanding in treatment of high blood pressure. The 
oleuronein present in the leaves also makes the tree 

Sometime when we have a bit of spare time 1 will 
talk to you about why radiation and types of chemical 
treatments for cancer sometimes work. Obviously it is 
the frequency given off from the radiation material 
used. If you can get doses of any item which exceed the 
microbe’s own frequency, you can knock out the mi- 
crobes (viruses) causing the carcinomas and/sarcomas. 
However, most of the utilized elements are also terribly 
damaging to host, or natural, cells. Chemotherapy is 
touchy at best and more people die from the results of 
such treatment, if not done to perfection, than from the 
mutated cell masses. The problem and sickness created 
by the chemotherapy, however, is debilitating in and of 
itself. It is more than a healing crisis-it is also a cell- 
death crisis. The point is to have something totally 
destructive to the invading microbes of any variety 
WITH TOTAL SAFETY TO THE NORMAL CELLU- 
LAR STRUCTURES. 

THE CURE FOR CANCER, readers, has been 
around since cancers were diagnosed-BUT THERE IS 
NO MONEY IN CURED DISEASES. Hold it in your 
hearts. Neither are they valuable as depopulation 

methodologies. Plagues and famines depend on insipid 
humans to lay the foundation for depopulation via these 
dastardly means of death and destruction. 

Am I basically telling you that if you eat olive 
leaves you may well survive without serious plagues? 
Yep! Indeed I am! Especially if you toss in a few other 
simple things. Remember that, for centuries past, such 
venereal diseases as syphilis were treated with gold, 
mercury and silver. However, until you had electricity, 
it was impossible to coll.oidalize those metals and allow 
for the safety of intake. Further, men didn’t realize 
they could get “electricity” other than from the plug-in 
in your wallboard. 

Mankind is still quite primitive and moving back- 
wards all the time as a deliberate effort is made to keep 
you shackled and enslaved. The technology available is 
magnificent and massive but YOU DO NOT HAVE 
USE OF iT. Therefore, it is time to wake up and smell 
the burned coffee and toast, readers, lest you not know 
you have alternatives to rolling over dead in abject 
misery. 

Good morning. 

LEAVES almost insect- and bacteria-proof. This partic- 7 . . . ..- -. 

ular substance is also called elenolic acid and that has 
always been recognized as an anti-bacterial substance. 

More common, however, is the fact that this sub- 
stance counteracts a variety of viruses ASSOCIATED 
WITH THE COMMON COLD OF HUMANS. It has 
been said that whoever cures the common cold will be 
both rich and famous. Well, it hasn’t happened but we 
have long since cured the common cold and we are 
neither rich nor famous. 

Further, we know that calcium elenolate, a salt of 
elenclic acid, isn’t just effective against viruses, but 
bacte -ia and parasitic protozoans as well. Further, the 
produst works well in LOW CONCENTRATIONS AND 
WITHOUT ANY HARMFUL INFLUENCE ON HOST 
CELL MECHANISMS. It is extremely safe and non- 
toxic, even at high doses. BUT READERS, in colloid 
form-there is no question of toxicity because anything 
in colloid form can’t damage normal cells for the 
particulate is incapsulated in cells or fluid molecules, 
and can’t get free to do anything until released and 
utilized by the body. 

Well, I didn’t intend to turn away from the goodly 
group of Kissinger and Bush [see Front Page story] to 
talk about your health but it seems I have done so. Will 
the Big Boy politicians and drug dealers be happy with 
this, or any natural product? No, because they are in 
the depopulation and create-more-microbes-which- 
mutate business. But it is almost impossible to keep 
these products FROM YOU. I can’t offer more because 
we do not practice medicine, pharmacy drugs or any- 
thing resembling same. These products we offer are 
certainly safe in any form of “injectables” but we are 
not allowed to suggest any such treatment beyond 
supplemental natural food items taken by mouth. I 

Let tbesc Truths be self-evidenced 

Voiceof the OldGuard 
By: Grandma Herrman-Hrrman 

“CIA Flu” And The Death Of Russell Herman 

l/10/97 Grandma 

(Introductory note from Mrs. Herman: 
Mr. Perrine informed me that the author of this 

information was Brian Redman with whom I have spo- 
ken about it. I believe that we must confront misinfor- 
mation if we are to qualify Russell Herman’s murder 
for a Congressioanl investigation.) 

Athena Programming, Inc. 
1175 No. Altadena Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91107 

Fax hard copy 
(818) 398-8620 

Attention: Jack Perrine 

REF: Conspiracy Nation-Vol. 9 No. 97 Brian 
Redman 

Dear Mr. Perrine, 
Last evening I received (through the grapevine, off 

the Net Isee box on this panel) the above referenced 

He admired Mr. Truman to the day he died. 
Rusty was ordered (Korean Conflict) up to the 

Inchon Reservoir as there was “Scuttlebutt” that Ameri- 
can POWs were there. They were within sight of the 
“objective” when McArthur ordered them to “pull back” 
and “abort”. There was hand-to-hand combat. Rusty 
suffered a “slicing blow to his head” which was sDlit 
been and his nose was detached. He was taken pris- 
oner and moved up to China. 

While a POW in China, he learned the Chinese 
language, and the Chinese culture. Once back in the 
U.S. he was sent to Heinz, VA, and, like many other 
unsuspecting U.S. Military Personnel, he became an 
experimental subject for “radiation/cobalt capsule by 
ingestion”. 

It was later discovered that these Military person- 
nel were dying from cancerous growths in their diges- 
tive systems. Rusty bad such a cancerous growth. It 
is documented on VA computer printout from 1994. 

When President Richard M. Nixon discovered the 
need to open the policy trade door to China, Mr. Nixon 

can’t even tell you to shove something up your nose or 
in your ear- much the less, your rectum (which is one 

Article. -YOU were in error when you identified Russell 

of the better modes of getting medications or supple- 
Herman along with the “Drug and Money Laundering From The Net 
of the CIA”. 

ments into the system). We have to stick Pretty much 
Yes, Rusty was with the CIA. He was 

U.S. Armed Forces Intelligence. HE started out in the An excerpt off the Internet from Conspiracy 

to under-the-tongue or some other benign suggestion. Merchant Marine when he was 13 years old. His Nation-Vol. 9 No. 97, Brian Redman, [quoting:] 

You can do what you will with anything we offer for By the way, the Washington Post supposedly 

everything we offer as our products ARE SAFE IN ANY 
mother lied about his age. She had too many mouths 
to feed. Putting him in the Merchant Marine, as I un- paid many thousands of dollars to Roger Morris and 

MODE UTILIZED WITHOUT ANY POSSIBILITY OF 
“0VER”DOSING. YOU simply cannot “overdose” on 

derstood it, was getting him off the CAPONE streets Sally Denton for their story on Mena, but after 11 
and into an environment where he could get an educa- weeks of delays they pulled it because they felt they 

any of our colloid products-period. Moreover, in tion and stav out of trouble. were getting jacked around and got Bob Gucciono 

injection form as in use in Mexico, you can’t overdose to publish it in Penthouse 7195. Also, Terry Reed 
no matter bow high the doses have gone 

1 believe it was April of 1940 when he entered the 
--WITH NO Merchant Marine. Then on December 7, 1941 Pearl has a book coming out on Barry SealNena, Arkan- 

SPILLAGE IN ANY ORGAN-PERIOD. This has Harbor was bombed. President Roosevelt by Execu- sas. Another book project now underway is the story 
been tested in the laboratories. tive Order moved the Merchant Marine into the U.S. of the CIA’s drug op in New York with NYPD cop 

The body uses what is provided and needed and any Coast Guard. Later, by Executive Order, be placed the and “made man” “Big Al” Carone, former Colonel 

“sluff-off” iS in the same form given, colloidalized U.S. Coast Guard, Navy, and Army into the United in Army Intel. Carone was the “bagman” for NYPD, 
particulate of miniscule size STILL encapsulated in States Land and Naval Forces. Then Korea broke out. friend of DC1 Bill Casey, and “banker” with other 

fluid moIecules and is simply and harmlessly excreted. we had a “Police Action*‘, so they say. By that time “bagmen” associates, Russell Herman (also died 

And no, the regulators r-11~ don’t know what, exactly, Harry Truman had put him in the OSS (along with other of TIA flu*) and “fixer/briber” Al Hobert and 

to do about it. It becomes like banning PURE water. select personnel), which later became the OS1 and then NYPD “dirty” copy Geno Howard who were all “on 

How do you regulate water? the CIA. Rusty was a personal friend of Harry Truman. the take”. [End quoting1 SaereIatedartideontbispgge. 
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discovered that he needed an invitation from the Chi- suffer prosecution pursuant to the elderly abuse laws Later, while in a Veterans Health Care Facility in 
nese Government before he could go to China. The of the State of Illinois. Russell, knowing I was in immi- Marion, Illinois, George Bush, Oliver North and Alan 
White House called Rusty at his residence on Berneice nent danger, submitted to being put into the local hospital. Greenspan (per Colonel Herrman-Herman) visited him 
Road in the Chicago area, as Rusty, while a POW in About 3 or 4 days later, it was decided (by whom, I both Fridays prior to his termination, still attempting 
China, was befriended by a Doctor Wu. The reason am uncertain) Russell had to be transferred to a larger, to gain access to his signature. Colonel Russell 
for this mutual friendship was that Rusty was a medic more capable hospital. On the day he was transferred Herrman-Herman’s “CIA Flu” death was caused by S- 
(MOS) and both men would discuss medicine. The (without family authorization) I was denied access of 9 injections into the radiation burn area, which ren- 
White House had access to Rusty’s Armed Forces knowledge as to where-he was being transferred, and I dered him unconscious. After which time, his vital 
records and knew of his friendship with Doctor Wu, a was refused the common courtesy of being allowed to body fluids were extracted, after he was rolled over on 
man Rusty affectionately called “Grandpa”. ride with him in the ambulance to this “larger and more his stomach, while his heart was still beating (Cyanosis 

Rusty’s country had called. Rusty answered. He capable” hospital. in his hands), then this man, who had so faithfully 
called Doctor Wu and within a matter of hours Presi- I was restrained by a uniformed police officer. I served his country when his country called, was placed 
dent Nixon had his invitation to go to China. The hurried out of the hospital to my auto, to wait for the into the morgue’s freezer, while he was still alive. How 
present trade policy with China resulted from Rusty’s ambulance when it exited. No ambulance ever exited do I know that? His eyes were as clear as mine when 
call obtaining the invitation for President Nixon. that hospital grounds that day while I was waiting. his body was retrieved, nor were they set, as in death. 

Rusty remained “attached/unassigned” (a term used However, a 24-foot box truck (white) did exit. Not Nor was there evidence of voiding in his pampers. 
in the U.S. Military). Trade policies began to change being familiar with CIA tactics, it did not dawn on me Did Colonel Russell Herrman-Herman have an ac- 
when the peanut farmer became president. He began that Colonel Russell Herrman-Herman was in that 24- tive part in the drugs. with Bush, North, Greenspan,. 
U.S. trade policies in the Middle East which were and foot box truck. Baker, Bentsen, lnouye, Meese, Colby, Casey, etc.? 
are highly challengable. The night passed. About 11 a.m. the following day Highly doubtful. He was highly opposed to any form 

Carter pulled together the old OSS, OSI, and CIA a call came in to the neighbors’ house for me (we did of drugs, even an asprin. 
members he knew could be trusted. OPEC (Middle not have a phone at the time). It was St. Mary’s Health It is also known, his business (corporate) partner, 
Eastern Oil) was the target, Carter pulled a snafu. He Care Facility (hospital) in Clayton, Missouri. “Mr. and life long friend, V.K. Durham, and myself, have 
lost the presidency to “RR” [Ronald Reagan]. Mr. R’s Herman is dying,” said the caller. Not knowing where attempted many, many times to have this murder in- 
arch enemy was Khadafy. Mr. Khadafy had prior warn- St. Mary’s was, or even where Clayton, Missouri was, vestigated and no one will touch it!? When V.K. was 
ing about Mr. R’s plans, and would not bite on the bait it was necessary for me to find someone to drive me, attempting to resolve matters of estate, the Social Se- 
which RR put out for him. President R needed a scape- which I did. curity Administration tried to gain access to the es- 
goat. Iran fit the bill. Subsequently, all of Iran’s bank When finally having located Colonel Russell tate. When V.K. denied SSA access to the estate, tell- 
accounts were frozen in the United States. Iran lost Herrman-Herman, I found him shoved off in a room, ing SSA in writing a murder was involved and she did 
hundreds of billions of dollars in the United States due still wearing the same hospital gown which he was not think SSA would want to become involved in a mur- 
to the freezing of those bank accounts. They also lost wearing when last seen at the primary hospital. His der case, Social Security threw a “bitch kitty” and cut 
their investment properties they had bought in the hands were tied. His head was lying on the bed with off V.K.‘s SSI Disability. 
United States. no pillow. He was lying in his own feces. No nursing V.K. at that time had filed a U.S. District Court 

President Reagan then, after becoming president, attendant. No life support systems evidenced in this alleged Case against Illinois/Iowa Power Company for a sum- 
pulled off the Iran-Contra arms deal. The Contra arms ICU unit. He was the color of putty and non-responsive. mat-y judgement on a default which had been taken law- 
involves and involved more than just Iran. It involved Colonel Herrman-Herman left the Illinois hospital fully. The court refused to follow constitutional law, 
selling arms (by the U.S. Government) to our sister at approximately 9:30 a.m. Hospital records evidence or the Rules of Court. The court refused to grant that 
nations here on the American continent. his entering the hospital at 21:52 hours. Over 12 hours which had already been taken lawfully: A judgement 

Banking had to be set up. Banking facilitations he was in transit!? on a default. One of the U.S. District Court judges got 
were put into action by the Inter-American Alliance Upon reviving Colonel Herrman-Herman it was caught with his hand in the cookie jar in this U.S. Dis- 
Agreement (treaty) in (I think) 1984. It is documented discovered that his left arm was broken. His left ribs trict Court in East St. Louis, for the Southern Lirtrict 
in the U.S. Government Document Library. were broken. He evidenced cigarette burns on his chest. of Illinois. He was caught taking bribes from attor- 

Rusty, doing his duty for his country, per the in- Also evidenced were entries under both collar bones neys and attorney firms who had cases set before him. 
structions of the President of the United States (Fed- where (according to him) he was strung up on meat V.K. had noticed the court several times about the 
era1 Advisory Committee Act) worked with Alan hooks and tortured. Also discovered were marks sur- Social Security Administration’s heavy handed tactics, 
Greenspan (while he was still located in his Texas Fed- rounding his anal cavity (rectum), little red marks com- their threats of cutting off her disability if not allowed 
era1 Reserve position; his phone number was [713] 780- pletely surrounding the area, which according to him access to the estate, including Social Security 
1266), George Bush, Ed Meese, Dan lnouye, Oliver were from the electrodes attached to the electric prod Administration’s attempts to obstruct justice. The court 
North (aka John “Cassie/Cappy”), William Casey, Wil- which was shoved up his rectum. sat silent. Finally, on November 6, 1996, V.K. filed 
liam Colby, Robert Carderia, Dr. “Q” and others. According to Colonel Russell Herrman-Herman, Ancillary Jurisdiction into Case 96-739-WLB, in the 

The Federal Reserve (Greenspan) utilized the bank- this torture was to extract his signature on some docu- U.S. District Court, Article Ill Jurisdiction (constitu- 
ing co-ordinances between the Republic National Bank ments, which he refused to sign. tional law), for the Southern District of Illinois: The 
of Texas and the Republic National Bank of New York Strange things went on at that “capable” hospital. murder of Russell Herrman-Herman. The court has 
for the Anschbacher account: Cl, Ltd. (Central lntel- The hospital refused to release him and send him back tried to dismiss a civil matter, and a criminal mispri- 
ligence, Ltd.) in the Jersey/Guernsey Islands. The ac- to the state of Illinois within the mandatory 24 hours. sion of felony by lumping both cases into one case. On 
count number is 608103047. The bank officer for han- He was kept an additional 17 days-excessively, the civil case, had the judge read the case, he would 
dling the Cl, Ltd. account was Terrence (Teddy) Lloyd. invasivlyradiated. He wasgivenpsychologicalexaminations have seen that it was res judicata by previous U.S. Su- 

As understood by me, this is the Woodbridge ac- while he was comatose. Medicare paid for it all. preme Court Cases which have never been overturned. The 
count. It (according to U.S. Colonel Russell Herrman Lt. Col. Oliver North was seen (witness) dressed murder case (ancillary jurisdiction) is another case entirely. 
[per original enlistment records] Herman) holds the in a doctor’s frock, leaving Colonel Herrman-Herman’s V.K. did file pursuant to F.R. Civil Procedure, Rule 
Contra monies. I do not know if it is the Iran-Contra hospital room in St. Mary’s When we first visited 60 (b), (3) and (4). However, the court still sits silent. 
Arms monies or the Central American Contra monies, Colonel Herrman-Herman at St. Mary’s, military per- At this time, one must ask: If the Herrman-Herman 
he just said it was the Contra Arms monies due the sonnel were all over the damned place, wearing white estate is valueless, then why are appointees of the Presi- 
men for their services. blouses with epaulets, navy blue slacks and skirts, dent of the United States trying so hard to obstruct jus- 

According to Colonel Herrman/Herman, the ac- military issue shoes, belts and ties. They were there tice, and obtain access to the estate? 
count can only be accessed by voice and fingerprints the first time-we did not see them at any time later. Also, one must ask: Who paid for the medical 
(his voice and fingerprints). Colonel Herrman-Herman was raped by a Black equipment to murder Colonel Herrman-Herman7 The 

U.S. M.I. Colonel Russell Herrman/Herman went man (hospital personnel) while in St. Mary’s (per Colo- answer: The Social Security Administration (Federal 
through a living hell after being sprayed (with what is nel Herrman-Herman). Advisory Committee Act, appointed administrator by 
now thought to have been Serin, due to the bleeding Finally we brought him home after 17 days of un- the President of the United States), Medicare division, 
from the eyes, nose and mouth) while mowing the lawn authorized stay. When we finally got him home, I un- which also paid the doctors to commit the crime. (And 
next to the highway July 2, 1994. He and others had dressed him, bathed him and put him in his own bed no one is the wiser, except us who know what has been 
concluded an investigation on the president’s man on only to discover what appeared to be bruises about the going on, and who is behind it all.) 
July 1, 1994. size of dinner plates on his hip. When I showed these In the Criminal Sections of 18 U.S.C., this is Mur- 

Colonel Russell Herrman-Herman remained persis- bruises to the home health nurse, again, I was threat- der Incorporated. 
tent in not going to the hospital. He maintained “they ened with criminal prosecution for abuse of the eld- 
will kill me if they get me in a hospital.” erly! These alleged bruises were radiation burns. THINK ABOUT IT! 

Subsequently, in October 1994, his condition wors- Those radiation burns remain on his body to this very Mrs. (Col.) Russell Herrmann-Herrman-Herman 
ened and I was forced to put him into the hospital, or day. 

. 
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The Destruction 
Of Africa 

[Continued from Front Page1 

know how else to get information to you people for I THE DESTRUCTION OF AFRICA 
realize you can’t take every journal offered, and be- 
sides, Dharma doesn’t have time to read what we write, [H: Do any of you still think gold is not going to 
so much the less everything written in this world game. 
There are ones here, however, IN CONSTANT TOUCH 

be worth something one of these days?] 
It is understandable that Bush did not wish to 

with people from EIR-AT LEAST WEEKLY. So, we advertise his ties to Barrick. The company is not only 
offer this with permission and appreciation. It is 
invaluable as extensions to the Special Reports shared 

an important corporate element of the London-centered 
Club of the Isles and the British global raw materials 

with you. We can only urge you to make these things cartel-a British link that might prove embarrassing to 
available to yourself for full coverage as you can. When Sir George, at a point when Anglo-American relations 
people are sincerely trying every method to salvage the remain at a low point, and when British propaganda 
world from the Usurpers, they are incredibly sharing of organs are leading an all-out assault upon the U.S. 
anything and everything-if we can get the word to just Presidency. But, Barrick, along with the South Africa- 
one more reader. based ANGLO AMERICAN CORP., is engaged in a 

Well, we can do better than that for part of our strategic metals grab in Central Africa, which is being 
ground team is in South Africa and they SEE the death abetted by the greatest genocide ner canita in modern 
of that nation running full-steam ahead. times -- 

From April 1993, when Uganda’s President Yoweri 
EIR Feature, by Jeffrey Steinberg, [quoting:] Museveni, on behalf of London, launched the genocide 

of the Hutu majority in Rwanda, through to the ongoing 

GEORGE BUSH'S invasion by the same Museveni-led forces in eastern 
Zaire, Central Africa and the Horn of Africa have been 

‘HEART OF DARKNESS' turned into a killing field. Local, British-sponsored 
“countergangs” have been unleashed to depopulate a 
region that possesses the world’s richest string of 

On Dec. 1, 1996, former President George Bush precious metal deposits, while a string of Club of the 
gave an interview to Parade magazine, in which he Isles metals cartels, including Barrick, moves in for the 
stated: “I don’t want to be at the head table anymore. I kill, 
care about being a good citizen. I don’t join boards of As you will read below, the invasion of eastern 
directors, and I don’t go into business deals. I’ve had Zaire, by the combined armies of Rwanda and Uganda, 
every opportunity to join in putting a petrochemical which began in September 1996, coincided with the 
plant in Kuwait, a chance to make money. I haven’t Barrick and Anglo American metal grabs in the very 
done it. The way I make a living is giving speeches. same area. The net result of the invasion, and the 
Get paid a lot of money for giving a speech. No conflict simultaneous launching of an “internal” rebellion by 
of interest.” [H: Wow, and Oh Barf, Barf.] longtime British provocateur Laurent Kabila, was the 

This statement was an outright lie; a lie that Sir depopulating of a string of camps that were holding 
George Bush arranged to appear in the pages of a Rwandan Hutu refugees. Thousands of those refugees 
weekly newspaper insert that reaches millions of house- were killed in the fighting between the British-backed 
holds in every part of the Untied States. George Bush 
does, indeed, have a very important foreign corporate 

invaders and French-supported Hutu guerrillas; at least 
another quarter-of-a-million refugees were driven into 

affiliation: In May 1995, the Canada-based Barrick 
Gold Corp. created an international advisory board 

the wilderness, to face death by disease and starvation; 
and another half a million fled back across the border 

around the personal leadership of Bush, and Bush was 
designated “honorary senior adviser” to that board-a 

into Rwanda, to face likely extermination at the hands 
of the Tutsi. 

legal fiction to disguise the former president’s active IH: I am amused at YOU who still stop and ask me. 
role as chief business developer for the company. 

What, then, is Barrick Gold Corp.? 

Executive Intelligence Review 
P.0, Box 17390 

Washington, D.C. 20041-0390 

“Just what are you going to do about this?” What is 
it that YOU want ME to do about this mess? What 
I do see is a way to keep the world from toppling in 
the wind of a collapsed economy-if we need to back 
contracts with gold. The very ones who can’t have a 
collapse at this time may very well wish to help us a 
bit. We are no more wanting to destroy the stability 
of economies than is anyone in the top ranks of 
dictatorships. Won’t this upset the DeBeers cartel? 
Nope, they are a nice fat part of it all. Neither is this 
any offense to the Oppenheimer family and their 
Anglo American Corp. They are all of the Club of 

the Isles and I would think they might well ALL like 
to assist us in some of our earthly needs if we only 
stick to good business and helping keep humanity off 
their necks as we are such a dreadful annoyance. 
George Bush said about us, one day last year, that we 
were “only just an annoyance to him...” So be it, 
mankind is free to do whatever mankind chooses and 
the rest will simply have to declare “survival” mode. 
Oh well.... We need some funding for these goodly 
projects (that help them as well) and they have it, 
they also have the security blanket to cover them- 
selves and us AND Dharma is tired of being “humped 
off” at random times when it is an inconvenience. 
NEITHER GOD NOR ANYONE IS GOING TO 
SAVE YOUR WORLD FOR YOU-YOU HAVE TO 
DO THAT WHICH IS DONE FOR I RUN AROUND 
WITH AN A-6 SECURITY, ABOVE TOP-SECRET 
RATING, AND JUST BECAUSE I AM BIGGER, 
DOES THAT GIVE ME A RIGHT TO CONTROL, 
FORCE, ORDESTROY ANYONE JUST BECAUSE 
“YOU” DON’T LIKE THEM? PLEASE THINK 
BEFORE YOU JUMP INTO YOUR ANSWER TO 
THAT ONE. ID0 NOTHOLD WARS! ANY WARS, 
ANYWHERE! WARS ARE OF MAN’S DOING- 
NOT GOD’S.] 

EZR first exposed this policy of genocide on Aug. 
19, 1994, in a cover story titled “The British Hand 
Behind the Horror in Rwanda.” Then, on Oct. 28, 
1994, in a Special Report titled “The Coming Fall of 
the House of Windsor”, we revealed the existence of the 
secretive Club of the Isles, the House of Windsor-led 
oligarchical institution centered upon a tightly knit 
alliance of European princely families, London-based 
financial and insurance houses, and food and raw ma- 
terials cartels. The Club of the Isles in turn deploys the 
resources of the global environmentalist movement, 
headed by the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF, 
formerly the World Wildlife Fund), and its funding 
arm, the 1001 Club, as a propaganda and paramilitary 
arm of their one-world “New Dark Age” agenda. 

Under the WWF umbrella, the British Crown has 
built up a string of strategically located nature pre- 
serves and national parks, which serve as staging 
grounds for cross-border incursions, as training grounds 
for terrorist gangs, and as command posts for British 
“former” SAS commandos to direct the killings in 
every part of sub-Saharan Africa. 

As we document below, in joining the advisory 
board to Barrick Gold, and throwing his political clout 
into facilitating Barrick’s worldwide strategic metals 
grab, George Bush has cast his lot with a collection of 
very unsavory characters, including Barrick’s chair- 
man, Peter Munk, and with the entire Canadian 
Bronfman gang. 

Barrick and the South African Oppenheimer 
family’s Anglo American Corp. are at the cutting edge 
of a Club of the Isles drive to recolonize a severely 
depopulated African continent, by busting up the post- 
colonial nation-states, beginning with Zaire; and then 
creating privately owned micro-states, in which what is 
left of the indigenous population is impressed into 
slavery. The novelist Joseph Conrad described these 
conditions graphically in his 1899 book Heart of Dark- 
ness. Unless the oligarchy is stopped, Bush and his 
friends intend to reimpose those conditions. 

GLIMPSE AT 
COLO&ALISM IN ACTION 

On Aug. 18, as the Rwandan patriotic Front began 
its armed attacks on the camps of Rwandan refugees in 
Zaire, the London Observer published an op-ed by 
Norman Stone, which went straight to the heart of 
British policy for Africa. Citing the horrific strife in 
Rwanda and Burundi, Stone bluntly stated: “For re- 
imperialilzation now begins to make sense again, and 
the Europeans would be in a good position to push 
through some sort of international mandate. This was 
what happened over a century ago, and you can argue 
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The X?ar&site 1Brfgade hand, then sat up in 
the sunlight, cross- 
ing his shins in front 
of him, and after a 
time let his woolly 
head fall on his 
breastbone. 

H. KISSINGER A. TAPEWORM I G. BUSH 
.I . . . . I C.C. . .-. _ _.. _ - _ _ rnar rne prootems or Arrtca were made intimtely worse ‘At last I got under the trees. My 
than they needed to be because the process was brought purpose was to stroll into the shade for a moment; but FIX IT-FOR YGU- - -_ _ _ _ 

ture? Well, readers? 
this is exactly what 
is planned for YOU. 
Can’t you see that it 
isn’t even race or 
color or anything 
you might hang your 
hat on for reasoning 
for such non-living. 
It IS the way it IS. 
This makes it not one 
iota more right for it 
to be in Africa or in 
America or Austra- 
lia. But I CAN’T 

prematurely to an end. The world today has a ghostly 
similarity to that of a century ago.” 

no sooner within than it seemed to me I had stepped into As long as there are the Bushes, Khashoggis, Mu& 
the gloomy circle of some Inferno. The rapids were and Mulroneys of the world-there will be this disas e 

Many Africans who remember the pre-indepen- trously devastating inequality. There is a LOT you cdn 
dence days would not agree with Stone’s exultation of 

near, and an uninterrupted, uniform, rushing noise 
filled the mournful stillness of the grove, where not a do, but there is little I can do except offer information 

colonial rule. The reality of imperialism was not breath stirred, not a leaf moved, with a mysterious and show you a way to perhaps gain a bit of freedom and 
highly publicized, however, even as late as the 1960s, sound-as though the tearing pace of the launched life. And yes, I did say Khashoggi as in Adnan. DO I 
on the eve of independence for most countries, life earth had suddenly become audible. condone or condemn these people named here? Nei- 
expectancy in most African countries was generally “Black shapes crouched, lay, sat between the trees ther, IT IS NOT MY PLACE TO JUDGE. ADNAN 
under 30 years of age. One writer who had a firsthand leaning against the trunks, clinging to the earth, half RHASHOGGI IS THEFOUNDEROFBARRICR GOLD 
view of colonialism and depicted it was the Polish- coming out, half effaced within the dim light, in all the CORP. SO, YOURNEXTQUEST1ONIS PROBABLY, 
British writer Joseph Conrad. In 1889, Conrad trav- attitudes of pain, abandonment, and despair. Another “DIDN’T YOU SUGGEST WE TRY FOR FUNDING 
eled the Congo River as master of the ship Ofugo. In HELP FROM ADNAN KHASHOGGI?” Yes indeed, 
1899, Conrad wrote about his journey through the 

mine on the cliff went off, followed by a slight shudder 
of the soil under my feet. The work was going on. The money OR GOLD is not good or bad, right or wrong- 

Belgian Congo, in Heart of Darkness. Belgian colonial work! And this was the place where some of the helpers only the choices of the people using these things can be 
rule, which was run directly by and for the Belgian had withdrawn to die. discerned by their actions and use thereof. We cer- 
monarchy, was notoriously harsh. Conrad relates that “They were dying slowly-it was very clear. They tainly have nothing in mind except totally worthwhile 
the porters for a group of “pilgrims” were not given were not enemies, they were not criminals, they were projects and a hope of feeding some of you-the-people 
food each day, but handed a nine-inch piece of wire, nothing earthly now-nothing but Black shadows of OF GOD, as things worsen and worsen in the clutches 
which they were supposed to exchange for food with disease and starvation, lying confusedly in the greenish of this New World Order. Even the wealthy need to eat, 
area Africans-a form of payment by which they starved. gloom. Brought from all the recesses of the coast in all brethren-even the Elite. 
Under colonial rule, the Congo River Basin had been the legality of time contracts, lost in uncongenial sur- So how does the next portion begin?: “Barrick 
turned into no less than a giant concentration camp, in roundings, fed on unfamiliar food, they sickened, be- Gold, caught scrambling for loot amid the corpses in 
which people were worked to death, as Conrad de- 
scribed: 

came inefficient, and were then allowed to crawl away Zaire, is a corporate front for the George Bush-allied 
and rest. These moribund shapes were free as air- and covert political apparatus. The Canada-based Barrick 
nearly as thin. I began to distinguish the gleam of the is Bush’s only known current business enterprise. The 

AN ‘INFERNO’ eyes under the trees. Then, glancing down, I saw a face company, which Bush now personally leads, was cre- 
near my hand. The Black bones reclined at full length ated by Bush’s Political partners-British elite nar- 

“A continuous noise of the rapids above hovered 
over this scene of inhabited devastation. 

with one shoulder against the tree, and slowly the cotics financiers, and arms traffickers and money laun- 
A lot of eyelids rose and the sunken eyes looked up at me, derers. . ..” 

“I didn’t want 
any more loitering in 
the shade, and I 
made haste towards 
the station.” 

[END OF 
QUOTING] 

Not a pretty pic- 

people, mostly Black and naked, moved about like enormous and vacant, a kind of blind, white flicker in And as an inset: “Barrick Gold Chairman Peter 
ants.. . They were building a railway... the depths of the orbs, which died out slowly. The man Munk has floated to a high place in the British Empire’s 

“A slight clinking behind me made me turn my seemed young-almost a boy-but you know with them political-financial apparatus. 
head. Six Black men advanced in a file, toiling up the it’s hard to tell. I found nothing else to do but to offer “Munk is chairman of Trizec, a huge real estate 
path. They walked erect and slow, balancing small him one of my good Swede’s ship’s biscuits I had in my conglomerate which was taken over in virtual bank- 
baskets full of earth on their heads, and the clink kept pocket. The fingers closed slowly on it and held-there ruptcy, and which holds a large part of Barrick’s stock. 
time with their footsteps. Black rags were wound was no other movement and no other glance. Trizec had been the property of Munk’s close friends, 
around their loins, and the short ends behind waggled “Near the same tree two more bundles of acute the Bronfmans, as front men for British intelligence 
to and fro like tails. I could see every rib, the joints of angles sat with their legs drawn up. One, with his chin and ‘Dope, Inc. ’ London bankers around the Eagle Star 
their limbs were like knots in a rope; each had an iron propped on his knees, stared at nothing, in an intoler- Insurance Company. 
collar on his neck, and all were connected together with able and appalling manner; his brother phantom rested “Munk and Barrick director Andrew Sarlos ‘are 
a chain whose bights swung between them rhythmically its forehead, as if overcome with a great weariness; and very close associates of international speculator George 
clinking... All their meagre breasts panted together, all about others were scattered in every pose of con- Soros, in a grouping of Hungarian Jewish emigres. A 
then violently dilated nostrils quivered, the eyes stared torted collapse, as in some picture of a massacre or a PersonalinvestmentdirectorforBritain’sQueenEliza- 
stonily uphill. They passed me within six inches, pestilence. While I stood horror-struck, one of these beth, Soros is the world’s leading promoter of the 
without a glance, with complete, deathlike indiffer- creatures rose to his hands and knees, and went off on legitimization Of Criminal enterprises, particularly nar- 
ence.. . all-fours toward the river to drink. He lapped out of his cotics. 
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“Munk is also a director of the Hollinger Corpora- 
tion, the reactionary global newspaper conglomerate 
organized by British intelligence and ‘Special Opera- 
tions Executive’ Crown representatives. Hollinger 
Chairman Conrad Black was the primary sponsor of 
Brian Mulroney’s career. Munk has said that he cre- 
ated the Barrick international advisory board on the 
model of the Hollinger Corp.‘s advisory board, which 
features such close Bush allies as Margaret Thatcher, 
HENRY KISSINGER, and the Bronfmans.” 

May we all now rest in peace, face the facts, and 
then and only then, consider resources and possibili- 
ties. Will OUR starving to death, dying in prisons, or 
taking our pop guns out against their laser weapons 
make a big difference? NO, NO, AND NO. We 
negotiate-WE NEVER COMPROMISE EITHER WIS- 
DOM OR SOUL TRUTH. WE TAKE HELP FROM 
WHERE WE CAN GET IT WHILE MAINTAINING 
SECURITY AND INTEGRITY. WE DON’T HAVE 
TO DO IN THESE THUGS AND CRIMINALS-THEY 
WILL DO THAT FORTHEMSELVES ONE OF THESE 
DAYS A-COMIN’. We will never stoop to holding hate 
and revenge as our goals-we only want that which 
creates goodness and allows positive flow of energy- 
hate destroys. Neither I, nor you, can fix that which is 
already past but we can seek diligently a way to improve 
the NOW and look forward to a better, hopefully, future 
time of creation and not destruction. These men do not 
consider me their enemy-they simply don’t want YOU 
TO KNOW WHAT THEY ARE DOING OR HOW BAD 
THEY REALLY ARE FOR WHEN YOUKNO W, THEIR 
DAYS UPON THIS PLACE ARE NUMBE?ED IN 
SMALL DIGITS. 

MAY THE GRACE OF GOD ALLOW YOU TO 
SEEAND HEAR, THAT WEALWAYSACTEVER IN 
WISD 9M AND NEVER IN FOOLISHNESS TO SA T- 
ISFZ’r.’ N EGO WHIM JUST BECA USE WE THINK A 
THING TO BE RIGHT OR WRONG WITHOUT RE- 
ALIZING THE WHOLE OF TRUTH. GUNS ONLY 
CONFUSE THE ISSUES AND GET GOODLY MEN 
KILLED! PLEASE DO NOT WASTE OUR TEAMS 
O;v SUCH RIDICULOUS ASSUMPTIONS. 

Thank you for a long day. We have lots more to 
write on this topic but tomorrow will have to suffice for 
today is gone. Salu. 

l/13/97 #2 HATONN 

Now, back to the dreary subject of the Bushes and 
Branches and other things and beings you never wanted 
to know about, much the less, ask about. THEY CON- 
TROL YOUR EXISTENCE NOW AND IN THE PER- 
CEIVED FUTURE-SO DO WHAT YOU WILL 
ABOUT LEARNING WHAT IS, FOR IT IS YOUR 
LIFE, READERS! 

Back to Barrick: (Gold Corporation, that is.) 
Again with permission from EIR, we move on with 

full credit and great appreciation to both the publica- 
tion and the individual authors sharing their informa- 
tion. I want all credit to go and flow to these others for 
there is nothing NEW on your planet, not even informa- 
tion-just people willing to bring it into the LIGHT. 
Dark and sinister activities cannot allow the light to - 

“Stop making promises-you’re already elected.” 

shine within their dark and secret places. ALL we want 
to do is simply turn on the light for we have no interest 
in doing more unto the perpetrators or their games. 
That function of setting wrong to right is up to YOU. 

Before I move on I want to offer some information 
regarding getting EIR: EIR News Service Inc., P.O. 
Box 17390, Washington, D.C. 20041-0390 (For sub- 
scriptions). 

Now I want to qualify something right up front. I 
am also going to suggest you look into 2ISTCENTURY. 
P.O. Box 16285, Washington, D.C. 20041. Is there a 
difference? Never mind same or difference. There is 
information being offered that “THE ATOMIC SCI- 
ENCE TEXTBOOKSDON’T TEACW (21STCENTURY 
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY). This is going to push 
US&P right out of the running, readers, as to TRUTH 
in science and understanding of such as the work of 
Russell, Tesla, Newton, Gauss, Weber, Ampere and 
such as Bernhard Riemann. There are more but this is 
a worthy start. This also is subscription information as 
offered and we support this presentation to the fullest. 
For the first time, for instance, Laurence Hecht reveals 
the true early history of atomic science. This will take 
the “revelation” of receiving out of the dim reaches of 
possibility-into the KNOWING of scientific input. 
This in no wise lessens the information from such as 
ATOMIC SUICIDE ? but puts science where it be- 
longs-into the minds of ALL. When SCIENCE 
KNOWLEDGE is hidden beneath Spiritual aspects of 
individual choosers, you err. You, as citizens of a 
world in trouble, need to have information freely shared 
and not have the threat ofjail or prison for anyone who 
has ability to get the same information and even will- 
ingly give honor and appreciation to the resource. 
Perhaps someday YOU will understand the struggle 
over the DIFFERENCE. 

[QUOTING, Part 2:] 

INSIDE STORY: THE BUSH GANG 
AND BARRICK GOLD CORPORATION 

Original article by Anton Chaitkin. 
EIR Jan. 3, 1997. Feature, pg. 19 
Barrick Gold, caught scrambling for loot amid the 

corpses in Zaire, is a corporate front for the George 
Bush-allied covert political apparatus. The Canada- 
based Barrick is Bush’s only known current business 
enterprise. The company, which Bush now personally 
leads, was created by Bush’s political partners-Brit- 
ish elite narcotics financiers, and arms traffickers and 
money launderers. 

Using the influence of this political faction, Barrick 
acquired important interests, first in the United States, 
then in Canada and South America. In South America, 
as Barrick boasts in its 1995 annual report, the com- 
pany has an aggressive, long-term approach, with mines 
and projects established in strategic locations in AR- 
GENTINA, CHILE, PERU, BOLIVIA, and BRAZIL. 
“Almost two-thirds of the exploration and development 
drilling budget will be spent in South America, where 
the company has decided to focus its efforts,” the 
annual report states. [H: Still think Bush went down 
to help the Loonies OPEN AN ASHRAM?] In addi- 
tion, with its intended conquests in Indonesia and 
Africa, the firm now says it aims to move from third to 
first among the world’s largest gold mining compa- 
nies. [H: Sounds to me as if one of these days GOLD 
is going to again be very, very valuable-as well as 
having need for a market for same. What is the value 
of holding all the assets in gold and not having it have 
massive value?] 

We present here the results of EIR’s investigation 
of the Bush company, centering on the following prin- 
cipal figures. [H: We are happy to give credit for 
allowing us to NOT be in the focus of this informa- 
tion-gathering for we have enough personal prob- 
lems with the listed players. We have no intention of 
being THE ones who bring such information into the 

light of day-FIRST.] ’ 
GEORGE HERBERT WALKER BUSH, whose 

father was a partner in the powerful London-controlled 
private banking firm Brown Brothers Harriman. Rel- 
evant to the Barrick story, Bush was U.S. vice president 
and chief of covert operations in the Reagan-Bush 
(1981-89) administration, and U.S. President (1989- 
93). As a former President and power broker, Bush is 
Barrick Gold Corp.‘s chief lobbyist, a stockholder in 
Barrick, and honorary senior adviser to Barrick’s inter- 
national advisory board. 

ADNAN KHASHOGGI, a Bush-allied Saudi bil- 
lionaire and arms trafficker, founder of the Barrick 
Gold Corp.; famous for his illegal weapons sales to Iran. 

PETER MUNK, a businessfuilure who became a 
protege of the British royal family, and Khashoggi’s 
partner. Munk is chairman of Barrick Gold Corp. 

BRIAN MULRONEY, Canadian prime minister 
(1984-93) and George Bush’s errand boy; Barrick Gold 
lobbyist and director, Bush’s lieutenant on the Barrick 
international advisory board. 

Barrick Gold was founded in Toronto, Canada, in 
1983. The majority investment in the firm was held by 
Khashoggi and his arms-trafficking partners, who were 
just then gearing up the Iran-Israel-Nicaragua guns 
and cocaine tangle which would explode in 1986 as the 
“Iran-Contra” scandal. 

The nominal chief of Barrick Gold was Peter Munk, 
a Hungarian Jewish immigrant who had repeatedly 
“died” as a businessman, only to be repeatedly revived 
by princes and principalities. This much of Munk’s 
story is before the public in a biography that was 
written and published with Munk’s support, entitled 
Peter Munk: The Making of a Modern Tycoon, by 
Donald Rumba11 (Toronto: Stoddart Publishing Co., 
1996). It vaguely describes Munk’s public disgrace, 
his self-exile in London, and his sudden rise to near- 
billionaire status ending with Munk’s invitation to 
George Bush to become honorary senior adviser to the 
board, created in May 1995. 

THE CLAIRTONE HEIST 

Peter Munk first became notorious in Canada in the 
late 196Os, as the beneficiary in an insider trading 
scandal. Munk and a partner named David Gilmour 
owned an audio equipment manufacturing company 
that had been heavily subsidized by the province of 
Nova Scotia. Munk and Gilmour quietly dumped 29,000 
shares of Clairtone stock in 1967, just before pub- 
lication of the company’s financial report tipped off 
other investors that the company was failing. After 
Munk sold at $9 per share, the stock plunged to $1. 

Dr. Morton Shulman, a member of the legislative 
assembly of the province of Ontario, asked government 
representatives if Munk would escape with his money 
and no legal consequences (see Ontario Legislative 
Library record of Ontario provincial parliamentary 
debate on June 3, 1969). 

Ontario Minister of Financial and Commercial 
Affairs H.L. Rowntree responded that a court had been 
requested to order the Ontario Securities Commission 
“to commence an action in connection with [Munk’s] 
Clairtone Sound Company.. . for an action in the name 
of the company for the accounting of profits allegedly 
made by him by reason of the improper use of inside 
information.” 

But there was no government action, and Munk 
would indeed escape. A Clairtone stockholder named 
John Adams, who had lost about $5,500, had filed a 
legal action against Munk. Munk hired attorney Charles 
Dubin, whom Shulman described as “a lawyer who acts 
for the Conservative scandals... And Charles Dubin... 
knew exactly how to go about subverting the law in this 
case.” 

Shulman reported that Munk’s attorney gave Adams 
$35,000 as a settlement, on Adams’ agreement not to 
make the case public. Then, “the lawyer for Adams and 
Charles Dubin went into the Judge’s chambers... [and] 
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requested the judge to remove the papers from the 
registrar’s office and keep them in his own private 
chambers, which the judge did.” 

Charles Dubin, Munk’s inventive attorney, the fixer 
for Mulroney’s Conservative party, became Ontario’s 
chief justice, and only recently retired. 

The disappearance of legal papers in the Munk case 
discouraged other stockholders from going after Munk. 
But the resulting scandal made him a pariah in Canada, 
and Munk moved to London to start a new life. [II: Still 
think papers couldn’t and wouldn’t be taken by such 
as Horn and Jason Brent from the Ekker case when 
it involves BIG PEOPLE and BIG S&L’S? Wouldn’t 
you think it would simply be easier to meet some 
obligations to these people rather than drag even the 
court judges through this immoral mud-hole?] 

‘DOPE. INC,’ PUTS 
MUNK BACK TOGETHER 

The sister of Munk’s partner, David Gilmour, had 
married one of the Vansittarts, a family high in the 
Anglo-Dutch aristocracy. Munk’s approved biography 
reports that this Vansittart activated the formidable Sir 
Henry Keswick, who made arrangements to lift Munk 
into a new career. Keswick’s family merchant banking 
firm, Jardine Matheson, had long been the British 
Empire’s leading, out-in-the-open organizer of Asian 
illegal narcotics trafficking and drug-money launder- 
ing. (Keswick, Jardine Matheson, and their cohorts are 
central figures in EIR’s book Dope, Inc. (Washington, 
D.C.) Executive Intelligence Review, third edition, 
1992. [H: REALLY IS WORTH YOUR ATTEN- 
TION.] 

Jardine Matheson made Munk the chief executive 
of a Bahamas-registered hotel corporation called South- 
ern Pacific Properties (SPP), with Jardine money, and 
Jardine’s chief executive,‘David Newbigging, as a di- 
rector. Then, Jardine’s historical dope partner, the 
Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company 
(P&O), joined the Munk enterprise; P&O’s Lord Geddes 
himself joined Newbigging on the Munk-SPP board. In 
future years, as Munk rose to world prominence in the 
gold business, the Hongkong and Shanghai Banking 
Corp. and the Royal Bank of Canada, two “Dope, Inc.” 
financial agencies, would provide credit in the billions 
of dollars for Munk’s expansion. 

Munk-SPP became a giant hotel owner in Australia 
and the South Pacific islands, and seized control of the 
Travelodge chain. 

Munk’s rise in Australia was aided by his lifelong 
close association with fellow Hungarian emigre Sir 
Peter Abeles, Australia’s transport mogul. Munk’s 
stepfather had been secretary and assistant to Abeles’ 
father in Vienna in the late 1940s. Abeles is reportedly 
known in Europe as “the White Knight”, in reference 
both to his British knighthood, and his reported large 
role in the cocaine trade. Jonathan Kwitney, in The 
Crimes of Patriots (New York: W.W. Norton, 1987), 
reports that, after Abeles encountered labor union prob- 
lems in his American business, Abeles gave to gangster 
“associates of.. the most powerful Mafia leader in the 
United States... a 20% stake in his U.S. operations.” 
His partners were indicted for hiding his payments, but 
Abeles refused to come to America to testify, and 
charges were dropped. 

KHASHOGGI. BARRICK, 
AND THE AYATOLLAHS 

In 1974, Munk signed an investment partnership 
agreement with arms-trafficking billionaire Adnan 
Khashoggi of Saudi Arabia. According to Munk’s 
approved biography (PETER MUNK: THE MAKING 
OF A MODERN TYCOON), the new alliance was ce- 
mented when Munk and Khashoggi were summoned to 
the London headquarters of Peninsular and Orient. 
P&O’s hereditary boss was Lord Inchcape, whose pre- 
decessor in the 1920s (also Lord InchcaDe) had directed 

Britain’s India Commission to continue the Empire’s 
opium production. 

Munk later told his biographer that he was ner- 
vous-Khashoggi was late- and perhaps “the P&O di- 
rectors wouldn’t wait for us and it would seriously 
harm the relationship. It was already remarkable that 
they should have a Jew and an Arab together in their 
dining room.” But, the mighty Lord Inchcape con- 
vinced Khashoggi to plunge in, and Khashoggi now 
provided most of the cash for the Munk enterprise. 

Since this arrangement was sealed back in the 
197Os, Munk has grown in favor as London’s creature. 
He became a regular skiing partner of Prince Charles, 
who recently attended the opening of a Munk specula- 
tive real estate venture (a factory outlet mall) in Ger- 
many. Munk is a member of the elite “1001 Club”, co- 
founded by Prince Philip, a worldwide grouping of 
aristocrats, bankers, and speculators who support a 
radical anti-industrial, “Pro-environmentalist” looting 
strategy, and who provide a lion’s share of the funding 
for Prince Philip’s World Wildlife Fund. 

The first Khashoggi-Munk-London venture was an 
attempt to build a lO,OOO-acre “jet set” resort complex 
immediately adjoining the Egyptian pyramids. As the 
scheme threatened to destroy the entire historical/ar- 
chaeological area, it evoked mass protests, and could 
not be forced through. Munk sued Egypt’s government, 
and was eventually awarded $17 million by an in- 
ternational referee. 

Khashoggi and his associates, backers of the Brit- 
ish- and Bush-linked faction of the arms trade, created 
Barrick Petroleum Corp. in 1981, registered as a Dela- 
ware, U.S.A., corporation. Junior partner Munk, hav- 
ing returned from London, set up a parallel “Barrick 
Resources” in Canada. 

But Munk’s name was an anathema to Canadian 
investors. So, Khashoggi was brought in to lend his 
pres!ige to Munk. Khashoggi made a televised public- 
ity tour of the Toronto stock exchange, and announced 
that he had purchased 10,000 (Canadian) Barrick shares. 
At that point, in fact, Khashoggi, his brother, and their 
international associates already controlled the com- 
pany, partially through Khashoggi’s Liechtenstein- 
U.S.A. conglomerate, “Triad”. 

Munk was now launched as a corporate chairman in 
Canada. But this first Barrick, an oil development 
firm, went bust and lost all its money. 

In 1983, the Khashoggi-led group formed the gold 
company whose name was soon changed to Barrick 
Gold Corp. Sheik Kamal Adham was reportedly one of 
the new company’s founding co-owners. Adham, the 
chief of Saudi intelligence, had coordinated royalist 
guerrillas in Yemen, with British arms secretly pro- 
vided through Khashoggi. 

Beginning in 1985, Khashoggi borrowed $21 mil- 
lion using his Barrick stock as collateral, for the covert 
transfer of arms to Iran for the Bush-North group, 
during an official U.S. arms embargo against the 
Khomeini regime. Khashoggi made Donald Fraser, the 
Toronto-based businessman who allegedly provided 
the loan from his Cayman Islands company, president 
of Khashoggi’s Triad American holding company. 

Khashoggi used the Monte Carlo office of the Bank 
of Credit and Commerce International (BCCI) to laun- 
der money for Iran arms sales. Barrick Gold Corp. co- 
founder Kamal Adham was later prosecuted for fraud in 
the BCCI case, and paid a $100 million fine. 

Khashoggi’s Saudi royal piggybanks also under- 
wrote George Bush’s Central American “Contras” ad- 
ventures, making payments through the Swiss Bank 
Corp. and a Cayman Islands bank, totalling about $27 
million. 

When the Iran and Contra scandals blew up in 
1986, U.S. Attorney General Edwin Meese linked the 
two scandals in a Nov. 25 public revelation. The next 
day, Munk announced a shareholders’ meeting to de- 
cide on an urgent restructuring plan. A new organiza- 
tion emerged, keeping the Khashoggi group in control, 
but easing Khashoegi out of the limelight and makine 

Munk the sole public figurehead. Personnel were 
shifted into the Canada organization out of Khashoggi’s 
Triad operations in Utah. [II: That is Brent Scowcroft 
country, U.S.A., readers. Still think the Mormon 
Church doesn’t have anything to do with this NEW 
WORLD ORDER? They even refer to themselves as 
Latter Day Saints and ZIONISTS. The word “Mor- 
mon” is an Asian term for Satan. This, of course, is 
just for “Znquiring Minds” who still want to know.] 
Tariq Kadri, Khashoggi’s longtime attorney, was made 
president of the Horsham holding company that was put 
over Barrick. 

As the U.S. Congress took up the arms-for-drugs 
investigation and other trails leading to Vice President 
Bush, Khashoggi became too hot for the Canadian 
partnership, and the Khashoggi group’s shares were 
officially sold off. Khashoggi was himself arrested in 
1989, in a fraud case involving the Philippines’ Marcos 
regime. Taken from Switzerland and jailed in New 
York, Khashoggi was bailed out with a $4 million 
check from his partner, Peter Munk. [H: And come on, 
readers, this ‘is recently enough that ALL of you 
should remember this.] 

BUSH CASHES HIS GOLD CHIPS 

In 1986-87, at the height of the Iran-Contra contro- 
versy, the Barrick Gold Corp. acquired the Goldstrike 
property in Nevada for $63 million. The land, proving 
to hold $10 billion in gold, was the property of the U.S. 
Government. [H: OOPS! And I bet YOU still think 
that Bush-used gold certificate was not real, either. 
Pandora’s box is simply running over with informa- 
tion if you bother to look inside.] Bush was elected 
President in 1988, and his administration put through 
a special dispensation-applied only to the Barrick 
Gold Corp .-to speed up the normal procedures for 
a mining company to take official title (“patent”) to 
the land. [H: !!!!!I 

With the Bush Goldstrike intervention, Rarrick 
Gold shot up from insignificance, to world pow :r sta- 
tus, and Bush himself climbed on board. 

(Bush told the American public, in an interview in 
the Dec. 1, 1996 Parade magazine Sunday supplement: 
“I don’t join boards of directors, and I don’t go into 
business deals.” Yet, on Sept. 17, 1996, less than three 
months earlier, Bush had flown into Elko, Nevada, on 
a Barrick corporate jet. Bush’s international advisory 
board convened at Barrick’s Goldstrike property, and 
met with Barrick’s directors. Speaking to an audience 
gathered to honor his presence at the mine, Bush said: 
“There is no such thing as an imperial, formal ex- 
Presidency. We just go back and live like the rest of 
you.“) 

President Bush’s ambassador to Canada (1989-92), 
Edward N. Ney, had been for many years a Bush 
political operative and an international coordinator of 
Bush’s “privatized” intelligence activities. In 1992, 
Ney quit as ambassador and became a director of the 
Barrick Gold Corp. 

The following year, Brian Mulroney resigned as 
Canadian prime minister. Mulroney was the most 
unpopular Canadian politician; but, in power, he had 
directly aided Barrick’s international ventures, and 
had worked closely with Bush to force through free 
trade agreements. Munk immediately hired the former 
prime minister as a Barrick step-‘n’-fetchit. The ap- 
proved biography explains Munk’s point of view. 

“Mulroney [was] the unhappy lightning rod for the 
anger of a whole nation, in office and out. Munk was 
well aware of these feelings toward his new recruit... 
After nine years trotting around the world to meet 
world leaders, he had incomparable access to Presi- 
dents and prime ministers in all the key spots. . . Mulroney 
arranged the necessary access to the key decision mak- 
ers. Munk was starting to salivate at the prospect of an 
inside track into the huge Chinese territory.” Mulroney 
has been paid over $300,000 per year by Barrick. 

Barrick announced in May 1995, that a new inter- 
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national advisory board was being assembled, under 
the leadership of “honorary senior adviser” George 
Bush, the former U.S. President, who, like Mulroney, 
had recently lost his job at the hands of the voters. 

On Nov. 27,1996, the French newspaper Le Monde 
leaked the news that Barrick had been granted a con- 
cession to prospect for gold in Zaire-a lead which 
prompted the present EZR Barrick investigation. Cana- 
dian newspapers that same day reported that Barrick 
Gold had convinced the government of Indonesia to 
award to Barrick control over the world’s largest gold 
find, and that George Bush and Brian Mulroney had 
personally done the heavy lobbying to accomplish this. 

The Indonesia deal is indeed startling. The small 
Canadian mining company Bre-X Minerals Ltd. had 
intended to develop the Busang gold mine, on East 

Kalimantan. Suddenly, the goyernment announced vately, that the Clinton Presidency is destroyed; that 
that it demanded that Barrick Gold Corp. be cut in to a his son, Texas Gov. George W. Bush, will be the next 
75% ownership stake in the mine, which is estimated to President, reviving the Bush dynasty; and that, there- 
hold 57 million ‘ounces of gold, with a current esti- for, leaders would be smart to work with him now. 
mated value of over $20 BILLION. 

EZR contacted Placer Dome Inc., a rival company [END QUOTING OF PART 21 
which has been bidding for the right to develop a share 
of the Busang mine. A Placer Dome spokesman would Now team, aren’t we glad that we went first to the 
make no comment on Barrick Gold, saying only, of his Bushes and Twigs in point here? They used a lot of 
own firm, “We are a gold mining company, not a money on their own things and assets by use of YOUR 
political organization.” heritage funds. I think it would be totally wise to share 

The U.S. Republican Party, of course, has been with us or, at the least, leave us to our own resources. 
attempting to use President Clinton’s fund-raising re- I a.gain present the facts that I KEEP MY AGREE- 
lationship with Indonesian supporters as a scandal to MENTS-YOU DO NOT! I HAVE NO INTEREST IN 
break the President. Former President Bush, mean- CLEANING YOUR NOSES, LITTLE CRIMINALS- 
while, has been reportedly telling world leaders, pri- THAT IS UP TO THE PEOPLE YOU CHEAT. 

Harsh Testing Or 
YOUR GUIDES because you don’t have ANY.GUIDES 
OF REALITY THAT I DON’T KNOW! Again, this is 
for those in Brazil as well as Sweden and London. Is it 
that people perceive continually that somehow you can 
be “Spiritual” and then prosper from OUR WORK 
WHEN THE OPPORTUNITY PRESENTS ITSELF? 
Spirituality in God IS the projecting at all times of the 
actions which move toward God, not simply spouting 
opinions of self or “guides” and waiting for something 
to dump on you. I can promise the dumper will not be 
God nor will the reward be goodly or abundant if you 
have served the adversary-even as to the pulling away 
from pathway even one tiny infant growing into ser- 
vice. 

Divide-And-Conquer? 
Do you perceive I ask too much? I ask almost 

l/13/97 #2 HATONN assumption of otherwise is foolish indeed. And I would nothing save a few letters hither and yon. Doris and 
like some of YOU to SHOW me how You are changing E.J. ask even less. Some of you have seen the truth and 

DIVIDE AND CONOUER? greatly any systems? How are YOU producing those shared so greatly as to bring us to our knees in appre- 
things that man is needing to survive and keep march- ciation. But we hope that it has been to surely test an 

H hat is it here you wish to conquer? Your “being ing unto God’s positioning? There are myriads of honorable system in spite of all odds against it working, 
right” over being correct?? What is it you feel you are troopers out there working for the adversary from big arranging to move, when we can, ahead in surely 
doing’? And WHY are you doing it? Careful now, an Stuff t0 little stuff to gigantic Stuff. We have to. work effective work, and generally just “realize” the massive 
ego answer will show and tell. within that STUFF without allowing the “stuff’ to task of any reclamation FOR GOD OF LIGHTED CRE- 

Can you continue to have divisions and finally you become us. ATION/CREATOR. 
somehow “win”? What is winning? Is it getting your If there is no balance in your understanding of We have worked and learned through long hard 
way or getting the most, uninformed, onto “your side” circumstances and you perceive it is enough for YOU hours and would it not be wondrous if each individual 
somehow? .Be very careful lest ye bite the wrong fingers just to be, then you are incorrect-if what you want is would simply shoulder his own load and perform? 
and stomp the wrong toes. This is for you in Australia to be counted among the team offering Truth and Ways Well, perhaps that is a dream beyond our capability of 
as well as those under the nose in Illinois or Grand to accomplish betterment and reclamation within this precipitating. When you choose the wrong teachers 
Junction, Colorado-not to even mention the ones in old tired world of pretty adept adversaries. HOW nice to who simply divide your attention in assumptions which 
Idaho being sucked in-AGAIN. be able to laze back and contemplate the miracles of do not even bear proof of correct actions, then perhaps 

When people are “crossed” as to ego assumptions stars and ships, meditate on how YOU opinionate and you need to look at what is transpiring, check the 
they will usually convince YOU of their good inten- will change the world and somehow become famous, information you are getting and from whence it 
tions and then tell vou thev have a direct line to the rich and certainly, bowed unto. Nope, readers, SOME- springs- and take abundant CARE in options. 
Command Marshal; If, however, there is pitting one BODY has to go forth and meet the 
against another, especially at the level of COMMAND, enemy and do the physical battle of 
there is gross error in assumptions. We have a massive wits-all within the laws of nations 
task to do and we will not play games of such silliness and God. And, if your GUIDES are 
at any EARTHLY LEVEL, especially as deemed appro- telling you otherwise, you had bet- 
priate by receivers, channels and would-be kings. In ter be checking out YOUR GUIDES 
every instance be most careful in that which you do. for the hidden lessons being dumped 
Anyone who can comprehend the size of this mission is onto your unsuspecting heads. No 
going to laugh at your antics because it is so obvious member of our team will escape the 
that a lot of HARD WORK and management within and most harsh of testing in every direc- 
under the laws of God’and Man must be without dents tion imagined and, if found want- 
and scratches. ing, will be caught sharply to atten- 

Some of you think you know better-perhaps you tion. None of US are indispensable 
do-but why, if so, do we have nothing with which to for only God can decide who may or 
work save that which WE HAVE DONE? Those mak- may not be indispensable to HIM. 
ing contributions in great measure understand the seri- However, there is usually a long 
ousness of successfully fulfilling our direct course of trail of unbending service which 
actions. If all you wish to save is your own behind and pretty much lays forth the picture 
“be within” without much contribution to the whole, for any to see who are willing to 
except to demand attention-then you are going to be bend to the task. 
most uncomfortable-especially if you pull others into How dare you who are newly 
that trap of closed-end cul-de-sac. Looking at the sky perceiving receivers now pronounce 
and communing with “whatever” shows up is entertain- that something I may say is simply 
ing but is hardly the wisest approach to WISDOM. And Doris having a bad day-when you 
if you think you are strong enough to know better, so be are not even willing to meet the 
it. We do not have the privilege of a singularly beau- smallest requests? Is that what 
teous ranting about all the wondrously Spiritual ways YOUR GUIDES are telling you? 
for man. We have to deal with WHAT IS and an Then I suggest you look closely at 
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